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Professor Joseph Wang, Chair 

 

The constant miniaturization of electronics and the development of powerful data 

processing tools have enabled the fast advance of wearable technology. The successful 

demonstration of wearable devices for sports monitoring has already been made. Although such 

outstanding technology has shown great performance, some important features are still missing. 

Nowadays, wearable devices are limited to monitoring physical parameters such as motion, 

temperature, heart rate, steps, etc., while important (bio)chemical information, such as 

metabolites (glucose, lactate, alcohol) and electrolytes (sodium, potassium) levels can only be 

accessed via blood analysis. The development of on-body detectors for physiological self-

monitoring has profound societal implications towards healthcare, nutrition analyses, and remote 
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medicine. Electrochemical wearable biosensors are promising candidates to bridge the 

technology gap for wearable devices toward comprehensive monitoring and measurement of 

important, and medically relevant, biological changes in the human body. Electrochemical 

sensors can be easily miniaturized, data can be accessed wirelessly, and the concept of “put-

and-forget” can be successfully employed minimizing the hassle and interference in the wearer’s 

daily-life activities. In this dissertation, the development and application of non-invasive wearable 

devices is discussed. Wearable electrochemical sensors operating in sweat, saliva, tears and 

interstitial fluid is presented in individual chapters with a final chapter on the critical discussion 

regarding the challenges and opportunities involved in building a successful electrochemical 

wearable biosensor capable of reliable and trustful measurement readings. The criterions for 

analytical biomarker detector in saliva, sweat, tears and interstitial fluid are included.
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CHAPTER 1  

1. Introduction 

1.1. Wearable sensors 

With the emergence of mobile devices and digital medicine, wearable sensors have 

received tremendous recent attention across many applications related to monitoring the wearer’s 

conditions and surroundings 1–4. Existing wearable sensors commonly track the user’s mobility 

and vital signs (steps, heart rate, etc.). The recent introduction of non‐invasive chemical sensors, 

providing continuous monitoring of chemical markers in a non-invasive manner, fills major gaps 

in wearable sensor technology, as desired for a plethora of applications.5,6. This emerging and 

exciting area of on-body wearable chemical sensing represents a major transition away from 

common centralized laboratory-based analytical systems involving in-vitro test-tube assays of 

blood or urine 7. Such a major revolution has led to a variety of wearable chemical sensors that 

allow noninvasive continuous monitoring of many important analytes in biofluids, such as sweat, 

saliva, tears and interstitial fluid (ISF), instead of blood 8–10. 

Wearable chemical sensors represent a critical component in decentralized analytical 

chemistry, as they perform on-body analytical measurements towards improving of human health, 

well-being, and safety.  Such sensing devices offer real-time analytical information regarding the 

dynamically changing chemical composition of various biofluids. To achieve this goal, wearable 

chemical sensors must offer analytical figures-of-merit similar (or close) to those of laboratory-

based analytical methods, namely reliable selective detection of molecules in complex biofluids, 

along with high sensitivity, accuracy, and precision 10,11 The stability and speed of the wearable 

sensing device should depend on the specific goal and nature of the assay. In addition to high 

analytical performance, these wearable sensing devices should offer mechanical flexibility and 

data security. In order to reflect in real-time the dynamic body response, wearable sensors must 
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offer short response times and reversible response with no carry-over effect. 2,12 Many standard 

laboratory-based bioassays, such as bioaffinity immunoassays, rely on  extremely strong binding 

of the target analyte to their bioreceptors, and  involve complex multistep protocols (e.g, washing, 

tagging steps); such bioaffinity assays are thus not inherently reversible or readily amenable to 

continuous on-body operations (requiring also regeneration of the receptor).  

Stability is a major issue facing most chemical sensors, and particularly wearable ones 

which are often exposed to uncontrolled conditions. Unlike the well-controlled laboratory-based 

in-vitro sensing, it is challenging to perform highly stable accurate on-body analytical 

measurements, considering that wearable sensors are exposed to changing conditions of the on-

body operation and of the surrounding environment (including diverse outdoor activities and 

different biofluids). These include varying temperature, pH, ionic strength or humidity during 

prolonged indoor and outdoor activities of the user.  

The analytical validation of a wearable chemical sensor is crucial for ensuring a highly 

reliable analytical data 13 This is particularly critical when the data is used for a corrective 

therapeutic intervention (e.g., insulin release). Most of the healthcare-related wearable sensors 

rely on validation based on gold standard blood-based laboratory assays 14. While validating a 

new wearable sensor, it is important to consider also the temporal time delay (lag time vs blood 

concentrations changes); such time lags differ for the different body fluids and for the different 

analytes 15. Establishing and understanding such correlation between the analyte concentration 

in blood and in other bodily fluids requires extensive large-scale human subject studies 16. 

Different metabolisms may lead to different blood/biofluid equilibrium rates, and hence achieving 

a universal correlation factor for a given wearable sensor is extremely challenging. The 

metabolism factor is easily demonstrated with alcohol wearable sensors where the same amount 

of consumed alcohol may lead to different response among different subjects 13,17,18. As a result, 

protocols for accurate validation of wearable chemical sensors are currently largely explored 13,19. 
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Only few diseases, such as cystic fibrosis or diabetes, are currently being diagnosed using 

noninvasive or minimally-invasive sensing platforms, monitoring sweat or ISF biofluids, that have 

been widely validated 16,20,21. Thereby, a successful wearable chemical sensor depends on 

selecting the most relevant biofluid, body location, and the most appropriate analytical method. 

The implementation of a specific detection technique (e.g., electrochemical or optical) for a 

wearable sensor depends on (1) the molecular properties of the target analyte, (2) the specific 

recognition process, (3) the target biofluid, and (4) the specific application. Electrochemical and 

optical techniques represent large areas in analytical chemistry and are highly suitable for 

monitoring of numerous analytes in different bodily fluids 12. For wearable chemical sensors, 

electrochemical devices (including amperometric, potentiometric and impedance sensors) and 

optical (colorimetric, fluorescent and luminescent) sensors have been the most commonly 

explored devices. Electroactive analytes or analytes generating redox-active reaction products 

can be easily measured electrochemically, 1 while optical methods are often preferred for 

monitoring molecules with favorable absorbance, fluorescence, luminescence, or colorimetric 

properties 22,23. In contrast, mass and thermal sensors are typically implemented for monitoring 

physical parameters, such as temperature 24,25 and motion, 26,27 but not common for on-body 

chemical sensing.  

Electrochemical sensors meet the requirements of on-body chemical sensing systems 

owing to their high analytical performance, low-power requirements, inherent miniaturization, low-

cost fabrication, speed, and simplicity 4,22,28. Amperometric and potentiometric wearable sensors 

- monitoring current or potential signals - have been widely used for continuous on-body 

electrochemical monitoring of analytes. Fixed-potential amperometric monitoring has been 

particularly useful for selective on-body monitoring of substrates of enzymatic reactions in 

different body fluids in connection to fixed-potential detection of the reaction product 1. The 

opportunities and challenges of using such enzymatic electrochemical sensors for wearable 
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devices have been discussed in recent reviews. 1,22,29 Electroactive molecules can also be 

monitored noninvasively and directly using rapid-scanning voltammetric techniques, such as 

square wave voltammetry, cyclic voltammetry, and anodic stripping voltammetry. These 

voltammetric techniques involve potential scan over the range where the target analyte undergoes 

an oxidation or reduction, leading to a sensitive current-potential response profile (voltammogram) 

containing additional qualitative analytical information 30–33. Potentiometric techniques, using 

ionophore-based recognition of target cations and anions, have been widely used for on-body 

electrolyte monitoring in connection to solid-contact ion-selective electrodes (ISEs). 20,34,35. For 

non-electroactive macromolecules, such as hormones and proteins, label-free detection can be 

realized by using electrochemical impedance techniques that monitor changes in the transducer 

surface related to the specific adsorption/desorption of analytes 36,37. Although electrochemical 

sensors present considerable advantages as wearable devices, they may be subject to surface 

fouling effects and requires proper power supply and related recharging processes.  

Optical colorimetric sensors do not rely on an external power source for generating their 

signal. Several commercial decentralized (but not wearable) “yes or no” sensors, such as 

pregnancy and drug tests, are based on color changes to indicate the presence or absence of an 

analyte. Optical pH sensors often rely on materials and molecules that can directly undergo pH-

dependent color changes 38. Secondary colorimetric detection can also be performed by 

monitoring color changes of reaction byproduct.  For example, the production of gluconic acid and 

hydrogen peroxide by the glucose oxidase enzymatic reaction of glucose can be coupled to 

colorimetric pH responsive chromogenic molecules or additional reactions [horseradish 

peroxidase/3,3′,5,5′-tetramethylbenzidine (HPR/TMB)] to induce and indicate clear color 

variations 39,40. The detection protocol of various wearable colorimetric sensor is often relied on 

the naked eye, although quite often the variation in the color intensity is quite small. Such naked-

out sensing may still be useful as a rapid qualitative or semi-quantitative tool 41 but may not be 
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useful for monitoring small concentration changes. More recently, visible color changes have 

been used for estimating biomarker concentrations in biofluids, such as sweat, in connection to 

smartphone image capture analysis that calculates the corresponding concentration levels 42–44. 

The use of these smart devices has made possible the application of fluorescent and luminesce 

wearable devices by adapting the device’s camera to function as a spectroscope to estimate the 

intensity of the absorbed or emitted light 45,46. Despite the large availability of molecules with 

optical properties, and the battery-free and low-cost features of optical devices, the multiple steps 

and relatively high detection limits of these devices is still a critical bottleneck.  

Wearable self-powered biosensors based on energy-harvesting devices, such as biofuel 

cells, have also received a recent analytical attention while addressing the challenge of energy 

requirement 47. This strategy enables the wearable devices not only to harvest localized energy, 

but also provide a desirable analytical signal of chemical targets, e.g., lactate and glucose, using 

the generated power as the response. While significant attention was given in early years towards 

the development of different skin-interfaced sensing devices, this review period has witnessed 

growing attention to the sampling of the corresponding (sweat, ISF) biofluids, primarily in 

connection with epidermal-microfluidic 48 and iontophoretic-extraction devices integrated with a 

variety of optical or electrochemical sensors. This chapter aims to address key advances on 

electrochemical wearable chemical sensors, highlighting their major contributions to the field of 

analytical chemistry. In the following sections we discuss key advances in wearable 

electrochemical and optical chemical sensors and their emerging contributions to the field of 

analytical chemistry toward noninvasive and minimally invasive monitoring of analytes in 

biological fluids.  
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1.1.1. Biosensors 

A chemical sensor transforms chemical information into useful analytical signal. There are 

basic two components in a sensor, the recognition layer, where the specific interaction with the 

analyte takes place, and the transducer layer, where the analyte concentration is converted into 

a physical or chemical output known as signal. If a biological component, such as DNA, enzyme, 

bacteria, antibody, etc. is used as the receptor in the recognition layer, then the chemical sensor 

can be classified as a biosensor. When the recognition layer is assembled on an electrode, the 

biosensor can be classified as an electrochemical biosensor, and the chemical information is 

converted into electric signal. Other types of sensors can be classified accordingly to the signal 

Figure 1.1 Wearable Chemical Sensors. Examples of wearable chemical sensing 
devices for determination of sweat glucose, lactate, sodium, potassium, calcium, alcohol 
and tears glucose 
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generated, for example, optical sensors output analytical information via changes in measurable 

optical properties. In addition, piezoelectric, mass, and temperature sensors can also be used to 

translate the chemical information into useful analytical signal. 

The following chapters will present electrochemical sensors and biosensors for detection 

of chemical information in bodily fluids such as sweat, saliva, tears and interstitial fluid. An 

overview for electrochemical techniques including potentiometric, voltametric and amperometric 

will be presented in the next sections.  

 

1.1.2. Amperometric sensors 

Amperometric sensors monitors the current response at a fixed applied potential, the 

temporal variations reflect the analyte concentration.49 In order to apply chronoamperometry, 

there are several criteria to be considered such as the appropriate electrode material, the fixed 

applied potential, and the surface recognition layer. Usually, wearable amperometric biosensors 

employ the use of carbon or platinum electrodes modified with redox enzymes. Enzymes are very 

selective and are very suitable to be used in complex biofluids (sweat, saliva, tears or ISF). The 

oxidase family of enzymes are commonly used for electrochemical biosensor once a redox 

reaction is involved in the biorecognition step. Number of wearable redox enzymatic sensors are 

reported for detecting important analytes, such as alcohol,13,50,51 lactate,52–54 vitamin C,55 and 

glucose.56 Oxidase enzyme biosensors- rely on detecting the oxidation of the hydrogen peroxide 

enzymatic bioproduct (Figure 1.2). Second generation biosensors employ the use of mediators 

as electron acceptors instead of oxygen, mediators are responsible for shuttling electrons from 

the enzyme to the electrode surface, decreasing the overpotential and minimizing the action of 

interferents.  
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Amperometric wearable biosensors can provide fast and continuous response using 

simple data collection (current monitoring) offering integration with electronics. The main 

drawback is the limited choice of redox enzymes available and hence the limited scope of 

metabolites that can be detected using this approach. 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Examples of detection mechanism for electrochemical sensor coupled with redox enzymes. A) 
Detection of lactate using lactate oxidase and a carbon Prussian Blue transducer. B) Detection of glucose 
using glucose oxidase and a carbon Prussian Blue transducer. C) Detection of alcohol using alcohol 
oxidase and a carbon Prussian Blue transducer. The detection mechanism consists in the specific redox 
reaction of the enzymatic product, hydrogen peroxidase by the Prussian blue mediator.  

 

1.1.3. Voltammetric sensors 

Voltammetric sensors measures a current response upon a potential scanning operation. 

The signal generated (current vs potential) is known as a voltammogram, which can present one 

or more peaks. The applied potential-time waveform defines the voltammetric techniques such 

as cyclic voltammetry (CV), differential pulse voltammetry (DPV), and square wave voltammetry 

(SWV). Voltammetric techniques are very sensitive and they can offer sensitivity down to the 10 

nM level. Higher sensitivities are achieved by coupling a preconcentration step, as in anodic 

stripping voltammetry (ASV) used for detecting trace metals.57,58 For detection of analytes in 

complex biofluids, SWV is commonly used as it couples fast response with high sensitivity. DPV 

also offers high sensitivity. Voltammetric techniques have also been applied to environmental 

monitoring with the sensitive detection of opioids and nerve agents,59 and explosives.32 While 
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offering additional information regarding the redox behavior of the target, voltammetric techniques 

generally have slower response times compared to amperometric detection. 

 

1.1.4. Potentiometric sensors 

Potentiometric sensors output the chemical information (ion concentrations) as a potential 

difference across a selective membrane, generating a voltage signal. The difference of potential 

is generated between the working and reference electrode. The working electrode is referred as 

ion selective electrode (ISE) and the potential difference is proportional to the logarithm of the ion 

activity. Ionophore receptors are responsible for the specificity of ISEs and they are usually in 

connection to a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) polymeric matrix 49. A common example of ISE is the pH 

sensor which has been translated to a variety of wearable platforms, such as epidermal tattoo 60 

and bandage for wound healing 61. ISE electrodes can be applied for continuous, real-time 

tracking of the electrolytes. They are low cost, and highly selective and can simply be integrated 

with low power consumption electronics 62. However, potentiometric sensors have intrinsic low 

sensitivity and may be subject to drifts or interferences from other ions competing for the receptor 

recognition. 

 

1.2. Noninvasive wearable sensors 

The success of a non-invasive wearable biosensor is largely related to the correct choice 

of biofluid to be monitored. There are several partitioning pathways in the human body which 

responsible for transferring analytes from the blood stream to the peripheral fluids. This 

partitioning depends on the analyte properties and body physiology. The monitoring of specific 

analyte should be matched with the correct biofluid where the analyte can be found. In the next 
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sections, a brief overview of the analyte availability, challenges, and opportunities will be 

presented for sweat, saliva, tears and interstitial biofluids. 

 

1.2.1. Sweat 

Skin is the largest organ of the human body and the first line of defense to protect it from 

external threats such as harmful chemicals, temperature and impact 63. Considering this, having 

access to bodily fluids, such as blood, is usually implicated by perforation of the skin. However, 

with the available technology and urge for noninvasive sensing, analyses of noninvasive fluids 

such as sweat is increasing exponentially 64–66. 

There is a large amount of available sweat glands covering the body, they can be found 

at many locations of the body at densities of >100 glands cm-2, which enables the opportunity of 

several sampling sites. The successful development of reliable analytical epidermal sensors lies 

in the ability of the device to overcome some important challenges such as sampling and transport 

of the sweat, and potential skin contamination. The accumulation of dead cells and bacteria on 

the skin generates a waste that can interfere in the performance of skin-worn chemical sensors, 

especially if only a small volume of biofluid is available 22. In addition, variations in skin resistance, 

thickness and hydration may also influence the outcomes of wearable epidermal sensors.22 

Sweat contains physiologically and metabolically rich analytical information that can be 

readily accessed and retrieved noninvasively. Noninvasive monitoring of sweat has thus attracted 

a tremendous recent attention. 1,2,65 Several sweat analytes have been studied for medical and 

sports applications, exploring the great variety of metabolites and electrolytes which can be 

directly measured from sweat and correlated with blood, such as lactate, glucose, cortisol, 

sodium, potassium and chloride.65 Sweat is a very dynamic biofluid, its pH may vary from 4.5 to 

7.0 22 and its composition can vary depending on the skin location and type of generated sweat 
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(exercising, thermal, chemically stimulated). Even food and medication/drug intake can strongly 

alter sweat composition. Several research groups have been actively working for the development 

of noninvasive and reliable wearable analytical sweat sensor. Sweat has attractive features for 

the development of noninvasive wearable sensors. It can be easily accessed and generated on-

demand via exercising or stimulated through iontophoresis. Sweat exercising is the body cooling 

system response to an increase in body temperature; sweat eccrine glands are responsible for 

secreting sweat directly onto the skin surface to decrease its temperature while evaporating. The 

same sweat glands can be chemically stimulated to produce sweat by using cholinergic agonist 

drugs such as pilocarpine via iontophoretic delivery 22. Thus, collection of sweat samples can be 

carried out by electrophoretic stimulation of the sweat gland with pilocarpine or via exercise 

activity. Despite the large number of papers on wearable sweat chemical sensing, such sensing 

is still limited by the unclear correlation of sweat analytes with blood. 

 

1.2.2. Sweat from exercising  

Sweat production following exercise activity is the mostly commonly approach used for 

sweat biosensors. During exercise the body temperature increases and sweat production is 

stimulated to cool the body down. The main advantage in using sweat from exercise for biomarker 

monitoring is the relatively large volume of biofluid and the constant flow, which renews the fluids 

on the electrode surface, avoiding the mixture of old and new sweat, and thus, misleading 

concentrations readings. Some important considerations should be considered when analytes are 

monitored in sweat during exercise. Upon exercising the body temperature increases, and as the 

biosensor is in proximity with the skin, the increasing in temperature can influence the enzyme 

activity (in the case of an enzymatic biosensor). In addition to temperature variations, sweat pH 

can vary from 4.5 to 7 which can also alter the enzyme activity. The measured concentrations of 

analytes in sweat can also fluctuate depending on the sweat flow which can lead to possible 
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analyte dilution and interfere in the electrochemical operation of the sensor. Therefore, besides 

convenient, monitoring sweat analytes during exercising is very challenging, for an accurate 

response, additional sensors to monitor pH, flow and temperature must be used for a real-time 

correction of the signal measured. Another challenge in the analysis of sweat from physical 

activity is the extreme low concentration of metabolites which can be hinder by skin contaminants 

including bacteria and cosmetic skin products. Common analytes in sweat during exercise include 

lactate, sodium, and potassium.  

 

1.2.3. Iontophoretic sweat stimulation 

Sweat can be readily stimulated by using cholinergic drugs such as pilocarpine or 

carbachol. Such drugs need to be in contact with the sweat glands to stimulate the production of 

sweat. The delivery of such drugs is commonly made by iontophoresis. Iontophoresis involves 

the movement of ions. For iontophoretic delivery a cathode and an anode electrode are employed, 

the desired drug is loaded in the hydrogel used under these electrodes and in direct contact with 

the skin. For example, for pilocarpine deliver, a pilocarpine loaded hydrogel is placed on the skin 

and the anode electrode mounted above the gel. On the cathodic side, a hydrogel without the 

loaded drug (only with buffer solution) is used. A mild current is applied between cathode and 

anode. As pilocarpine molecules are positively charged, the positive current applied on the anode 

provokes a repulsion of the drug to the inside of the skin. After delivered, the drug has a time lag 

to start producing sweat and produces it only on the delivery site. There are innumerous 

application of sweat generated in resting stated, such as the possibility of monitoring biomarkers 

for health impaired patient who are prevented from exercising, besides, with iontophoretic 

stimulation of sweat, it is possible to pursue continuous monitoring of sweat analytes.  

Sweat produced upon stimulation has a defined flow rate which can decrease with time 

util completely stopping. During the time on which sweat is produced, at peak, the flow is well 
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known, and the signal can be adjusted taking the flow rate into account. There are some drugs 

such as carbachol which can stimulate sweat production for over 6 hours, while pilocarpine can 

only maintain sweat production for one hour. This limitation hinders the development of 

continuous sweat sensing, once after delivered, the sweat stimulant drug is depleted from the gel 

and a new hydrogel need to be used for further sweat production. Another limitation resides in 

the fact that iontophoretic systems consumes considerable amount of energy and the efficiency 

of delivery can vary depending on the skin type. On the other side, analyte concentration in 

stimulated sweat are not prone to dilution due to the small volume of sweat generated. After 

multiple sweat stimulations in the same location, the sweat flow might not be predictable, and skin 

irritation is prone to happen. All sweat analytes measured during exercise can also be measured 

in stimulated sweat, however, it is important to notice that metabolites from exercising might not 

be present (or in smaller amounts) in stimulated sweat, lactate is a clear example. Lactate is 

produced by the sweat gland upon extraneous exercising and it can be found in mM concentration 

in sweat during exercising, lactate in stimulated sweat is found in lower concentrations. 

 

1.2.4. Passive sweat 

Passive sweat analysis is another approach for wearable sweat sensors. Natural sweating  

is proportional to metabolic rate and can amount to 3 to 4 liters per hour or as much as incredible 

10 liters per day 67. Sweat produced naturally evaporates quickly on the skin and therefore, 

analysis using passive sweat is challenging. Passive sweat flow rates are relatively low (~0.1 nl 

min-1 per gland versus over 1 nl min-1 per gland for exercise) 68. Several drug tests involve sweat 

patches to collect passive sweat for illicit drug detection and monitoring. The sweat absorbing 

patches are placed on the skin for several days and later sweat is extract in a centralized 

laboratory where bench top equipment is used to detect the present of the drugs. This 

methodology is not optimal for real-time or for useful analytical signal once there is the 
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accumulation of analytes and the mixture of new and old sweat. On the other hand, there are 

some areas of the body with high sweat flow rate producing enough volume of sweat for sensing 

application. Sweat generate on the fingertips, palm, and back of hand have some of the highest 

sweat gland densities on the body and therefore present attractive sites for accessing natural 

sweat. For example, sensors custom designed to collect sweat from the fingertip can precisely 

track sweat biomarker concentrations. There are innumerous advantages in using readily 

available sweat, such as no need of exercising, no the need of bulk devices with high energy 

consumption and better correlation of sweat constituents with blood, once the lower sweat rate 

(lower than exercising and stimulated sweat) allows enough time for the equilibrium and 

partitioning of biomolecules from blood to sweat. 

 

1.2.5. Interstitial fluid 

The current challenges leading to a lack of reliable correlation and standard protocols in 

sweat analysis has driven a tremendous recent interest in wearable sensors for monitoring the 

interstitial fluid (ISF). The composition of ISF is similar to that of blood in terms of small molecules 

such as salts, ethanol, glucose, and proteins 12. It is originated from small molecules which leak 

from blood capillaries in order to supply oxygen and nutrients to the cells through diffusion. 

Biomarkers in ISF are originated in blood, they partition to the ISF through continuous capillaries. 

Small, charged and uncharged analytes, such as hormones (cortisol), promptly diffuse through 

the plasma membrane or through the endothelium using transport vesicles or paracellular 

pathways. The very origin of ISF makes it an attractive biofluid for blood correlations of 

biomarkers, considering that its composition is similar to that of blood in terms of small molecules 

such as salts, ethanol, glucose, and proteins 12.  

Growing research efforts have thus been devoted recently toward the development of ISF 

wearable sensors, especially for personalized health monitoring on which the sensor output is 
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used as a base for medication intake (e.g. diabetes management). Wearable ISF monitoring 

devices rely on two approaches to access the ISF, involving reverse iontophoresis (RI) or the use 

microneedles (microneedles will not be discussed). RI, used to extract ISF molecules, consists of 

the application of a mild current through the skin for inducing an ion migration. Because the skin 

is naturally negatively charged, the flux of positively charged sodium ions induces an electro-

osmotic flow toward the cathode, which also leads to movement of the neutral glucose toward the 

same electrode 14. In fact, the reverse and direct iontophoresis can be used for the simultaneous 

ISF extraction (cathode) and sweat stimulation by pilocarpine delivery (anode). As previously 

discussed, a low-intensity electrical current is applied to the skin using two electrodes (cathode 

and anode). Iontophoretic gels with different compositions are located under each electrode. On 

the anode compartment, a pilocarpine-loaded gel is used for stimulating the sweat. Pilocarpine is 

delivered inside the skin by electrical repulsion as the pilocarpine molecule is positively charged 

and a positive current is applied at the anode. Then, localized sweat production occurs only in the 

stimulated area where the pilocarpine drug was delivered (anode). Since no sweat stimulant drug 

is present on the cathode compartment, no sweat is produced under the cathode electrode. The 

iontophoretic gel, located in the cathode compartment, is loaded with PBS buffer and a negatively 

charged current is applied to attract the positively charged ions from the ISF under the skin to the 

outside. A flow of negatively-charged ions is also attracted to the skin surface in the anode 

compartment; however, as the skin is naturally negatively charged, there is a net flow of ISF 

toward the cathode, which carries all small neutral molecules in the same direction. ISF glucose 

can thus be detected in the cathodic compartment. Accordingly, the electroosmotic convective 

flow is responsible for the ISF glucose extraction exclusively on the cathode compartment while 

the target sweat analyte can be detected at the anode (Figure 1.3).  

Despite these advantages of using ISF, the sampling and monitoring is challenging due 

to the very small volume of analyte available and constant biofouling. However, considerable 

advances have been made to overcome these challenges, especially regarding the continuous 
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glucose monitoring where minimally invasive devices are already commercialized to monitoring 

glucose in ISF for weeks upon implanting the sensor under the skin. 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Schematic illustrating the simultaneous sweat stimulation in the anodic compartment and ISF 
extraction in the cathodic compartment. Pilocarpine is delivered at the anode stimulating the sweat glands. 
At the cathode, glucose “G” is extracted due to the net flow of charged molecules toward this electrode.  

 

1.2.6. Saliva 

Human saliva represents an attractive noninvasive alternative to blood for monitoring 

chemical markers. Compared to blood, the collection of saliva is a relatively easy task towards 

point-of-care diagnosis and screening. However, care should be taken on standardizing the 

measurement and reference baseline setting to minimize false positive and false negative 

readings. Biomarkers in saliva are closely related to ISF, once the capillaries that “feed” the 

salivary glands pass through ISF before entry. Saliva is produced in large volumes, which causes 

great dilutions of salivary analytes. 
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Saliva analysis is one of the most challenges, there are innumerous sources of 

contamination ranging from bacteria to ingested food and drinks. Food and dietary can influence 

the response of salivary sensors; interferences from biofouling (for e.g., microbes’ presence in 

oral cavity) and nonspecific agents present in saliva, and other coexisting disorders and body 

conditions have all to be considered for a reliable saliva sensing operation. Moreover, complexity 

arises from correlation analysis with blood levels, and from the electronic or optical materials 

employed (optical and electrochemical components), which are other benchmarks for successful 

wearable designs for salivary analysis. A commonly encountered analytical challenge is the 

significantly lower analyte salivary levels compared to blood. Hence, saliva analysis typically 

require sensor designs with lower detection limits than that of blood analysis. The combination of 

these challenges hinders the development of wearable salivary sensors, even though saliva 

represents a biomarker-rich biofluid. Only few studies have thus been devoted towards the 

development of such wearable platforms, therefore, new applications and opportunities can be 

found in saliva-based wearable sensors. One of the interesting features of such devices is the 

possibility of analyzing not only body parameters, but also the ones from food, during food intake. 

 

1.2.7. Tears 

Tears are a complex extracellular fluid encapsulating the surface epithelial cells and 

forming the anterior component of the ocular surface. The tear fluid has gained a substantial 

recent attention as a promising noninvasive body fluid for continuous monitoring of biomarkers 

such as glucose, lactate, alcohol, and vitamins. Besides, compared to other biofluids such as 

saliva or urine, which present a highly variable dilution effects, tear fluid is kept at a low and 

relatively stable volume (∼4 μL) and it is continuously replenished by the production of the lacrimal 

gland and other accessory glands. Tears are less prone to biofouling than saliva, ISF and sweat, 

however the challenging in accessing tears has hindered the development of tears-based 
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biosensors. Most commonly, contact lens are used as platform for tears analysis, the embedded 

biosensor and electronics are responsible for monitoring tears biomarkers in basal fluid. As for 

chemically modified contact lenses, the main downsides are the invasive direct contact to the eye 

tissue which can facilitate infections and the potential decreasing of the visual field due to the 

embedded electrodes, athenea and battery. Therefore, new non-invasive (bio)chemical tear 

sensors are desired to expand the scope of wearable sensor technology, getting advanced 

information about the wearer's health and performance status. Thus, new devices would require 

less invasive wearable approaches to drive the tears towards the sensor improving real-time 

monitoring. However, continuous sensing of analytes in tears is a real challenge due to the 

intermittent nature of tears. Other than contact lenses tear sensor, in most of the cases, it is 

necessary to collect a drop of tear before every measurement. Furthermore, one of the major 

challenges in tears analysis is the sampling step which can cause eye irritation and variations in 

the rate of tear production can introduce artifacts in analysis.  Following chapters will include 

examples of electrochemical sensors for each above-mentioned biofluids. 

Chapter 1, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Analytical Chemistry, 2020, 

by Juliane R. Sempionatto, Itthipon Jeerapan, Sadagopan Krishnan, and Joseph Wang. The 

dissertation author and Itthipon Jeerapan were co-authors of this paper.  
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CHAPTER 2   

2. Wearable electrochemical sensors for exercise induced sweat  

2.1. Eyeglasses sweat sensor 

The demand for wearable sensors has grown rapidly in recent years 1–3. Physical sensors 

used to monitor heart rate, 4,5 blood pressure, 6–8 body temperature, 9 and body movements 10 are 

already commercially available and are now commonly used in daily life. However, new non-

invasive chemical sensors are critically desired to expand the scope of wearable sensor 

technology beyond vital signs and hence to obtain more comprehensive information about a 

wearer's health and performance status 1–3,11. Several research groups have recently addressed 

this gap by introducing wearable chemical sensors for monitoring metabolites, such as lactate, 12–

14 glucose, 15,16 or uric acid, 17,18 electrolytes, such as sodium 19,20 and potassium 14,20 or pH 21 

Widespread acceptance of wearable sensor technology requires the creation of products that can 

be easily integrated into an individual's lifestyle. Most wearable chemical sensors have relied on 

sweat analysis in connection with flexible and temporary tattoo-like devices, 3,22,23 headbands, 24 

or wristbands 14. As the wearable sensor technology advances, there are urgent needs for 

addressing the challenges of merging the strengths of the fashion and wearable fields to create 

wearable fashion accessories that will lead to a widespread acceptance of wearable sensor 

technology. Most existing wearable chemical sensors lack multi-analyte detection and integration 

capabilities 5,14 Gao et al. recently described a multi-sensor wristband platform to measure 

glucose, lactate, potassium, and sodium in sweat 14. Lee et al. developed an integrated graphene-

based patch for monitoring sweat glucose. 16 Mercier and Wang developed a hybrid Chem-Phys 

epidermal tattoo for simultaneous monitoring of lactate and ECG. 5 Certainly, there are urgent 

needs for developing new easy-to-use multi-analyte wearable chemical sensing platforms. In this 

work, we demonstrate the first example of a (bio) sensor eyeglasses platform that provides an 
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attractive platform that addresses the challenge of combining a wearable chemical sensing 

function with eyeglasses accessories through proper attention to key design and technological 

barriers. More specifically, we describe a fully integrated eyeglasses wireless multiplexed 

chemical sensing platform for simultaneous real-time monitoring of sweat electrolytes and 

metabolites (Figure 2.1B). Eyeglasses represent an attractive wearable platform. Since Google 

launched its Google Glass project, developers from around the globe have focused on introducing 

smart glasses as wearable computers and display devices.25,26. However, despite being an 

attractive wearable alternative to recently developed sweat sensors, there are no reports on 

eyeglass based non-invasive chemical sensors. Eyeglasses are stylish fashion accessories and 

are widely worn daily by millions, compared to other accessories, e.g., wristbands, headbands 

and tattoos, commonly used for wearable sensor systems. In addition, eyeglasses are common 

with the majority of the elderly population that requires more frequent monitoring. The eyeglasses-

based sensing platform offers comfort and ease of use to the wearer. The inherent shape and 

weight of glasses conform well to the user's face and the pressure in the nose-bridge pads 

promotes good sensor–skin contact. In the present work we developed a new, personalized 

integrated eyeglasses platform for metabolite and electrolyte sensors based on two major classes 

of electrochemical sensors, amperometric and potentiometric, respectively 27. These two classes 

of electrochemical sensors can cover the majority of target analytes for healthcare and fitness 

applications 28. Hence, while the new concept of eyeglasses based chemical sensing is illustrated 

here in connection with sweat lactate and potassium monitoring, it can be readily expanded to 

other important metabolites or electrolytes via a judicious selection of the enzyme or ionophore 

receptor, respectively, and using easily replaceable nose-bridge sticker pads. The new wearable 

eyeglasses chemical sensing platform has been realized by integrating potentiometric and 

amperometric sensors into the nose-bridge pads of the glasses and integrating them into a 

wireless electronic backbone located along the glasses' arms (Figure 2.1B). These nose-bridge 

electrochemical sensors were fabricated via a conventional screen-printing technique utilizing 
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custom-designed stencils. The three-electrode sensor patterns and contacts were printed on a 

polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate used as a replaceable sticker on the nose pad via a 

double-sided adhesive tape. These easily removable adhesive sensor stickers allow the user to 

select the target metabolite and electrolyte he/she wishes to monitor. All connections were fixed 

within the nose-bridge pad and the glasses. Therefore, the “Lab-on-Glass” platform can thus be 

adjusted to meet the specific wearer's needs. The performance of the integrated eyeglasses 

wearable sensor system was demonstrated towards a continuous monitoring of the biologically 

important lactate and potassium. Lactate was measured amperometrically while potassium was 

monitored potentiometrically. Lactate is one of the most important biomarkers for assessing 

physical performance and well-being during physical activities. Changes in lactate sweat levels 

reflect the fitness level and correspond to the exercise intensity 29. Sweat lactate can also be used 

as a marker of tissue viability and may provide a warning for pressure ischemia, reflecting 

insufficient oxidative metabolism and compromised tissue viability 30. Monitoring the sweat 

electrolyte composition during exercise activity is also important. Considerable loss of electrolytes 

can occur during intense exercise. 31–33 Along with chloride and sodium, potassium is one of the 

body's most important electrolytes. Low potassium sweat levels can indicate dehydration that can 

impair the electrical impulse communication between cells besides inducing muscle cramps.34. 

Low potassium concentrations may also result in hypokalemia, the most common electrolyte 

abnormality, which can be life threatening in patients with cardiovascular disease.35. Abnormal 

potassium concentrations and electrolyte imbalance also contribute to the risk of accidental falls 

in the elderly population. The monitoring of sweat potassium can thus provide prediction and alert 

for such abnormalities and risks. Considering the importance of these two biomarkers, the Multi-

Analyte Glasses (MAG) were tested during the physical activity of three healthy subjects. One of 

the most important considerations for simultaneous operation of two different sensors is potential 

crosstalk. While amperometric measurements of lactate require an applied potential of −0.1 V, 

monitoring the potassium levels relies on open circuit potential measurements. We demonstrate 
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that the potential signal of the potassium sensor is completely independent of the applied potential 

of the lactate sensor and that the lactate and potassium on body profiles are not affected by their 

simultaneous recordings. The sensor stickers of the new eyeglasses sensing platform can be 

readily replaced and the system can thus be readily extended for the monitoring of a wide variety 

of target analytes. 

  

Figure 2.1. Biosensor integrated to eyeglasses, working principle (A) Photograph of interchangeable sticker 
printed sensors. (B) Photograph of the eyeglasses biosensor system integrated with a wireless circuit board 
along the arms. (C) Nose pad electrochemical sensors with schematic of potassium sensor (left) and lactate 
sensor (right), along with the corresponding recognition and transduction events. (D) Schematic of screen-
printing process steps and electrode modification for the lactate sensor (left) and potassium sensor (right). 
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2.1.1. Materials and methodology 

 

Chemicals 

Chitosan, acetic acid, bovine serum albumin (BSA), L-lactic acid, sodium phosphate 

monobasic (NaH2PO4), sodium phosphate dibasic (Na2HPO4), D(+)-glucose, glucose oxidase 

(GOx) from Aspergillus niger type X-S (EC 1.1.3.4), polyurethane (PU) (Tecoflex SG-80A), 

potassium tetrakisĲ4-chlorophenyl) borate, potassium chloride, sodium chloride, calcium 

chloride, magnesium chloride, valinomycin (potassium ionophore I), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), 

bisĲ2-ethylhexyl) sebacate (DOS), and methanol (99.8% anhydrous) were obtained from Sigma- 

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Lactate oxidase (LOx) (activity 101 U mg−1) was purchased from Toyobo 

Corp. (Osaka, Japan). Tetrahydrofuran (THF) with HPLC grade was purchased from Fisher 

Chemical (Fair Lawn, NJ). Polyvinyl butyral (PVB) B-98 was purchased from Quimidroga S.A. 

(Barcelona, Spain). Conductive carbon ink (E3449) and silver/silver chloride ink (E2414) were 

purchased from Ercon Inc. (Wareham, MA) while Prussian blue/graphite ink (C2070424P2) was 

obtained from Gwent Inc. (Torfaen, UK.) All reagents were used without further purification.  

 

Screen printing process 

The screen printing process was conducted using a semiautomatic MMP-SPM printer 

(Speedline Technologies, Franklin, MA) and custom stencils developed using AutoCAD software 

(Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) 12 and produced by Metal Etch Services (San Marcos, CA), using 

stainless steel stencils with dimensions of 12 in × 12 in. Lactate biosensors were screen-printed 

on a flexible PET sheet substrate with two separate layers. First, Ag/AgCl conductive ink was 

used to prepare the reference electrode as well as the current collector for electrochemical 

measurements. Next, a Prussian blue/ graphite ink was used for fabricating the working and 

counter electrodes (Figure 2.1D). After every printing step, the printed layers were cured at 85 

°C for 20 min. The working electrode transducer had a circle shape with a 3 mm diameter. 
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Potassium sensors were screen-printed on a flexible PET sheet substrate with three separate 

layers. First, an Ag/AgCl conductive ink was used to print the conductive collector. Next, the same 

ink was used to print the reference electrode. Finally, a conductive carbon ink was used for 

printing the working electrode (Figure 2.1D). The printed layers were cured at 85 °C for 20 min 

after each printing step. 

 

Electrode modification 

Lactate sensors were modified as follows. Four μL of LOx (34 mg mL−1) in BSA (10 mg 

mL−1) were drop cast on the working electrode surface and allowed to dry for two hours. Next, 4 

μL of 0.5% chitosan solution in 0.1 M acetic acid was cast and the electrode was left overnight at 

4 °C. The following procedure 20 was employed in the preparation of the recognition layer and 

reference electrode for the potassium sensor. For the reagent recognition layer, 2 mg of 

valinomycin were dissolved in 1 mL of THF along with 0.5 mg of potassium tetrakisĲ4-

chlorophenyl) borate. After complete dissolution, 32.8 mg of PVC were added gradually until 

complete dissolution, followed by the addition of 71.1 μL DOS; the solution was left with stirring 

in vortex for one hour. After homogenization, 5 μL of the resulting cocktail solution were cast on 

the carbon electrode surface. For the reference electrode, 3 μL of a solution containing 78.1 mg 

of PVB and 50 mg NaCl in 1 mL of methanol was drop cast on the silver electrode. After drying, 

1 μL of PU was cast on the surface in order to prevent leaching. Electrochemical assays Most of 

the in vitro testing of the new system was performed using benchtop electrochemical analyzers, 

CHI 1230A from CH Instruments (Austin, TX) and a μAutolab III from Metrohm (Utrecht, Holland). 

A three-electrode system was used for the amperometric sensors; the working and counter 

electrodes were printed using Prussian blue/graphite ink, and the reference was the Ag/AgCl 

printed electrode (Figure 2.1D). All solutions for the in vitro amperometric measurements were 

prepared in 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.0) using DI water. Amperometric detection was performed using an 

applied potential of −0.1 V in order to obtain the calibration curves and the on-body 
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measurements. A two-electrode system was used for the potassium sensor; the modified printed 

Ag/AgCl electrode was used as a reference electrode and the carbon-based electrode as the 

working electrode (Figure 2.1D). The open circuit potential was recorded to obtain the calibration 

curves and on-body measurements. On-body measurements. The epidermal evaluation on 

human subjects was conducted in strict compliance with a protocol approved by the Institutional 

Review Board (IRB) at the University of California, San Diego. Informed consent was obtained 

from the human volunteers for the specific on-body experiments. Three healthy volunteers (one 

female and two males) were asked to perform physical exercise on a stationary bicycle while 

wearing the MAG sensor. The nose area was cleaned with soap and water prior to measurements 

and then dried with isopropyl rubbing alcohol (50%). All on-body tests were performed with a 

wireless transceiver mounted on each inner arm of the MAG sensor system for real-time 

transmission of the lactate and potassium signals. The on-body experiments were performed in 

strict compliance with the guidelines of the Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) and were approved 

by the Human Research Protections Program at the University of California, San Diego (project 

name: Epidermal Electrochemical Sensors and Biosensors; project number: 130,003). Wireless 

transceivers Two printed circuit boards (PCBs) placed on the different arms of the eyeglasses 

frame were used to control the amperometric and potentiometric operations. The lactate and 

potassium sensors were connected to each of the PCBs with amperometric and potentiometric 

measurement capabilities, respectively, along with wireless data transmission. The controller 

used in both of the PCBs was a CC2541 from Texas Instruments (TI). This controller has an 

integrated Bluetooth low energy (BLE) function which enables wireless connection from the MAG 

sensor to a host device, such as a smartwatch, smartphone or laptop. The digitized data from 

lactate and potassium sensors were transmitted as BLE packets via the controller to a host laptop 

and displayed using a custom-made graphic interface. The PCBs were powered by a Li-ion 

rechargeable battery. The battery's output was regulated using a low dropout regulator (LP2981 

from TI) to obtain 3.0 V precise and stable power for every circuit component. The batteries have 
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100 mA h capacitance and dimensions of 31 × 11.5 × 3.8 mm. The size of the developed PCBs, 

30 × 13.7 mm, can fit the frame of the glasses (Figure 2.3A). On-body tests were performed using 

the wireless transceivers in the same fashion as was described earlier. The measured average 

current consumption of each PCB during operation is 1.6 mA, which enables a battery lifetime of 

over a week with 100 mA h capacitance, assuming 8 hours per day use. Lactate sensor. The 

LMP91000 analog front end (AFE) chip was used as the interface for the lactate sensor. While 

the AFE applied a constant potential (−0.1 V) between the reference and the working electrodes 

by controlling the potential of the counter electrode, it also measured the current from the working 

electrode and outputted it as an analog voltage value. The output was digitized by an analog-to-

digital converter (ADC) integrated into the controller. The AFE chip is programmable through an 

I2C interface driven by the controller. Potassium sensor. A voltage follower circuit with an 

operational amplifier (AD8605 from Analog Devices Inc.) was used for measuring the potential 

signal between the reference and the working electrodes. This amplifier has an extremely low 

input bias current (<1 pA) with rail-to-rail operation, enabling precise and wide-range 

measurement. The output of the voltage follower circuit was followed by an RC low-pass filter and 

converted to a digital value using the ADC. 

 

2.1.2. Results and discussion 

Eyeglasses represent an attractive platform for sweat sensing, as they offer spatially 

separated sensor locations on the nose pads which minimize potential crosstalk between the 

corresponding sensors. As a proof of concept, we were able to demonstrate below a sweat 

metabolite/electrolyte eyeglasses sensor platform operating under physical exercise conditions 

with wireless signal transmission.  
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Characterization of the lactate sensor 

The fabrication and functionalization of the nose-bridge pad lactate biosensor are 

illustrated in Figure 2.1D. There are several key analytical parameters that must be evaluated 

when developing a wearable sensor. 11 The new sensor should offer a fast response time, 

selective and reproducible response and a wide dynamic range. The lactate eyeglasses biosensor 

relies on the LOx biocatalytic oxidation of lactate to pyruvate and hydrogen peroxide and, 

amperometric monitoring of the peroxide product (Figure 2.1C). Because of the large anodic 

overpotential of H2O2 at conventional printed solid electrodes, a Prussian blue/graphite electrode 

transducer was used, allowing low-potential selective cathodic measurements at a very low 

potential of −0.1 V (versus a Ag/AgCl reference).36 In order to evaluate the key parameters for the 

lactate sensor, the modified electrode was first characterized in vitro using PBS (pH 7.0) over the 

0–14 mM lactate concentration range, which corresponds to the range of lactate physiological 

concentrations in human sweat.37 Figure 2.2A displays chronoamperograms for increasing 

lactate concentrations in 2 mM steps (a–g). Well-defined current signals are observed, with a fast-

stable response obtained within 30 seconds. As indicated from the corresponding calibration plot 

(shown in the inset), the current has a nearly linear fashion up to 8 mM and levels off above 10 

mM lactate. A limit of detection (LOD) of 0.39 mM (CLk=3) was calculated based on the IUPAC 

recommendation 38. The lactate sensor inter-electrode reproducibility was evaluated. A deviation 

of 5–15% was found for high and low lactate concentrations, respectively 39. Such reproducibility 

is satisfactory considering the low-cost electrode fabrication route. Since human sweat contains 

several potentially interfering compounds, e.g., ascorbic and uric acids, 37 the selectivity of the 

new biosensor was evaluated. Figure 2.2B shows chronoamperometric curves for potentially 

interfering metabolites in their respective physiological concentration in sweat. 37 All four 

compounds, creatinine (A), ascorbic acid (B), glucose (C) and uric acid (D), exhibit negligible 

current signals. In contrast, a well-defined current response is observed for 4 mM lactate (E). 
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Such high selectivity of the new eyeglasses biosensor reflects the judicious coupling of the LOx–

enzymatic chitosan layer and the low-operating potential of the Prussian blue/graphite transducer. 

 

Potassium sensor characterization 

Potassium sensor analytical performance was evaluated using open-circuit potential 

measurements. A calibration curve was obtained by recording the electromotive force (E (V)) 

versus time, using KCl concentration ranging from 0 to 100 mM (Figure 2.2C). The sensor 

responds instantaneously in a near-Nernstian fashion to varying potassium concentrations over 

the 0.1 to 100 mM range. This potential–time trace reveals that the signal reaches a steady state 

within 20 s, indicating great promise for real-time monitoring of dynamic changes in the potassium 

sweat levels. The resulting calibration plot (shown in the inset) is linear (R2 = 0.99), with a 

Nernstian slope of 58.0 ± 4.3 mV per decade (n = 15). The sensor offers a LOD of 10−3.9 M, 

calculated in accordance with the IUPAC recommendation 38. The slope and LOD are comparable 

to the values reported previously using similar ion-selective membranes. 20,40 The results show 

that the new potassium sensor can be suitably used to detect potassium in human sweat, given 

that the average levels of potassium in human sweat vary from 6.7 μM to 38 mM. 37 The selectivity 

of the sensor was evaluated using the mixed solution method based on IUPAC recommendations 

41 using a fixed interference of 10 mM for sodium, magnesium and calcium chlorides 

corresponding to the physiological concentration range. 37 The potassium sensor maintains a 

Nernstian behavior in the presence of interfering ions (with slopes of KNa = 61.39, KCa = 65.65 and 

KMg = 59.36 in the presence of Na, Ca and Mg, respectively). The calculated selectivity coefficients 

for Na+, Ca2+ and Mg2+, are −3.2, −5.0 and −4.9, respectively, which are in close agreement with 

reported data.42 A reversible and rapid response is essential for the performance of the epidermal 

potassium sensor due to the dynamic changes of sweat electrolyte concentrations 32,43. It is thus 

important to test the changes in the response of the eyeglasses sensor when potassium activity 

fluctuates using hysteresis effects. Figure 2.2D displays the results of such a carry-over test from 
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the dynamic response recorded upon alternating cycles of 0, 0.1, 10 and 100 mM KCl solutions 

over a 5 min period. The potentiometric sensor displays a nearly reversible response to these 

rapidly varying potassium concentrations with negligible carry-over effects. 

 

Wireless real-time monitoring of electrolyte and metabolites In order to realize the 

integration of the MAG multiplex system, both potassium and lactate electrodes were each 

connected to a printed circuit board (PCB) located on each of the inner arms of the eyeglasses 

frame (Figure 2.3A). Details of both electronic boards are given in the Experimental section. The 

PCBs were able to collect data from the individual sensors and transmit them wirelessly via 

Bluetooth to a laptop. The potassium board recorded the OCP while the lactate board measured 

the amperometric response under a potential of −0.1 V. In vitro data calibration curves using the 

Figure 2.2 In vitro characterization of the lactate and potassium sensors. A) Chronoamperometric response 
for 0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14 mM lactate along with the corresponding calibration plot. Standard deviation 
n=3. B) Selectivity study: Response to (a) 84 μM creatinine, (b) 10 μM ascorbic acid, (c) 0.17 mM glucose, 
(d) 59 μM uric acid, and (e) 4 mM lactate. C) Response of the potassium sensor using 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 
mM KCl, along with the corresponding calibration plot. D) Hysteresis curve (carry-over study) for the 
potentiometric sensor using varying potassium concentrations 
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wireless boards were obtained in accordance with the experimental setup shown in Figure 2.3B. 

Figure 2.3C displays the potential–time response of the potassium sensor to increasing KCl 

concentration from 0.01 to 10 mM. Figure 2.3D displays the lactate sensor response to increasing 

lactate concentration from 0 to 10 M. The corresponding potassium and lactate calibration curves 

(shown in the insets of Figure 2.3C and D, respectively) are consistent with the calibration curves 

obtained using benchtop instrumentation (Figure 2.2A and C). In addition, the sweat replacement 

rate was calculated using the best-case limit single-centred flow model, 44 based on a mean sweat 

rate of ∼3–4 mg min−1 cm−2; 45 using the nose pad dimensions (0.5 cm × 0.8 cm × 30 μm), the 

calculated sampling interval for the MAG device is less than 30 seconds. The refresh rate of sweat 

is thus fast enough to perform real-time monitoring of the analytes. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Characterization of the biosensors using the PCB integrated to the eyeglasses. A) MAG 
biosensor device with both potentiometric (Pot.) and amperometric (Amp.) PCBs boards. B) Setup for in-
vitro measurements using the wearable MAG biosensor device. C) Response of the potassium sensor to 
0.01, 0.1, 1 and 10 mM KCl in DI water. D) Response of the lactate biosensor to increasing lactate 
concentration from 0 to 10 mM, with 2 mM increments in PBS (pH 7). E) Response of the glucose sensor 
to increasing glucose concentration from 0 to 2 mM with 0.2 mM steps in PBS (pH 7). Insets C, D and E: 
corresponding calibration plots for potassium, lactate and glucose sensors, respectively. 
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Following the in vitro characterization, the lactate and potassium sensors were evaluated 

by placing them on the nose pad of the glasses (Figure 2.1C) and performing on-body 

measurements during physical (cycling) activity. Figure 2.4A displays two sets of on-body lactate 

(a, a′) and potassium (b, b′) signals recorded simultaneously during exercise activity for two 

different volunteers using the on-body configuration shown in Figure 2.4B. The same eyeglasses 

prototype was used for all on-body experiments; sensor/skin contact was made by adjusting the 

aperture of the nose-bridge to each volunteer's nose features. The eyeglasses weight and nose-

bridge pressure were sufficient for ensuring a stable reproducible signal. A calibration curve was 

obtained for each sensor prior to the on-body tests. The sweat potassium response during the 

on-body test (Figure 2.4Aa and a′) is in agreement with previously published studies regarding 

potentiometric perspiration sensors 14,19,46. At the beginning of the exercise, no sweat is present, 

and as the exercise continues more sweat is generated, leading to a rising potassium signal. 

Within a few minutes (∼10 min), the sweat generated is sufficient for establishing a stable OCP. 

The potential measured from this point corresponded to physiological potassium ion 

concentrations. 37 The on-body sweat lactate profile (Figure 2.4Ab and b′) is also in accordance 

with earlier studies.12,14. At the beginning of the exercise, little or no sweat is present and the 

amperometric sensor measures only a background current. Perspiration begins at approximately 

400 s, leading to a rapidly increasing lactate signal that reaches a maximum value at around 700 

s. The lactate profile varies in accordance with the intensity of the exercise; greater intensity 

produces a larger sweat lactate signal. In order to further evaluate the performance of the 

potassium and lactate sensors, benchtop instrumentation was also used for the on-body test 

besides the wireless boards in order to compare both results. The sweat potassium response of 

three different volunteers was thus individually monitored, and the results obtained were 

consistent with those obtained with the MAG device 39. For the individual lactate sweat analysis, 

a control sensor with the same surface formulation (except for the absence of LOx) was employed 

side by side with the LOx-containing lactate biosensor. These LOx and control sensors were fixed 
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on each nose pad of the glasses and the corresponding current profiles were recorded 

simultaneously. As expected, the lactate sensor displayed a well-defined lactate sweat current 

time. Simultaneous sweat potassium and lactate response were also evaluated using two 

benchtop instruments for three subjects 39. The two sensors were calibrated prior to the on-body 

experiment. The simultaneous on-body measurements of potassium and lactate performed using 

the MAG device were comparable to the response obtained using benchtop equipment. The 

similar response profiles observed with both the PCB and the benchtop instrumentation reflects 

the quality of the new electronic interface. As was discussed earlier, one of the major challenges 

in designing a multiplex sensing system is the potential crosstalk between the individual sensors. 

Crosstalk is of particular concern for multiplexed sensors employing controlled-potential 

amperometric detection, and potentiometric detection that measures potential signal. While 

crosstalk can be avoided by geometric separation of the sensors, 5 as expected from the physical 

separation of the 2 sensors and their separate circuit boards, crosstalk between the sensors 

should be minimal. Therefore, the crosstalk between the amperometric and the potentiometric 

sensors in the wireless MAG was investigated 39. During exercise, the sweat lactate and 

potassium were measured simultaneously, while the lactate PCB was turned ‘on’ and ‘off’ several 

times and the potassium signal was recorded without interruption. No interference was found in 

the potassium response due to this on/off operation of the lactate biosensor, indicating minimal 

crosstalk and successful integration of a wireless multiplex sensor into the glasses. This crosstalk 

experiment also demonstrates the fast and stable response, with rapid return to the previously 

recorded signal. The new eyeglasses sensing platform allows convenient replacement of the 

bridge-pad sensor stickers in connection with a variety of different amperometric and 

potentiometric sensor stickers. For example, replacing the lactate bridge-pad sensor with a 

glucose one offered convenient monitoring of sweat glucose. A few recent studies indicated the 

relevance of sweat glucose for blood glucose management 14,16. Two healthy volunteers were 

randomly selected to perform this glucose test. Before exercising, the subjects were asked to 
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consume a soft drink with high sugar content (39 g). After waiting for 10 min, the subjects started 

the stationary cycling activity while monitoring the sweat glucose levels continuously for 30 

minutes using the eyeglasses-based biosensor. Figure 2.4Ca and a′ display the current-time 

profile from the sweat glucose onbody experiment. A clear increase in the glucose signal is 

observed following ∼10 min of cycling (start of sweating). The current increases rapidly to reach 

its maximum value at ∼750 s and starts to decrease thereafter, within ∼1000 s. A control sensor 

(without GOx), shown in Figure 2.4Db and b′, displays only the background current. For one of 

the subjects, before the on-body test, the blood glucose level was measured with a commercial 

glucose meter (126 mg dl−1) and a calibration curve for the glucose sensor was obtained (Figure 

2.3E). The sweat glucose level was thus estimated to be ∼0.2 mM (Figure 2.4Ca); this value is 

in agreement with the expected blood–sweat glucose correlations.47. Both amperometric and 

potentiometric sensors maintained good performance during prolonged operations of a few hours 

39. Considering their low fabrication costs, good reproducibility and convenient replacement, new 

sensors can be readily used for new on-body measurement cycles. 

 
 

Figure 2.4 Wireless measurements using the PCBs. (A) Simultaneous sweat potassium (a and a′) and 
lactate (b and b′) signals recorded during cycling exercise of two different volunteers via wireless 
measurements using the MAG device. (B) Female volunteer cycling a stationary bike using the wireless 
MAG device. (C) Simultaneous measurements of sweat glucose response for glucose sensor (a and a′) 
and control (no-enzyme) sensor (b and b′), obtained with two different volunteers, during exercise using 
the MAG device. 
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2.1.3. Conclusions 

We have demonstrated for the first time a fully integrated wireless eyeglasses-based 

multiplexed biosensor platform for simultaneous real-time monitoring of sweat electrolytes and 

metabolites. Eyeglasses have been shown to be an extremely attractive wearable platform for 

performing on-body chemical sensing. Such a wearable sensing device has been realized by 

incorporating amperometric and potentiometric sensors on each of the nose-bridge pads of the 

glasses and integrating them into a wireless electronic backbone located along the arms of the 

eyeglasses frame. The eyeglasses based chemical sensing platform integrates all the required 

functionalities in a practical form-factor and offers comfort and ease of use to the wearer while 

ensuring good sensor–skin contact. Sweat lactate and potassium were measured simultaneously 

onbody in real time during exercise activity using the wireless MAG device with good agreement 

with data recorded using benchtop instrumentation. The new eyeglasses sensing platform offers 

a convenient replacement for the adhesive sensor stickers towards amperometric and 

potentiometric monitoring of a wide variety of metabolites and electrolytes. Further improvements 

could be achieved by integrating temperature and pH microsensors into the MAG system (to 

compensate for skin temperature or pH effects), as well as using fluidics to control the sweat flow. 

The new non-invasive chemical sensing platform provides an attractive alternative to recently 

developed sweat sensing devices, and hence fills current gaps in wearable chemical sensor 

technology, as desired for mobile health monitoring and remote diagnostics. Such tech/fashion 

integration is expected to lead to a widespread acceptance of wearable sensor technology by the 

general public 

Chapter 2, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Lab on a Chip, 2017, by. 

Sempionatto, J. R., Nakagawa, T., Pavinatto, A., Mensah, S. T., Imani, S., Mercier, P., and Wang, 

J. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.  
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CHAPTER 3  

3. Wearable electrochemical sensors for locally stimulated sweat  

3.1. Stimulated sweat for vitamin C detection 

Wearable chemical sensors have recently received tremendous attention towards the 

monitoring of the wearer’s health and fitness 1,2. Newly developed wearable bioelectronic devices 

have thus been shown useful for tracking continuously and non-invasively (bio)chemical markers, 

such as metabolites and electrolytes, in different body fluids 3. With the tremendous progress of 

wearable sensor technology, there are growing interests in exploring new applications and market 

opportunities, beyond the management of diseases or performance assessment. For example, 

wearable sensors have been proposed recently for monitoring of drugs of abuse or assessing 

medication compliance 4–7, and new devices have been reported for detecting alcohol 8–10 and 

opioids abuse 11. On the other hand, the use of wearable biosensors for precision nutrition have 

rarely been explored. While a variety of wearable physical sensors (piezoelectric, acoustic, EGG) 

have been proposed recently for monitoring food intake via swallowing and chewing, 12 there are 

no reports on developing wearable chemical sensors for monitoring eating habits.  

The ability to monitor continuously and non-invasively the intake of food and vitamins 

could greatly support dietary and nutrition behavior change 13,14. The use of wearable sensors for 

non-invasive nutrient monitoring can thus be extremely useful for preventing and managing 

nutritional imbalance, and for providing personalized guidance toward maintaining desirable 

nutrient levels. These could be particularly important for maintaining balanced vitamin levels in 

the body where a controlled supplementation and frequent vitamin measurements, are urgently 

needed 15–17. However, conventional vitamin monitoring techniques are usually time consuming, 

rely on the use of expensive, specialized instruments, or require invasive blood samples18. In 
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addition, and specific for vitamin C, the biological fluids need to be stabilized, right after sampling, 

at low pH (e.g. concentrated metaphosporic acid) and low temperature until analyzed in the lab. 

Here, we describe a disposable non-invasive flexible printable wearable electrochemical 

sensor for epidermal monitoring of the intake and dynamics of vitamin C in sweat and demonstrate 

the potential of such device towards personal nutrition and wellness. Vitamin C, known also as L-

ascorbic acid (AA), is a water-soluble nutrient vital for normal growth and physiological function 

of the human body 19 This vitamin plays a major role in a number of bodily functions including the 

production of collagen (and related wound healing and skin care), in the absorption of iron, the 

treatment of cold, and in helping the immune system to protect the body against viral infections 

and neurological disorders, as well as cardiac, gum and even cancer diseases. 20–25  

The determination of vitamin C in biological fluids is thus of considerable importance 

towards preventing vitamin imbalance and minimizing the risks of such disorders and diseases. 

However, studies of vitamin C in sweat or saliva are scarce and related on-body monitoring has 

not been demonstrated. Various analytical methods have been used to quantify the concentration 

of vitamin C 26. However, most of these techniques rely on costly and bulky instruments (e.g., 

HPLC) that are not suitable for decentralized nutrition assessment. Voltammetric measurements 

at bare or nanomaterials-modified electrodes, while suitable for on-the-spot testing, suffer from 

limited specificity, due to the present of co-existing electroactive constituents. 20,27 

The new wearable vitamin C bioelectronic sensor relies on the immobilization of ascorbate 

oxidase on screen-printed electrodes for amperometric determination in stimulated sweat (Figure 

3.1A). In this epidermal biosensor, the immobilized ascorbate oxidase enzyme catalyzes the 

oxidation of vitamin C to dehydroascorbic acid by consuming oxygen. The amount of oxygen 

consumed by the enzymatic reaction is proportional to the ascorbic acid concentration and it can 

be measured by monitoring changes in the oxygen reduction current. 20,28 The flexible vitamin C 

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/262881.php
https://ods.od.nih.gov/factsheets/VitaminC-Consumer/
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bioelectronic patch, fabricated on a polyurethane substrate, combines the AAOx-enzymatic 

biosensing with a pilocarpine-based iontophoretic system for direct sweat stimulation (Figure 

3.1B). Deformation tests were performed by stretching and bending the resulting IP-amperometric 

tattoo patch demonstrated great resiliency against such severe strains. To the best of our 

knowledge, this represent the first enzymatic electrochemical sensor for epidermal detection of 

sweat vitamin C, and the first example of a non-invasive sensing device capable of tracking 

dynamic trends of vitamins following the intake of supplements. We were able to follow non-

invasively qualitatively the temporal profile of vitamin C physiology yin sweat, after taking one 

vitamin C pill, after taking several vitamin C pills, and after taking commercial vitamin C-rich 

beverage. The new epidermal platforms can be adapted for non-invasive monitoring of other 

essential vitamins towards empowering people to take greater control of their diet towards 

precision nutrition and vitamin compliance. 

 

3.1.1. Materials and methodology 

Chemicals and instruments 

Ascorbate oxidase (from cucurbita, 10 - 40 units mg-1 protein), rhodium-on-carbon 

glutaraldehyde solution (50%),  agarose type IV, pilocarpine nitrate, silver flacks ( 10 µm size), 

low molecular weight chitosan, high molecular weight poly(vinyl chloride), bovine serum albumin, 

potassium phosphate monobasic (K2PO4), potassium phosphate dibasic (K2HPO4), ethanol, 

acetone, hydrochloric acid, L(+)-ascorbic acid, uric acid, caffeine, acetaminophen polystyrene-

block-polyisoprene-block-polystyrene (SIS, D1117 PT) polymer balls and toluene, were obtained 

from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Carbon paste ink was received from Gwent. Thermoplastic 

polyurethane film was obtained from the American Poly film. Silver conductive epoxy adhesive 

8331-14G was obtained from MG chemicals. All reagents were used without further purification. 
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Vitamin C pills (1000 mg) was received from Nature Made Nutritional products. Menthol tear-stick 

(Art. #3005) was obtained from Kryolan, CA. Electrochemical measurements were performed at 

room temperature using an EmStat3 (PalmSens) and Auto lab PGSTAT101 

Potentiostat/galvanostatic controlled by PS Trace v 5.4 and NOVA v 1.11.2 softwares, 

respectively 

 

Sensor fabrication 

Screen printing technique was used to fabricate the ascorbic acid biosensor as shown in 

Figure 3.1Ba. First, the desired electrode pattern was designed by AutoCAD software (Autodesk, 

San Rafael, CA) and fabricated on a stainless steel using (12 in. × 12 in.) hole framed stencil 

(Metal Etch Services, San Marcos, CA). The electrode array consisted of two IP electrodes for 

sweat stimulation (cathode and anode), along with a Ag/AgCl reference electrode, a carbon 

counter electrode and the sensing working electrode fabricated with a metalized (1% rhodium) 

carbon ink (Gwent). The current collectors were printed using stretchable silver ink fabricated as 

follow.  Stretchable Ag/AgCl silver ink was prepared by mixing three parts of silver flakes with two 

part of SIS binder. The SIS binder was prepared by mixing 4 g of SIS polymer binder in 8.76 g of 

toluene till a clear solution was formed in a vortex shaker. The device fabrication was realized in 

several steps. First, the serpentine current collectors were printed on a flexible polyurethane 

substrate using the stretchable silver ink, followed by printing of the pair of IP electrodes and then 

the reference electrode using the Ag/AgCl ink. The counter and working electrodes were 

subsequently printed using metalized (1 % Rh) carbon modified Gwent graphite ink. After each 

step, the printed ink pattern was cured at 50°C for 10 min in a conventional oven. Finally, an 

insulating Ecoflex layer was printed to define the electrode areas. 
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Sensor modification 

Several metalized carbon inks were tested for enhanced ascorbic acid detection 29. The 

optimized 1% Rh carbon working electrode showed the best performance and was functionalized 

with the vitamin C recognition layer accordingly to the following protocol. A volume of 2 µL of 

AAOx enzyme (0.1 IU) mixture containing 1:9 of commercial 100 IU AAOx: BSA (10 mg/mL) in 

0.1 M PBS stabilizer was applied to the working electrode by drop casting. Next, 0.5 µL 

Glutaraldehyde (0.5 %) was casted on the AAOx modified electrode. Then, the enzyme 

immobilized electrode was placed in the fridge at 4oC overnight.  

 

Electrochemical detection 

Electrochemical detection of ascorbic acid was commonly carried out using 

chronoamperometry (CA) and in few cases using square wave voltammetry (SWV). A Palmsens4 

potentiostat was used for both techniques with the following parameters. SWV was performed 

from -0.4 to +1.0V, with 0.004 step potential, amplitude of 0.05V, and frequency of 10 Hz. A 

constant potential of -0.5 V for CA was used. 

 

Iontophoretic (IP) gel 

For the IP process, agarose hydrogel was used at the cathode compartment, and agarose 

gel loaded with pilocarpine was used at the anode compartment. The cathode agarose hydrogel 

was prepared by heating at 170 oC a continuously stirred agarose solution (4% w/v) with 0.1M 

potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) until completely dissolved. Similarly, the anode pilocarpine 

loaded hydrogel was prepared by heating at 170 oC a continuously stirred agarose solution (4% 

w/v) with water until complete dissolution. Subsequently, the heat was switch off and 2 % 
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pilocarpine nitrate powder was added with continuous stirring. Note that mixing pilocarpine with 

agarose powder will lead to pilocarpine decomposition and hence sweat will not be generated. 

Thin layered discs of the as prepared gels were fabricated by casting the hot gel in a flexible 

silicon disc mold (2 cm Diameter, 3 mm thickness, the anodic gel was cut to the same dimensions 

as the cathode IP electrode (Figure 3.1Bb). The as-prepared thin layers of gel were stored in the 

fridge in a wet chamber.  

 

On body measurements 

Epidermal evaluation of the device was performed on healthy consenting subjects with no 

prior history of heart conditions, diabetes, or chronical pain, and in strict compliance with the 

protocol approved by the institutional review board (IRB) at the University of California, San Diego. 

The device was placed in the forearm of the volunteers for all on-body evaluations. For all cases, 

sweat was stimulated by the FDA approved iontophoretic delivery of pilocarpine with no harm or 

pain to the volunteer. For this, sweat was stimulated by using a μAutolab III electrochemical 

analyzer to apply a current density of 0.3 mA cm-2 to the cathode and anode electrodes for 10 

minutes. A single pre-step of skin conditioning was performed by applying the same current 

density using agarose gels in the cathode and anode compartments for 10 minutes, following for 

immediately placement of the device with pilocarpine delivery gels on the conditioned area. Before 

to the placement of the sensor, the skin was thoroughly cleaned with soap and rubbing alcohol. 

The vitamin C patch was transferred to the skin by using a double-sided clean laser tattoo transfer 

adhesive (Papilio TM). Openings in the adhesive film were made to expose the vitamin C sensor 

and IP electrodes (with IP gels) to the skin (Figure 3.5A). A single device was used for each 

volunteer for following the transient sweat vitamin C response, while repeating the 10-minutes 

iontophoresis up to 4 times. The electrodes were connected to the μAutolab III and EmStat3 

(PalmSens) potentiostats during the IP and detection steps, respectively.  
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Sweat stimulation 

The optimum IP duration time for sweat stimulation (towards subsequent ascorbic acid 

determination) was determined by applying several stimulation times of 5, 10 and 15 min. 

Because the pre-conditioning step (10 minutes using agarose gel in both cathode and anode), no 

significant difference was found in the vitamin C signal for the different IP times 29, a 10 minutes 

stimulation was used to ensure efficient pilocarpine delivery regardless of the skin type. 

 

Vitamin C pill intake 

The volunteers were recruited under their informed written consent for on‐body testing 

and evaluation of the epidermal biosensor before and after taking Vitamin C pills. In all the 

experiments, the vitamin C epidermal biosensor was placed on the subject’s forearm, and the 

sweat measurements were conducted by applying IP followed by chronoamperometric operations 

to record the current response of sweat vitamin C concentration before and after taking vitamin C 

pill. During the IP sweat stimulation, a constant current density of 0.3 mA cm-2 was applied for 10 

minutes between the iontophoretic anode and cathode electrodes to deliver pilocarpine to the skin 

through agarose hydrogel layer and generate sweat. The applied current density was chosen 

based on previous studies.8,30 After sweat stimulation, a resting time of two minutes was allowed 

for sweat generation. This was followed by amperometric measurements of the sweat ascorbic 

acid concentration at an applied potential of -0.50V (vs. Ag/AgCl). Such iontophoretic/detection 

operation was carried out before taking vitamin C pill or juice and at given time intervals after the 

pill or juice intakes. The current response before the vitamin C intake served as a baseline, 

corresponding to the physiological sweat vitamin C concentrations. The level of vitamin C due to 

the supplement was estimated by measuring the difference between the currents before and after 

taking the pill. The former is significantly smaller than the response recorded after taking the pill. 
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The amount of vitamin C in sweat due to the supplement or drink intakes was measured 

before and after taking different amounts of pill supplements or fruit juices. For the time dependent 

temporal profile of vitamin C in sweat, the subjects were asked to consume one commercial 

vitamin C pill (1000mg) and the amperometric signal was obtained every 45 minutes until it 

reached the baseline. For the different amounts of vitamin C in fixed time, the subjects were asked 

to take a 250 mg vitamin C pill and the signal was measured after 45 minutes, followed by the 

ingestion of a second 250 mg vitamin pill and another 45 minutes later, after taking the second 

pill, the signal was recorded. Next, a third 250 mg pill was taken, followed by the corresponding 

signal after 45 minutes. 

Several control experiments were carried out to ensure that the sensor response was 

specific to vitamin C in the sweat. The first control experiment was performed without taking any 

pills while recording the amperometric response every 45 minutes for three hours. The second 

control experiment relied on an enzyme-free electrode along with a 1000 mg pill intake and 

measurement every 45 minutes for three hours. Both control experiments were performed under 

identical conditions as the actual experiments. 

 

Juice intake 

Different volumes of orange Juice (160, 320 and 640 ml) containing 90 mg of vitamin C 

per 240 ml were used in the study. The different volumes, corresponding to a 160 ml glass, were 

taken and after 90 minutes, sweat was stimulated and the vitamin C amperometric determination 

was performed in a similar fashion as the multiple pill experiment. 
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Mechanical deformation 

The mechanical integrity and skin conformability of the vitamin C tattoo biosensor were 

examined through repetitive mechanical strains involving bending and twisting. For the skin 

conformability the flexible screen-printed device was transferred to the volunteer forearm and the 

device was twisted on the skin for 50 times. For testing the mechanical resiliency, the device was 

bent inward and outward 50 times followed by 50 stretching (10%). After each cycle of mechanical 

deformation, the amperometric response for 11 mM of vitamin C was measured in vitro (in 

comparison to the signal of the pristine sample). 

 

3.1.2. Results and discussion 

The Iontophoretic (IP) electrodes were integrated with an electrochemical sensing system 

on the same flexible tattoo platform (Figure 3.1A). The device geometry of each electrode (sensor 

and IP electrodes) was carefully designed to ensure successful localized sweat stimulation and 

selective vitamin C amperometric detection. The anode and cathode were placed 2 cm apart from 

each other to ensure efficient IP-based sweat extraction. 8,30,31 The IP hydrogel was prepared in 

a PBS buffered solution to protect the epidermis from pH changes during repeated stimulations 

and sensing as a result of ionic build‐up at the sweat sampling site. Pilocarpine was used for 

sweat stimulation. As pilocarpine is positively charged, it was placed on the anode compartment 

where a positive current was applied for its delivery via electrostatic repulsion (Figure 3.1Ac). 

The vitamin C biosensor was located as close as possible to the anode, where the sweat was 

stimulated. The anodic pilocarpine-containing IP gel did not contact the enzyme biosensor, hence 

preventing pilocarpine interference in the amperometric measurements and sweat intake by the 

iontophoretic gel (Figure 3.1Bb). The cathodic IP electrode was designed for ensuring comfort 

during IP (with no apparent burning sensation) and had a similar area as the anode.  
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Stimulated sweat from the immediate vicinity of the anode was used for detecting vitamin 

29. Ascorbate oxidase was immobilized on the Rh-metalized carbon electrode via glutaraldehyde 

crosslinking, with the metalized carbon transducer offers enhanced electrocatalytic detection of 

the depleted oxygen. The reactions involved in such vitamin C detection are shown in Figure 

3.1Ac. The enzyme ascorbate oxidase catalyzes oxidation of ascorbic acid to dehydroascorbic 

acid by consuming oxygen. Hence, quantification of the sweat vitamin C concentration is 

performed by correlating the decreased oxygen-reduction response upon increasing the vitamin 

concentration 20. The oxygen depletion thus increases upon increasing the vitamin C 

concentration. The amount of oxygen consumed by the enzymatic reaction can be measured by 

the reduction current of oxygen. The main reactions, enzymatic (reaction 1) and electrochemical 

detection (reaction 2), in such biosensing of ascorbic acid in the presence of immobilized AAOX 

are given by 32,33: 

(1)   L-Ascorbic acid + ½ O2  
𝐴𝐴𝑂𝑥
→    Dehydroascorbic acid + H2O 

 

(2)    O2 + 4e- + 2H+ → H2O 

The electrode design eliminates the need for an independent protocol for sweat 

stimulation, sampling, and analyte determination by combining all these features in a single 

platform. 
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Figure 3.1 Ascorbic acid (Vitamin C) determination in stimulated Sweat. (A) (a) Electrode design for 
simultaneous sweat stimulation and detection. Sweat is stimulated by iontophoretic delivery of pilocarpine 
(located in the anode compartment) using the cathode and anode electrodes. Amperometric vitamin C 
detection is performed by using a three-electrode system located on the anode compartment; (b) Protocol 
used for the biosensing of ascorbic acid. Sweat is stimulated before (black dotted line) and after (red solid 
line) taking vitamin C pills, the vitamin C response is based on the difference in current before and after 
taking the pill; (c) Schematic of the localized sweat stimulation using iontophoretic pilocarpine delivery and 
of the enzymatic reaction for detecting ascorbic acid on metalized Rh-Carbon printed electrode. Pilocarpine 
is delivered on the anode where the AAOx immobilized sensor using glutaraldehyde is located; the amount 
of oxygen consumed by the enzymatic reaction and hence the vitamin concentration is measured from the 
reduction current of oxygen. (B) (a) Fabrication of the vitamin C biosensor. 1- Screen printing using Ag/AgCl 
for the IP electrodes, reference and current collectors and Rh-carbon ink for the counter and working 
electrodes. 2- Printed and cured electrodes. 3- Printing an insulating layer to define the electrode area. (b) 
Schematic showing the location of the hydrogel and enzyme layer. On the anode, agarose (loaded with 2% 
pilocarpine) was used, and on the cathode, agarose in 0.1M PBS. (c) Image of the epidermal sensor under 
mechanical (twisting) strain 

 

The analytical performance of the enzymatic amperometric vitamin C biosensor was 

compared with that of the SWV-based non-enzymatic electrode; for this, metalized (Rh 1%) 
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carbon electrodes were used in both cases. Chronoamperometry (CA) and square wave 

voltammetry (SWV) were thus used for the AAOx enzyme-modified and for the non-enzymatic 

sensors, respectively. Such comparison indicates that the enzymatic sensor displays a more 

favorable analytical performance, particularly higher selectivity, stability and wider dynamic range, 

along with good reproducibility (RSD 3.9%). Figure 3.2A (a) and Figure 3.2B (a) display the 

response of these CA and SWV sensors to PBS buffer solutions containing increasing vitamin C 

levels over the 0-1000 µM range. While the amperometric enzymatic sensor displays good 

linearity over the entire range, the non-enzymatic voltammetric sensor yields a linear response 

up to around 600 µM, with a slight curvature at higher levels. The well-defined response for such 

micromolar vitamin C concentrations indicates the suitability of the device for practical on-body 

testing (described below), in view of the expected micromolar levels of vitamin C in sweat 34. The 

AAOx biosensor displays also a slightly higher stability during a prolonged 90 minutes operation, 

as shown in Figure 3.2Ac and Figure 3.2Bc. Such operational stability meets the demands of 

this study, i.e., tracking the rise and fall of vitamin concentrations occurring within the first two 

hours after the vitamin C intake, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Furthermore, the enzyme modified 

sensor offered a highly selective response in the presence of several relevant electroactive sweat 

constituents, such as uric acid, acetaminophen, caffeine and glucose (Figure 3.2Ad). In contrast, 

the non-enzymatic SWV sensor displays significant interferences (overlapping distorted and 

larger peaks) from uric acid (e) and acetaminophen (f) that reflect their anodic response (Figure 

3.2Bd).  

Following the in-vitro evaluation, the skin-worn AAOx biosensor was evaluated for its 

ability to detect vitamin C in sweat. The sensor performance was examined firstly by taking 

multiple vitamin pills and monitoring the sweat response after 90 minutes (Figure 3.2C). An 

increasing current response for vitamin C in the stimulated sweat is clearly observed following the 

intake of 250, 500 and 1000 mg of vitamin C (Figure 3.2C), indicating that the sensor responds 
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favorably to variations of vitamin C sweat levels. Note, however, that the response for 500 and 

1000 mg of vitamin C are nearly similar, reflecting the body’s limitation in absorbing large amounts 

of vitamin C 35 It is important to notice also that direct translation of the current response values 

to concentrations (through in-vitro pre-calibration of corresponding electrode batch, similar to 

those of Figure 3.2A) will facilitate the desired quantitation. Such quantitation is beyond the scope 

of this proof-of-concept study which aims at introducing a non-invasive sensor for tracking 

qualitatively the dynamics of vitamin C following food or supplement intakes.  
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Figure 3.2 In-vitro and on-body characterization of the epidermal vitamin C sensor: comparison of the 
amperometric-enzymatic (A) and non-enzymatic-SWV (B) sensors. (A) (a) Chronoamperometric response 
of ascorbic acid in PBS over the 100 - 1000 µM concentration range (a-k), along with the corresponding 
calibration plot (b). (c) Stability of the1mM vitamin C response recorded at 10 min intervals.  (d) Selectivity 
testing in buffer solution: a-PBS baseline, b-vitamin C, c-caffeine, d-glucose, e-uric acid, f-acetaminophen. 
(B) (a) SWV response to increasing ascorbic acid concentrations in PBS from 100 to 1000 µM (a-k), along 
with the corresponding calibration plot (b). (c) Stability testing for 1mM vitamin C signal measured every 10 
minutes (d) Selectivity testing response in buffer solution: a-PBS baseline, b-vitamin C, c-caffeine, d-
glucose, e-uric acid f-acetaminophen. (C) Response of the enzymatic biosensor to variable‐sized vitamin 
C doses. Amperometric response of the sweat sensor recorded 90 minutes after taking (a) half pill 
containing 250 mg, (b) one pill with 500 mg and (c) two 500 mg pills with total 1000 mg of vitamin C along 
with (d) the corresponding plot of current vs. amount of vitamin C consumed  
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Based on the attractive analytical performance of the epidermal tattoo biosensor, we 

evaluated the temporal profile of sweat vitamin C by measuring the response in several human 

healthy subjects every 45 minutes after the intake of a one single 1000 mg of vitamin C pill (Figure 

3.3). Sweat was stimulated for 10 minutes and the vitamin C sensor response was measured 

within two minutes as shown in Figure 3.3A. The change in the sweat vitamin C signal (ΔI) was 

estimated by measuring the difference between the signal after taking the vitamin pill (red solid 

line) and the initial baseline recorded before taking vitamin (black dotted line). Such current 

difference is proportional to the change of the amount of vitamin C in the generated sweat due to 

the pill intake (with the initial current reflecting the concentration without the pill). The results of 

the amperometric response of sweat vitamin C of four volunteers at 0, 45, 90, 135 and 180 

minutes after taking the 1000 mg pill are shown in Figure 3.3B(a-d). The maximum vitamin C 

signal (ΔI) was achieved  90 minutes after  taking the vitamin supplement, followed by a 

decreasing signal, approaching  the baseline, after 180 minutes.36 The corresponding sweat 

vitamin C temporal profiles, shown in Figure 3.3B(e-h), reflect the  pharmacokinetic profile  of 

vitamin C - including changes in plasma vitamin C - as described in  previous studies 3537. Such 

different profiles of the different subjects to a given amount of vitamin C – with different maximum 

currents and specific current changes - indicate the potential of the epidermal biosensor towards 

personalized nutrition applications. In order to further assess the sensor performance, control 

evaluations were performed by conducting the same experiments without taking any vitamin pill. 

As indicated from Figure 3.3Ca, only a negligible current signal was observed without the pill 

intake, indicating that the sensor response is solely due to the presence of vitamin C, with no 

contributions from other sweat constituents. This control study demonstrates also that no oxygen 

fluctuations occur throughout the experiment. Additional control experiment, without the 

immobilized AAOx enzyme but with the intake of a 1000 mg vitamin C pill, was also performed. 

As expected from the absence of the enzymatic reaction, no apparent current response is 
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observed (Figure 3.3Cb), reinforcing the crucial role of AAOx in generating the sweat vitamin C 

response.  
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Figure 3.3 On body test for vitamin C detection in stimulated sweat. (A) Schematic and timeline for sweat 
stimulation (using iontophoresis delivery of pilocarpine) and detection process. The sweat vitamin C 
response was obtained before taking vitamin (dotted black line) and every 45 minutes after taking a 1000 
mg vitamin C tablet (red solid line). Sweat vitamin C was recorded after 2 minutes of the sweat stimulation. 
(B)  Typical profile for vitamin C in sweat obtained for four subjects. Amperometric response of ascorbic 
acid in simulated sweat after taking 1000 mg pill and recording the signal at 45 min intervals for four subjects 
(a-d); corresponding sweat vitamin C temporal profiles of the individual subjects (e-h). (C) Control response 
(a) without taking the vitamin pill and (b) without enzyme modification (but with pill intake), followed by 
measurements at 45 min intervals.  
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After the successful monitoring of vitamin C in sweat, the biosensor was evaluated using 

different relevant dietary scenarios. In most common situations the main source of vitamin C 

comes from the intake of fruits and vegetables in the diets. Therefore, to monitor such vitamin 

intake from food, the wearable sensor patch should be able to quantitatively measure vitamin C 

concentrations in our body after food intake. To demonstrate this capability, on-body sensing 

experiments were carried out to monitor changes in the vitamin C sweat levels after the 

consumption of different quantities of juice. A mixed fruit juice containing pineapple, banana, and 

orange, with a vitamin C concentration of 0.4 mg/mL, was selected as the source of vitamin C. 

Two human subjects were asked to drink 0.5, 1 and 2 cups of the juice on separate sessions, and 

their vitamin C levels in stimulated sweat were measured 90 minutes after the intake of the juice 

(Figure 3.4A). As illustrated in Figure 3.4B, the epidermal sensor displayed higher current signals 

for both subjects, reflecting the increased vitamin C sweat levels, following the intake of gradually 

larger volumes of juice. The difference in the current response of the two individuals reflects 

differences in their weights, metabolism rates and other factors, which will be a topic of a separate 

detailed future study focusing on personalized nutrition. 
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Figure 3.4 Vitamin C enzymatic sweat detection in mixed fruits juice. (A) schematic and (B) response of the 
epidermal biosensor 90 minutes after drinking a-half, b-one and c-two cups of mixed fruits juice (containing 
pineapple, banana and orange; total 0.4 mg Vitamin C/ml), along with the plots (d)  of  corresponding current 
response vs volume of juice for two subjects (top and bottom).  

 

To apply the sensor onto the human body, the wearable sensor can be easily transferred 

onto the skin as an adhesive patch. A piece of thin double-sided tape is cut via a computer-guided 

cutting machine, where two circular openings are removed to expose the electrode. The cut 

double-sided tape can be thereafter applied onto the screen-printed sensor. Before using, the 

protective layer on the double-sided tape will be removed to expose the tape, and the sensor can 

be applied onto the skin (Figure 3.5A). The applied sensor is highly conformal to the skin surface 

and can be squeezed, twisted without delaminating from skin surfaces (Figure 3.5B). As a highly 

conformal sensor that can adapt to the curvilinear surfaces of the human body, the sensor is 

required to endure various deformation that occurs on skin surfaces. To test the mechanical 

stability of the flexible sensor, a series or repeated bending and stretching deformations was 

applied to the sensor, and its chronoamperometric response was compared with the data 

generated from the pristine, undeformed sensor. Figure 3.5C(bottom) compares such 

chronoamperometric current response of the 0.1 M PBS blank solution and of a 500 µM of vitamin 

C solution before (a) and after 50 repeated inward (b) and outward (c) 180 bending, and 50 

repeated 10% stretching (d). These data demonstrate no discernable difference in the 
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electrochemical performance after these repeated deformations, confirming the robust 

mechanical stability of the tattoo sensor under extreme strains expected during daily activities of 

the wearer. 
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Figure 3.5 Mechanical resiliency of the epidermal vitamin C biosensor. (A) (a) Removing first protective 
layer from double sided tattoo adhesive with opening for sensing area (b). Applying adhesive to the tattoo 
(c). Removing second protective layer from applied adhesive (d) transferring to body. (B) (a) Skin 
conformability and mechanical integrity of vitamin C biosensor, including (b) bending, (c) twisting and (d) 
biosensor condition after twisting and bending. (C) Visual (top) and electrochemical (bottom) mechanical 
integrity of vitamin C biosensor (a) before stretching and bending, (b) after 180° inward bend, (c) after 180° 
outward bend and (d) after stretching. All deformation was repeated 50 times on a single device. The 
electrochemical tests were performed in vitro after each set of deformation in PBS 0.1M and by spiking 500 
µM of vitamin C. 
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3.1.3. Conclusions  

We presented a new wearable bioelectronic platform capable of tracking the vitamin C 

concentration and dynamics in non-invasive biofluids. Specifically, we were able to demonstrate 

an epidermal enzymatic (ascorbate oxidase) sensor for non-invasive monitoring of the vitamin C 

dynamics in stimulated sweat. The skin-worn sensor thus measures the temporal rise and fall of 

sweat vitamin C concentrations in different subjects taking supplement vitamin C pills or juices 

without the interference of other sweat constituents.  The different subjects display different 

temporal profiles to a given amount of vitamin C, indicating the potential of the epidermal 

biosensor towards personalized nutrition applications. The new biosensor offers significantly 

higher selectivity compared to non-enzymatic voltammetric detection of vitamin C. The use of 

variety of control experiments along with the specific enzymatic recognition clearly demonstrates 

that the response is solely due to presence of vitamin C. Such ability of wearable sensors to 

measure the dynamics of vitamin levels in non-invasive fluids represents an attractive approach 

for preventing nutritional imbalance and assessing of adherence to vitamin intake. While 

demonstrating the proof-of-concept ability to use non-invasive epidermal sensor to detect 

variations in the vitamin C response, future efforts will focus on improving further the potential of 

this approach for personalized nutrition applications. These improvements will include: (i) the 

replacement of pilocarpine with long-term sweat generation drugs, such as carbachol, to facilitate 

continuous vitamin C monitoring in stimulated sweat using the same epidermal sensor over 

extended periods. This will be coupled with extended lifetime of the AAOx biosensor. (ii) the 

integration of a sweat rate sensor to address potential variation in the volume of the generated 

sweat. Our future work will involve a large-scale validation study, using reference gold standard 

methodologies, (e.g., HPLC or ELISA), and numerous human subjects to establish the vitamin C 

sweat concentrations along with the plasma-sweat correlations following the intake of different 

supplements and beverages. These studies will facilitate the pre-calibration of numerous sensors 
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from the same batch of printed electrodes. Ultimately, such non-invasive monitoring of vitamin 

intake and dynamics could lead to better informed consumer’s and provide a personalized 

nutrition feedback and influence positively dietary behavior change. Such behavioral changes 

influence can be reinforced by the easy integration of this new conformal wearable nutrition 

platform with miniaturized wireless electronics for continuous data acquisition of the individual 

dietary profile 

 

3.2. Epidermal microfluidic device integrated with sweat stimulation system 

Personalized monitoring systems to obtain real-time information on the status of an 

individual’s health is strongly desirable 38–40. Recent innovative technologies to achieve this 

demand generated great progress in the development of next generation of wearable diagnostic 

tools. For instance, efforts made on the fabrication of soft epidermal microfluidic device for sweat 

collection greatly improved sweat sensing performance 41–43. Conformal elastomeric 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) based microfluidics hold some major advantages for wearable 

device applications due to its skin-mimicking features (soft, flexible, skin compatible etc.). 

Epidermal microfluidics has been largely used for collection and analysis of sweat 44–51. Due to 

the intrinsic colorimetric nature of sensing, the sensor is not renewable, therefore, the application 

for continuous monitoring is hindered 38,52. 

Moreover, the recent combination of wearable microfluidic devices with electrochemical 

biosensors has brought new capabilities to the fluidic system such as the dynamic and continuous 

detection of analytes once the electrochemical biosensor surface can be renewed with the 

constant flow of sweat over the detector that avoids the mixture of old and new sample, providing 

continuous and real-time detection of sweat analytes 47,51,53,54 
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Although the introduction of electrochemical analysis in wearable microfluidic system 

represents a great advancement for the sweat analysis, most of the works regarding epidermal 

sweat microfluidic are based on the need of extensive exercising for sweat generation in order to 

obtain samples for quantification 43,53–55. In order to overcome such challenge, and broaden the 

application of such devices, stimulated sweat can be used by employing FDA approved (US Food 

and Drug Administration) drug delivery protocols based on an iontophoresis (IP) mechanism 30,56–

58. Analysis of extracted sweat induced by an iontophoretic drug-delivery system offers significant 

advantages in non-invasive monitoring, such as short sampling time, enough sample volume and 

the ability to perform measurements when the individual is at the resting state 59. 

The use of iontophoretic delivery of cholinergic agonist drugs for stimulated sweat in 

combination with fluidic platform has been previously demonstrated by using a two-step operation 

system where sweat is first stimulated followed by the transfer of the fluidic device to the 

stimulated site for further collection and quantification, 60–62 and by using absorbent/wicking 

materials for passive sweat collection on the iontophoretically stimulated area 57,59. To the best of 

our knowledge, exercise-free drug induced perspiration single step analysis based on 

electrochemical soft epidermal microfluidic system with specifically designed iontophoretic 

electrodes incorporating sweat induction, collection and quantification in a single device have not 

been addressed 42,43,63. 

Herein we propose, for the first time, the fabrication of a wearable single step platform for 

sweat analysis by combining merits of iontophoresis, microfluidics, and electrochemical 

quantification. A skin conformal silicone rubber Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) integrated with soft 

lithography- and screen-printed based sensors was used for such end. Sweat was directly 

stimulated in the microfluidic inlet and conducted to the sensor surface by the PDMS inlet 

channels. For this, the iontophoretic gel was physically separated from the sweat collection area 

by placing the IP system around the PDMS cylindrical inlet pillar (Figure 3.10B). The pressure of 
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the stimulated sweat was enough to pump it vertically through the inlet toward the PDMS channel 

without any dilution. Glucose was chosen as our proof of concept model for the iontophoretic-

fluidic application. High levels of glucose in the blood are taken as an indicator of Diabetes type 

1 or 2, therefore its continuous monitoring is essential in order to control such levels in our system  

59,64,65. Glucose readings were taken before and after food consumption replacing the fluidic 

device after the first reading in order to overcome lower cholinergic agonist drug delivery over 

time. This approach opens new opportunities for clinical application of sweat monitoring. 

 

3.2.1. Materials and methodology 

Chemicals and Instrumentation 

Glucose oxidase (GOx) from Aspergillus niger, Type X-S (EC 1.1.3.4), chitosan, bovine 

serum albumin (BSA), glutaraldehyde, potassium nitrate, potassium phosphate monobasic 

(KH2PO4), potassium phosphate dibasic (K2HPO4), ethanol, pilocarpine nitrate, D(+)-glucose, 

agarose type IV, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA, average molecular weight = 70 000–100 000), and 

acetic acid were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA 

950 A2, MicroChem, USA), Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) silicone (Dow Corning, Sylgard 184), 

polyimide (PI-2545, HD Microsystems, USA), 3 M Double Coated Medical Tape (#1522) 

(Maplewood, MN) were used for the microfluidic fabrication step. All reagents were used without 

further purification, deionized water was employed in all the solutions prepared. Conductive 

Prussian blue (PB) carbon ink (E3449) and silver/silver chloride ink (E2414) were obtained from 

Ercon Inc. (Wareham, MA). The electrochemical experiments were performed at room 

temperature using PGSTAT 101 from Metrohm Autolab (The Netherlands) type III PGSTAT302N 

(Metrohm) operated by NOVA software v 1.11.2) and CH Instruments electrochemical analyzer 

(model 1232A, Austin, TX). 
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Device Fabrication 

Fabrication of flexible PDMS microfluidic channels and multilayers 

The microfluidic mold was fabricated accordingly with previous work 53. Shortly, a 50 nm 

layer of Cr was deposited (Temescal BJD 1800) on a 4” silicon wafer to act as an etch mask. 

Next, photolithography was used to pattern the microfluidic channels and the unmasked portions 

were etched by deep reactive ion etching (Plasmalab Oxford P100), yielding 100 μm tall patterns. 

Depth measurements were performed using a Dektak 150 surface profiler (Veeco, Plainview, 

NY). Then, a 70 nm layer of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA 950 A2, MicroChem, USA) was 

spin-casted onto the Si master, followed by soft baking at 180 °C. A silicone layer of 500 μm (Dow 

Corning, Sylgard 184) was then spin-casted onto the Si master to yield the final microfluidic 

pattern. Following, for the fabrication of the pillar inlets, a flat PDMS (10:1) layer, of 1 mm height, 

was fabricated on a glass slide with its surface treated by PMMA. A metallic puncher of 5 mm 

diameter was used to produce the cylindrical pillars (5 mm diameter and 1 mm height). The pillars 

were aligned and attached to the inlets of the microfluidic features, by casting a thin PDMS layer 

and curing at 120oC (Figure 3.6). After attached, the pillar and fluidic layers were punched 

together using a 700 µm mechanical puncher, to create the openings for sweat collection. Later 

on, the resultant PDMS structure was exposed to UVO ozone (Jetline Co., Irvine, CA) at a gas 

flow rate of 3 sccm for 10 min (25oC) to be bounded to flat PDMS layer containing the electrode  
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Figure 3.6 Fabrication of PDMS pillars and assembling to the PDMS fluidic layers 

 

Soft fabrication and chemical modification of electrochemical biosensors 

The soft electrodes were fabricated accordingly to previous publication 53. Briefly, a 70 nm 

layer of PMMA was spin-casted onto a 4″ Si wafer to serve as a sacrificial layer. Subsequently, 

polyimide (PI-2545, HD Microsystems, USA) was spin casted to yield a 1.6μm film on top of the 

PMMA, followed by soft baking at 110 and 150 °C on a contact hot plate to remove volatile solvents, 

and then cured at 250 °C in a vacuum oven for 4h. Layers of Cr (550 nm) and Au (200 nm) were 

deposited by sputter coating (Denton Vacuum LLC, Discovery 635) and photolithography was used 

to pattern the sensors and interconnect.  
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A second layer of polyimide with the same thickness was placed on the 

sensor/interconnect and reactive ion etching (Plasmalab Oxford P80) was used to etch the 

polyimide and define the mesh layout of the array, exposing only the bonding pads and the 

sensors. The PMMA layer was then undercut with boiling acetone to enable the removal of the 

mesh from the Si wafer using a water-soluble PVA tape (3 M Company, Maplewood, MN). The 

exposed back surface of the mesh was then mounted on glass slides for deposition of Ti (6 

nm)/SiO2 (60 nm) by sputter coating (Denton Vacuum LLC, Discovery 635). A PDMS layer of 500 

μm (Dow Corning, Sylgard 184) was spin casted onto a PMMA glass slide. The devices were then 

transferred onto the PDMS through formation of covalent bonds by condensation reactions 

between ozone (UVO) treated silicone and SiO2 on the back side of the devices (Figure 3.7A). 

The tape was then dissolved with DI water. The devices were then ready for screen printing. 

The electrochemical sensors were patterned by screen-printing over the microfabricated 

gold collectors in two layers using Ag/AgCl ink as the reference electrode and Prussian blue 

conductive carbon ink as working and counter electrodes. A MPM-SPM semiautomatic screen 

printer (Speedline Technologies, Franklin, MA) was used for the printing (Figure 3.7B). The 

printed patterns were cured at 80 °C for 10 min in a convection oven. Following the printing 

process, the PB-carbon working electrode transducer was functionalized with the glucose 

recognition layer. Briefly, a glucose oxidase solution (40 mg/mL) was mixed with a chitosan 

solution (0.5 wt % in 0.1 M acetic acid) in a 1:1 v/v ratio. Subsequently, 1.0 μL of this solution was 

casted on the top of the electrode. Next, a 0.5 μL droplet of Gluteraldehyde (5% in water) was 

applied on the modified surface. Finally, the enzyme modified glucose biosensor was dried at 4 

°C overnight. 
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Figure 3.7 Fabrications steps for soft gold electrode on PDMS 

 

Iontophoretic electrodes fabrication  

The iontophoretic (IP) electrodes were designed with AutoCAD software (Autodesk, San 

Rafael, CA), and cut using a Cricut Explore Air Machine. First, a double layer of Ag/AgCl ink was 

screen printed on a polyimide substrate and cured at 80 0C for 10 min. After cured, the 

Ag/AgCl/polyimide- sheet was used as substrate to cut the IP electrodes by using a Premium Fine 

Point Blade for better quality electrode resolution. After cut, the anode electrode was placed within 
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the PDMS inlet pillars and covered with the anodic iontophoretic hydrogel (4% agarose gel 

containing 2% pilocarpine), while the cathode electrode was placed at 2.6 cm from the anode and 

covered with the cathodic hydrogel (PVA containing sodium nitrate).  

 

Assembling of Microfluidic Device 

The iontophoretic microfluidic device was composed of three main layers (Figure 3.9B). 

The first layer (1), a thin PDMS layer with the electrochemical transducer screen-printed labeled 

as “Electrode”. The next layer (2) contained the microfluidic features coupled with the PDMS pillar 

inlets for sweat capture (“PDMS Fluidics”). Finally, layer (3) defined as “IP Electrode and gel” was 

composed by the screen-printed iontophoretic electrode containing the cholinergic agonist 

hydrogel. Prior coupling, dust components from layer 1 and 2 were removed by a rigorous 

adhesion treatment using Removable Double-Sided Film Tape (3M 667, ScotchTM) until polymeric 

layers were free of residue particles. After cleaning step, top part of layer 1 (facing electrochemical 

transducer) and bottom part of layer 2 (facing microfluidic pattern) were exposed to an ozone 

treatment (25 °C for 7 min). Subsequently, layers were aligned and bonded (layer 2 on top of 

layer 1) and leaved to rest for 2 hours prior use. Iontophoretic electrodes were integrated to the 

final assemble by double side medical tape, in the back of the IP electrode, to the top of the outer 

layer (facing PDMS inlets) (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.8 PDMS device assembling steps. 

 

Iontophoretic hydrogels fabrication 

FDA-approved iontophoresis procedure was used to stimulate sweat production by 

delivery of a cholinergic agonist drug (pilocarpine nitrate) into the skin by electro repulsion at the 

anode compartment. Iontophoretic electrodes were covered with two different hydrogel 

compositions, anode electrode was loaded with a hydrogel layer containing 4% agarose and 2% 

pilocarpine. Briefly, agarose hydrogel was prepared by dissolving the appropriate amount of 

agarose (4% w/v) in deionized water, heating and continuously stirring at 120 °C. After complete 

agarose dissolution, pilocarpine nitrate powder was added in the mixture to get 2 % (w/v) 

pilocarpine in the solution. The solution was then cooled down to 60°C and 120 μL was casted 

on top of the surface to form a uniform hydrogel layer covering the iontophoretic area. In the 
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cathodic compartment, a Polyvinyl Alcohol (PVA) cryogel was prepared and used as previously 

described 30. First, a 5.0 % w/v PVA solution was prepared in deionized water by heating the 

solution up to 180°C and then cooling it down to room temperature. After temperature cooling 

step, the solution was placed in an ice bath (-3°C) followed by pH adjustment to pH 1.0 by adding 

small aliquots of 5 M Hydrochloric acid solution. Subsequently, an aliquot of 130 μL of 

glutaraldehyde was added to give a final concentration 50% w/v. The final mixture was then stirred 

for 1 min and 500 μL were poured into an ecoflex coin shape molds (area per coin = 2.7 cm2) and 

set in -20 °C freezer overnight (Figure 3.9). The resulting cryogels were removed from the mold 

by immersing the mold in deionized water for 30 min. In order to remove acid excess, cryogels 

were washed with water 6 times, after that, the cryogels were plunged in solution of 1% potassium 

nitrate for 1 h for further application. 

Iontophoresis protocol was optimized in terms of sweat volume generation and skin 

response to iontophoretic current. Sweat generation was achieved through pilocarpine delivery 

across the skin by applying an optimized electrical current density (~0.4 mA/cm2) flowing from the 

anodic to the cathodic compartment for 10 min.  
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Figure 3.9 Agarose gel preparation and anode modification. 

 

Device Transfer and On-Body Real-time Glucose Monitoring 

The device evaluation on human subjects was conducted in strict compliance following a 

protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of California, San 

Diego. Nine healthy volunteers (with no prior medical history of diabetes) were recruited for on-

body evaluation of the sensor platform before and after consumption of carbohydrate-rich food 

(the subjects were requested to arrive to the laboratory facility in fasting state). The soft IP fluidic 

device was then transferred to the arm of the volunteers, previously cleaned with soap and 

sterilized with alcohol prep pads (MEDcaTMz). The microfluidic system was attached to the skin 

using a 3 M Double Coated Medical Tape attached to the PDMS pillars, the inner circle from the 

ring-shaped tape had 1 mm diameter which was aligned with the 700 µm inlets of the device. This 

ring tape defined the actual sweat collection area 53,55,66. The outer circle diameter had 5 mm 

diameter (same diameter a the PDMS pillars). A PDMS layer, with the same thickness as the 
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pillars, was used to improve the adhesion of the device to the skin. During the electroanalysis of 

sweat glucose, blood glucose levels before and after meal were measured using commercial 

fingerstick glucose strips (Accu-Chek Aviva Plus) to establish validation of the sensor 

performance. Subsequently, IP current was applied to the skin through cathode and anode 

iontophoretic electrodes during 10 min in order promote sweat generation (at the anode) under a 

current density of 0.4 mA cm−2. Afterwards, continuous amperometry was recorded at a constant 

reduction potential of −0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl) after pilocarpine delivery. Steady state amperometric 

pre/post-meal glucose current responses were recorded and the signal at 20 min was used to 

quantify the sweat glucose values. 

 

3.2.2. Results and discussion 

Rationing for the epidermal microfluidic and IP electrode designs 

Integration of sweat stimulant and sensing systems is a challenging task. Existing 

approaches relies on placing the sensor right underneath the stimulated area, therefore, in contact 

with the iontophoretic gels 30,56. The mixture of sweat with gels can cause dilution of the analytes 

and possible accumulation of old and new sweat, once analyte dilution can be taken into account 

for the signal generation, this strategy may be only suitable for single time analysis. Automatic, 

single step and efficient integration of iontophoretic systems with biosensor without cross-

contamination is still strongly desirable. Here, we demonstrate a soft epidermal fluidic system 

capable of collecting stimulated sweat without any dilution or contamination with the stimulation 

system. The microfluidic design was optimized based on our previous work 53,55. An oval-shape 

reservoir was adopted in the device due to the flow stagnation when using a circle shape 53. 

Because of the decreasing in the reservoir dimensions (2 µL), the use of structural PDMS pillars 

was dismissed. The overall volume of the device (3.2 µL) was based on the total volume of 

stimulated sweat (each inlet collects ~7 uL in 25 min). The number of inlets were further optimized 
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based on the iontophoretic parameters (Figure 3.12B, a-d). The iontophoretic electrodes were 

designed to stimulate sweat around the inlet area of the epidermal fluidic device. In order to 

physically separate the iontophoretic gels from the sweat collection area, a PDMS piece, shaped 

as a pillar, was used as a barrier. Initially, the stimulated sweat flows vertically through the pillar 

reaching the channels of the fluidic feature (Figure 3.12A, b). The sweat collection area was 

limited by the medical tape used to the adhesion of the PDMS device to the skin. The PDMS pillar 

inlets need to be strongly attached to the skin in order to confine the area and build up pressure 

for the sweat flow. A ring-shaped medical tape was used to this end. The sweat collection area 

was formed by a 1 mm inner diameter circle, leaving a ring 2 mm wide for the skin adhesion. It 

was found that a larger sweat collection area implicates in more frequent leakage of sweat, 

preventing the flow of sweat towards the inner channels of the microfluidic device. The collected 

sweat was generated in the immediate proximity of the iontophoretic anode. Experimental 

optimization of the anodic electrode area showed that an anode 2 mm wide could generate 

enough sweat on its surroundings to reach the adhesive openings. Smaller electrode areas were 

not able to produce enough sweat in its immediately vicinity. The electrode size was optimized to 

fit on the microfluidic reservoir and the sweat signal could be collected once the chamber was 

filled. The iontophoretic cathode (140 mm2) was designed to have approximately the same area 

of the anode (160 mm2) to ensure comfort and no burning sensation during the sweat stimulation. 

The signal acquisition started right after sweat stimulation and its profile will be further discussed 

in the next sections. 

 

Principle of IP integrated Microfluidic Epidermal Biosensor 

Prior any collection or measurement, the microfluidic device was mounted on the 

volunteer’s forearm. Such region of the body was selected as the optimal area for electrochemical 

quantification due the high density of sweat glands (108 glands/cm²) (Figure 3.10A, a) 44,67. The 

complete device is composed of a flexible iontophoretic system which is comprised of screen-
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printed cathode (Figure 3.10Ab left) and anode (Figure 3.10Ab right) for sweat perspiration in 

resting state by the aid of pilocarpine loaded gel in the anode compartment. The PDMS 

microfluidic features consists of 3 inlets aligned on the sweat sampling location enabling the 

pumping of the stimulated sweat though the microchannels towards the reservoir where the 

glucose biosensor, screen printed on lithography-based gold current collectors, is located. During 

the final stage, the sweat is driven to an outlet channel and gets replenished continuously by new 

sample collected by the inlets of the microfluidic device. The miniaturized electronic board is 

attached to the sensors in order to get the wireless electronic glucose signal in the sampled sweat 

(Figure 3.10A, b).  

During iontophoresis process an electric current is applied (current density: 0.4 mA/cm2) 

and the pilocarpine loaded inside the agarose gel is delivered through the skin by an electrostatic 

repulsion. Sweat is generated and captured in the inlet area located in the center of the PDMS 

pillars, the collected sweat flows through the channels followed by its quantification in the reservoir 

area. Typical amperometric response starts with obtaining a zero-current value on the first 

minutes (Figure 3.10A, c, i), and the high current values observed next, is an indicator of sweat 

inside the reservoir (Figure 3.10A, c, ii). After complete reservoir filling, the current signal 

stabilizes obtaining a reliable electrochemical response from the biosensor, related to the 

reduction reaction of hydrogen peroxide produced by the oxidation of glucose in sweat (Figure 

3.10A, c, iii). The design of the microfluidic platform showcasing the device assemble includes 

(from top-down): Screen Printed Ag/AgCl IP electrode, PDMS pillars for sweat collection, PDMS 

with microfluidic features and final assembling (Figure 3.10B).The front view of the device 

showing flow direction and complete assembly facing the skin (Figure 3.10C, a) and the back 

part showing anode and the sputtered golden electrode (Figure 3.10C, b) are also represented. 

Cross section views of the integrated device mounted on the skin illustrate the delivery of 

pilocarpine by means of current flow from the anode terminal to the cathode followed by the 
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stimulation of sweat glands and collection of samples after reaching the outer layer of the skin 

(Figure 3.10C, bottom). 

 

Figure 3.10. Integrated sweat stimulation with epidermal microfluidics, working principle. A) Depiction of 
fluidic device with electrochemical sensor placed on the volunteer’s arm. (b) Zoomed IP fluidics system with 
electronic board capable of performing IP and wireless signal transmission (i) Cathode and (ii) anode. 
(Scale bar: 3 mm). (c) Typical response of the IP fluidic device: (i) Initially zero current is measured during 
IP time due the absence of sweat. (ii) Sweat in contact with detector. (iii) Electrochemical response of the 
biosensor in the presence of sweat glucose. B) Schematic showing device’s layers from top-down: Screen 
Printed Ag/AgCl IP electrode covered with iontophoretic gel, PDMS pillars for sweat collection and double-
sided adhesive tape. PDMS with microfluidic features and final assembling showing side which will be 
facing the skin. C) Iontophoresis schematics showing anode and cathode compartments for pilocarpine 
delivery and sweat generation. Agarose gel with Pilocarpine loaded is drop casted on top of the IP electrode. 
After a current stimulation, pilocarpine is delivered by an iontophoretic effect. Sweat is generated and 
collected in the inlet area contained in the PDMS micropillars, the collected sweat flows through the 
channels and is detected in the reservoir area. (a) Front view of the device showing flow direction, sensing 
area, back of the IP electrode and back of the gold sputtered electrode. (b) Back view of the device showing 
screen-printed IP electrode with the golden sputtered electrode.   
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The mechanical stability of the IP integrated microfluidic sensor device was tested under 

various mechanical strains that may occur during on-body operation (Figure 3.11A). Application 

of subsequent bending (Figure 3.11A, b), twisting (Figure 3.11A, c), and stretching of the device 

(Figure 3.11A, d) caused no significant conformal damage on PDMS structure when compared 

with the image before deformations (Figure 3.11A, a) indicating the flexible and stretchable 

features of the device. Additionally, these deformation tests did not induce any apparent fracture 

or break on the sputtered/printed sensing and IP electrode parts demonstrating the high 

mechanical resistance of the entire device. Figure 3.11B shows the top view of the back part of 

the device that will be in contact with the skin before transferring it to the arm. The inlets on the 

pillars looking upwards and the anodic electrode position can be clearly observed from this image 

(Figure 3.11B, a). Next, the integrated microfluidic device is attached on the epidermis by the 

ring shape medical adhesives (Outer diameter: 5mm, inner diameter: 1mm). Upon application to 

the skin, the yellow polyimide substrate used to print the anodic electrode can be observed 

(Figure 3.11B, b), the device remains damaged free in structure and well-attached to the skin 

throughout the on-body tests after IP sweat stimulation (Figure 3.11B, c), revealing the structural 

stability of the whole system. The sweat generated at the anode, is efficiently pumped and 

transported in the channels due to the strong adhesion between the inlet and the epidermis. After 

removal from the skin, the reservoir remains filled with sweat (colored with blue food dye) 

demonstrating the ability of using the device for sweat collection (Figure 3.11B, d). These tests 

visually exhibited the successful resiliency of mechanical strain of the design, showing its 

suitability for on-body sweat analysis without any hindrance to the wearer. 
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Figure 3.11 A) Mechanical resilience study of the IP fluidic device (a) before the deformations. (b) Bending. 
(c) Stretching.  (d) twisting and (e) after deformations. B) Depiction showing the device before transferring 
to the skin (a) with the inlets upwards. After transferring to the skin (b) and after sweat stimulation (c). 
Device filled removed from skin after operation (d). 

 

Optimization of Parameters for Sweat Extraction 

For the purpose of obtaining optimum operational conditions, parameters such as IP 

current density, number of inlets and iontophoretic delivery duration time were examined. The 

sweat amount generated was measured by adopting a single channel microfluidic model. First, 

the current density was optimized by fixing an IP duration time of 5 min. The amount of sweat 

generated was evaluated after 20 minutes collection time. The volumetric analysis was carried by 

measuring the length (starting from the inlet to the outlet) of the single channel device filled with 

the biofluid (Figure 3.12A, a). Current densities ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 mA/cm2 were studied, the 

sweat volume was plotted against the different current densities used. An increasing trend can be 

observed for current density values from 0.1 to 0.4 mA/cm2, with the highest sweat volume 

collected under a current density of 0.4 mA/cm2 without causing any skin irritation, further values 

did not provide a significant increase and were not selected (Figure 3.12A, b). After optimization 

of the current density, the IP duration time, to the complete filling of a 3- inlet device, was studied. 

IP duration times of 5, 10 and 20 min were used. The iontophoretic time of 5 minutes showed the 
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longest time (30 min) to completely fill the system, while, 10 and 20 min displayed close filling 

times, since there was no significant difference, 10 min was selected as the optimum IP time 

(Figure 3.12B, a). In addition, the filling profile was monitored by taking photographs after 15 min 

of finishing the delivery process (Figure 3.12B, b). After setting the optimal current density as 0.4 

mA/cm2 and the IP duration time as 10 min, the number of inlets was further investigated. 

Microfluidic devices with 2, 3 and 4 inlets were prepared and tested under the same optimized 

conditions. Filling information was plotted describing the relationship between number of inlets 

the and the time to complete fill the device. The highest numeric value corresponded to the 2-

inlets devices (28 min), while 3 and 4-inlets showed similar filling time. Figure 3.12B-d shows the 

devices after 10 minutes of finishing the delivery process. Besides having slightly higher filling 

time, 3 inlets model was preferred over 4-inlets, devices with 4-inlets have less area for adhesion 

and are mre prone to leakage. Whiting 10 min after stimulation, the 3-inlets reservoir is completely 

filled. (Figure 3.12B, c) The filling time was comparable to our previously reported epidermal 

microfluidic platform designed for exercise activities 53,55, and the obtained times shows good 

performance relative to similar exercising-based microfluidic devices 44,49.  
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Figure 3.12 IP fluidic device optimization: A) IP current density optimization according to the electrode area 
and a donut shape electrode with total area of 0.368 cm2: (a) Schematics for a straight line – one inlet 
microfluidic device for measuring total volume of sweat generated after 5 minutes of iontophoresis (IP) with 
several current densities. (b) Plot corresponding to volume of collected sweat with the microfluidic device 
after 5 minutes of IP with several current densities. (B) Optimization of IP time using the optimized current 
density of 0.4 mAcm-2: (a) Plot showing IP time vs. filling time of 3 inlets of device. (b) On body tests of 3 
inlets device with same subject after 5 min, 10 min, 20 min of IP. Pictures were taken 15 minutes after 
finishing every IP duration time, respectively. c) Optimization of number of inlets using the optimized current 
density of 0.4 mAcm-2 and 10 minutes of IP duration time for several number of inlets. Plot showing 
measured time to fill the device for several number of inlets. (d) On body tests of 2, 3 and 4 inlets medium 
neck device with same volunteer. Pictures were taken 10 minutes after sweat stimulation. 

 

IP Microfluidics for on-body Glucose Analysis in Human Perspiration  

 On body trials for sweat glucose monitoring were accomplished in 9 different healthy 

volunteers in compliance with the UCSD approved IRB protocol. Volunteers were requested to 

arrive in a fasting stage (12 hours without any food consumption). After applying the cleaning and 
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transfer procedures sweat glucose monitoring test was performed. Sweat glucose levels were 

measured in real-time using enzyme based electrochemical biosensors located inside of the 

microfluidic device reservoir. Specifically, amperometry was employed at -0.2 V (vs Ag/AgCl) and 

sweat glucose was monitored by the reduction of hydrogen peroxide by the Prussian Blue 

mediator, according to the following enzymatically catalyzed reaction: 

Glucose + Oxygen 
Glucose 
→

Oxidase
 Hydrogen Peroxide + Gluconic acid 

Sweat was stimulated for 10 min, followed by glucose quantification until a steady 

amperometric curve shape was observed (Figure 3.13A, a-b). Experiments were performed 

before (denoted as BM) and after meal (denoted as AM). Challenges such as poor pilocarpine 

delivery efficiency and pilocarpine depletion were overcame by replacing the microfluidic device 

after meal consumption, repeating the same cleaning and transfer protocol, this replacing process 

can be avoided by using long time sweat stimulation drugs such as carbachol.37 Finger stick 

glucose measurements were taken before each on-body glucose analysis. Different filling times 

were observed for the volunteers, this variation may be related to the pilocarpine delivery 

efficiency once different skin types may need different optimized IP parameters. In order to ensure 

a reliable signal for the glucose study, the signal was sampled at 20 min of sweat glucose 

detection. This signal sampling time have showed to be enough to ensure stable signal for all 

volunteers (highlighted in a dotted green line in the amperogram). The current values (blue bar 

plot) at fasting and non-fasting state were plotted against the blood glucose obtained from 

commercial glucometer (red bar plot Figure 3.134B). The integrated device was able to 

successfully measure glucose levels in generated sweat, obtaining good correlation values 

against glucose levels in the blood. In order to further investigate the sensor performance, control 

experiments were carried out at the same blood glucose value (fasting state). Sweat glucose tests 

without any food consumption and with food consumption without the enzyme, showed no 
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significant changes for the trials performed with two volunteers. The sensor was further evaluated 

by in-vitro experiments, were the selectivity of the electrochemical response to glucose in the 

presence of possible sweat interferents analytes (Ascorbic Acid, Lactic Acid, Acetaminophen and 

Uric Acid) was studied. The results obtained during these in-vitro experiments showed negligible 

response in the presence of glucose. 

 

Figure 3.13 On body experiments for sweat glucose detection in stimulated sweat using the IP fluidic device 
applying a constant voltage of -0.2 V vs Ag/AgCl. A) Timeline for experiment. a) The electrochemical signal 
for glucose is taken after 10 min of iontophoresis for sweat stimulation either when the subject is in fasting 
stage or after meal intake. b) Schematic representation of working principle of the microfluidic device. The 
sweat was colored with blue dye for better visualization. a) First, the sweat enters the device through small 
holes in the inlets. b) After 10 to 15 min the sweat starts filling the reservoir. c) Next, the current increases 
due to the signal recording of the glucose measurement and it’s stabilizing after 20 min. B) 
Chronoamperogram for volunteers (a-c) before (left) and after (right) taking a meal. On the right-side a bar 
plot shows the correlation between the current obtained for the glucose sweat and the blood glucose 
values.  For before and after meal blood glucose is measured with a commercial glucometer for correlation 
with sweat glucose. 

 

3.2.3. Conclusions 

We demonstrated, for first time, the integration of an iontophoretic sweat stimulation and 

sensing system in a soft epidermal microfluidic device. The device was able to collect stimulated 

sweat without dilution or cross-contamination with the iontophoretic gels. The optimized 
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iontophoretic and detection parameters were suitable for different volunteers. The sensing 

performance of the device was successfully demonstrated by monitoring sweat glucose, 

presenting good correlation with blood glucose measurements. In addition, the mechanical 

stability and resilience of the microfluidic device was successfully tested under various 

mechanical strains that may occur during on-body operation. The proposed iontophoretic 

microfluidic device can be further optimized by using improved adhesion of the inlets to the skin, 

which could avoid the leakage of sweat from the inlet collection area, decreasing the filling time 

and consequently the time lag. Pilocarpine can be replaced by long term sweat stimulation drugs, 

such as carbachol, in order to increase the operational lifetime of the device. Already existing 

iontophoretic electronic system can be integrated to this new platform in order to personalize the 

IP parameters ensuring optimal sensing time and accuracy for the sweat analysis. This new 

concept of skin mounted soft epidermal wireless microfluidic device offers a new route towards 

sweat monitoring which overcomes limitations related with the existing epidermal fluidic devices. 

Such microfluidic device paves a new route for personalized healthcare. This fully integrated 

epidermal microfluidic detector for performing continuous real-time on-body monitoring of sweat 

biomarkers can be readily extended to monitor a plethora of different analytes, besides offering 

the opportunity of integrating microchannel actuators, such as valves and mixture chambers, for 

bio-affinity on-body sweat analysis. 

 

Chapter 3, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in ACS sensors, 2020, by 

Sempionatto, J.R., Khorshed, A.A., Ahmed, A., De Loyola e Silva, A.N., Barfidokht, A., Yin, L., 

Goud, K.Y., Mohamed, M.A., Bailey, E., May, J., Aebischer, C., Chatelle, C., and Wang, J. The 

dissertation author and Khorshed, A.A were co-authors of this paper. In part is currently being 

prepared for submission for publication of the material by. Juliane R. Sempionatto, Jayoung Kim, 

Gulcin Bolat, Ernesto de la Paz, Nathalia F. Azeredo, Chirstofer Brown, Michael Kartolo, Ricardo 
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CHAPTER 4  

4. Wearable electrochemical sensors for passive sweat 

4.1. Touch-based fingertip glucose monitoring 

The number of patients with diabetes have been exponentially increasing 1. Self-

monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) based on finger-stick blood samples has been a critical 

component of the management of diabetes for over three decades2. While serving as the 

backbone of current glucose measurements, such self-testing is limited by the number of tests 

per day it permits. The inconvenience and pain associated with standard finger-stick blood 

sampling deters patients from frequent testing. Accordingly, extensive efforts have been devoted 

to replacing these blood fingerstick measurements towards improving glucose management 

protocols 2,3. Continuous blood glucose monitoring has been successfully achieved by using intra-

skin needles 4. However, a completely non-invasive, simple, and reliable approach for glucose 

detection is yet to be developed and validated 2,5. Electrochemical biosensors for monitoring 

glucose in non-invasive biofluids, such as saliva, tears, sweat, or interstitial fluid, as potential 

alternative to blood, have thus received a considerable recent attention6-11. Saliva is a readily 

available biofluid rich in several biomarkers, but its complexity, including the high viscosity and 

possible food and bacteria contamination, poses major challenges for reproducible glucose 

analysis 6. While tear is mostly composed by water with low levels of external contaminants and 

good glucose tears/blood correlation has been demonstrated 7, the inherent difficulty in collecting 

tears has hindered the development of user-friendly glucose tear sensor. The interstitial fluid (ISF) 

is currently the mostly acceptable biofluid for glucose detection, due to the dynamic equilibrium 

of such fluid with the blood stream which elevates its diagnostic relevance8. Yet, it is not readily 

sampled and require microneedles or reverse iontophoretic devices which are subject to 

biofouling and skin irritation issues, respectively. Finally, sweat analysis has attracted 
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considerable recent attention among these biofluids as an attractive diagnostic biofluid owing to 

its favorable chemical characteristics and non-invasive nature 9,10. Therefore, the majority of the 

non-invasive electrochemical biosensors has relied on sweat analysis11,12. Considerable efforts 

have thus been devoted  to the use of the sweat biofluid toward non-invasive glucose monitoring 

13–17. However, efforts to develop sweat-based rapid, user-friendly glucose self-testing have been 

largely hindered by the inherent inaccessibility of natural sweat and by mixed reports regarding 

the correlation between the sweat and blood glucose concentrations 18. Sweat sampling is 

commonly carried out by sweat stimulation protocols based on rigorous exercise, iontophoresis 

or heat. Simpler and faster approaches for accessing this biofluid and improved understanding of 

the partitioning of glucose molecules from blood to sweat are urgently needed for routine sweat-

based user-friendly glucose self-testing.  

Such limited understanding leads to mixed reports regarding sweat and blood glucose 

correlations, including discussions on sweat collection methodologies from different body 

locations19–23. Several studies demonstrated good sweat/blood correlation in connection to sweat 

stimulation by agonistic agents 14,24,25 or sweat induced by physical activity 26–28. However, such 

correlation was achieved only by performing concurrent blood calibrations for each test analysis, 

when a calibration curve is attempted to be used to convert the sweat signals, the correlation is 

lost. The current approach for verifying correlation involves building a calibration curve using 

standard glucose concentration in either artificial or real sweat matrix. The correlation can be 

further pursued by employing additional sensors that monitor and correct for possible fluctuations 

in sweat pH, temperature and salt concentration 16,28,29. The results are usually not satisfactory, 

especially when comparing the readings from different subjects14,21,30. The mixed reports on the 

reliability of sweat-based glucose assays reflect personal variations among individuals, including 

the sweat rate and skin phenotype properties, related with age, gender or race 19,31,32. Despite 

extensive research efforts, researchers still do not understand such large variability in the sweat 
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gland function and of skin physiology and structure originated from different populations 19,31. For 

sweat to be properly used as an attractive alternative for blood, these personal variations must 

be taken into account.  

Herein, we demonstrate the combination of a new personal algorithm for correlating sweat 

and blood concentrations with the simple and effective touch-based fingertip sweat collection and 

electrochemical detection towards rapid, reliable and user-friendly self-testing of glucose (Figure 

4.1 a,b). The fingertip has high density of sweat glands (~400 glands cm-2),33 producing sweat in 

relatively high rates over the range of 50–500 nL cm-2min-1 34. Such natural fingertip perspiration 

has been used recently for optical detection of illicit drugs 35, electrochemical detection of sweat 

lactate and caffeine 36,37 and LC-MS/MS measurements of tryptophan and dopamine 34.  

The present touch-based sweat glucose detection protocol leverages the fast sweat rates 

on the fingertip for rapid glucose measurements in natural perspiration, without the need for 

rigorous sweat-inducing exercise activity or iontophoretic sweat stimulation. Collection of sweat 

from the fingertip is based on touching the surface of a sweat-absorbing polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 

porous hydrogel membrane capable of pulling the sweat droplets from the fingertip by capillary 

pressure, during a controlled time (Figure 4.1A). The porous PVA membrane was placed on the 

electrochemical biosensor for subsequent glucose detection upon sweat transport towards the 

enzymatic layer covering the Prussian blue (PB) transducer. The glucose detection was 

performed via selective reduction of the enzymatically-liberated hydrogen peroxide at the PB 

transducer (Figure 4.1 c,d). Such fast and simple touch-based blood-free fingertip sweat glucose 

assay holds considerable promise for improved patient compliance and enhanced diabetes 

management. 

However, while the attractive fingertip natural perspiration could greatly simplify glucose 

sweat measurements, such direct measurements do not account for variability among individuals 

and display non satisfactory correlation to blood glucose assays. To address these issues, we 
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introduced here a new ‘personalized’ mathematical approach that improves substantially the 

sweat-blood glucose correlations and the overall accuracy of such diabetes testing. Such simple 

one-time personal calibration accounts for variations in the sweat rate and skin properties among 

individuals through a distinct sweat-to-blood translation algorithm following a one-time training of 

the system.  The short personal system training involves blood validated sweat signals to estimate 

the average individual slope (K) and intercept (Io) for each person, for obtaining a personalized 

sweat-to-blood translation factor (Figure 4.1f). Such initial training and treatment lead to 

substantially higher Pearson correlation coefficient (Pr) of 0.95, and significantly higher accuracy 

reflected from an overall mean absolute relative difference (MARD) of 7.79%, with 100% of paired 

points in the A+B region of the Clarke error grid (CEG). These substantial improvements are 

realized without the need for additional sensors and complex microfluidic network for correcting 

and normalizing the results. Following such one-time personal training of the system, accurate 

glucose blood levels can be estimated directly from the individual sweat glucose response over 

extended periods of several weeks, based solely on his/her sweat signals without the need of 

blood sampling (Figure 4.1e). A single blood calibration is recommended once or twice a month. 

Such single periodic measurement is analyzed by the software that screens for outliers and 

updates the existing personal parameters. When using the new algorithm among multiple 

subjects, the Pr values increase from 0.77 (raw sweat signal to blood glucose) to more than 0.95 

(calculated sweat glucose to blood glucose), as shown in Figure 4.1f for 3 subjects. Detailed 

studies demonstrate also substantially higher accuracy upon using both the personal intercept 

and slope compared to using the slope alone. Such greatly improved correlation is achieved even 

though the values of the slopes and intercept values are substantially different for each subject. 

We infer that the slope values correspond to the fingertip sweat rate, while the intercepts reflect 

multiple factors based on the individual skin properties and sweat composition. Note, however 

that negligible electroactive interferences are expected at the PB-based electrode transducer 

using detection potential of -0.20V. This simple mathematical treatment can be readily integrated 
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in a software (in a hand-held meter or smartphone app), providing a built-in personal calibration 

towards autonomous estimate of the sweat-based blood glucose concentration (SG). Our 

extensive data strongly support the subject personal equation based on an initial blood validated 

sweat response. Once such personalized translation is obtained, blood glucose levels can be 

directly and reliably estimated from sweat measurements without the need for blood fingerstick 

validation. A single blood calibration is recommended once or twice a month. Such single periodic 

measurement is analyzed by the software that screens for outliers and updates the existing 

personal parameters.  By accounting for variability among individuals the new approach provides 

effective normalization of the sweat glucose response, leading to greatly improved inter person 

sweat-to-blood correlation parameters, with potential application for the monitoring of other sweat 

biomarkers. 

 

4.1.1. Materials and methodology 

Chemicals and Instrumentation 

Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) (MW ~89,000), phosphate buffer solution (PBS) (1M, pH = 7.4), 

potassium hydroxide (KOH), sucrose, sodium chloride, potassium chloride, glutaraldehyde,  

glucose oxidase (GOx) and glucose are purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The 

silver/silver chloride ink and Prussian Blue (PB) carbon ink are purchased from Ercon Inc. 

(Wareham, MA, USA). The dielectric ink is purchased from DuPont (USA). The Ecoflex 00-30 is 

purchased from Smooth-on Inc. (PA, USA). All chronoamperometric measurements were 

performed using an EmStat3 Blue potentiostat (PalmSens).  
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Fabrication of the finger-based sensor electrode           

The electrodes for the finger-based glucose sensor were fabricated by screen-printing 

using a semi-automatic MMP-SPM printer (Speedline Technologies, Franklin, MA) and custom 

stainless steel stencils developed using AutoCAD software (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) and 

produced by Metal Etch Services (San Marcos, CA), with dimensions of 12 in × 12 in and 75 µm 

thickness. The electrodes were printed layer-by-layer. Firstly, the silver/silver chloride ink was 

printed onto a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate as the interconnection and reference 

electrode, followed by printing a layer of PB carbon ink as the working and counter electrodes. 

Each layer was cured at 80 ºC for 10 min in the oven. The working electrode was modified with 2 

μL of a GOx 40 mg/ml in 0.1M PBS pH 7 containing 10mg/ml BSA. After drying at room 

temperature, 0.5 μL of a 0.5% solution of glutaraldehyde in water was added to the GOx modified 

working electrode and left to dry overnight at 4 oC. 

 

PVA gel preparation 

The fabrication of the porous PVA hydrogel was based on previous studies with 

modifications 38. The stock solutions of the PVA (MW ~89,000) and KOH, dissolved in water, were 

prepared by 1:10 and 1:5 weight ratio, respectively. Then, 10 g of PVA solution was transferred 

to the beaker followed by dropwise adding 14 g of KOH solution and 2 ml of water containing 2.6 

g of table sugar under mild stirring condition to form a hydrogel precursor. 15g of the precursor 

was then poured into a Petri dish (diameter ~9 cm) and left in a vacuum desiccator to remove 

excess water and allow cross-linking, until only 2/3 of the weight of the precursor was left. The 

crosslinked PVA gel was then soaked in 0.1 M PBS buffer to remove the sugar template and the 

excess KOH, until the gel reached a neutral pH. The gel (1 mm thick when soaked) can then be 

cut into desired sizes (1 × 1 cm2) and stored in PBS for subsequent use. 
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On-body evaluation 

The on-body evaluation on human subjects was conducted in strict compliance following 

a protocol approved by the institutional review board (IRB) at University of California, San Diego. 

A total of three healthy volunteers were recruited for on-body evaluation of the developed glucose-

based sensor. The glucose response was recorded by measuring the current difference, between 

the background signal (PVA gel prior to touching) and the sweat glucose signal at an applied 

potential - 0.2 V (versus Ag/AgCl) for 1 min. The volunteers were asked to clean their index fingers 

with wet (DI water). After cleaning, sweat was allowed to accumulate on the fingertip for 3 minutes, 

followed by touching the PVA sweat collector gel for 1 minute. Right after touching, the sweat 

glucose signal was recorded.  

 

4.1.2. Results and discussion 

The touch-based non-invasive sweat fingertip glucose detection consists of two steps of 

the sweat collection by touching of a sweat absorbing porous hydrogel membrane (covering the 

enzymatic biosensor) and the amperometric detection of the product of the biocatalytic reaction 

(Figure 4.1b). The high density of sweat glands in the fingertip ensures sufficient biofluid volume 

for reliable and reproducible glucose measurements. Sweat collection from the fingertip was 

performed upon direct contact of the fingertip with a porous sweat collector polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA) hydrogel placed over the sensor surface, upon touching the gel for 1 minute. The collected 

sweat diffuses to the recognition layer where the enzymatic reaction occurs. A flexible PET was 

used as substrate to screen print the three-electrode system electrochemical sensor (Figure 

4.1c). The sensor was designed to fit a handheld potentiostat for decentralized analysis (Figure 

4.1a). The screen-printed Prussian blue working electrode transducer was modified with the 
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enzyme glucose oxidase (GOx) and used for selective detection of the hydrogen peroxide product 

of the glucose/ GOx, enzymatic reaction (Figure 4.1d) with a sensitivity of 2.89 nA.μM-1 .  

Such painless touch-based glucose sensor represents a promising non-invasive approach 

to improve diabetes monitoring by increasing the frequency of glucose testing. However, 

analyzing glucose from sweat is a challenging task. Sweat glucose levels can fluctuate depending 

on the methodology used for sweat collection. For example, sweat obtained during exercising can 

underestimate the glucose levels, while iontophoresis can overestimate due to accumulation of 

glucose on the iontophoretic gels 39. In addition, contamination from skin components, such as 

bacteria, body creams and even glucose itself can also influence in the measured glucose values 

40. The glucose concertation in sweat ranges from 0.01–1.11 mM, are significantly lower than the 

blood concentrations (2–40 mM) 39. Thus, the fingertip touch glucose sensors ensure user-friendly 

sweat collection as it does not involve exercising or chemical stimulation of the sweat glands. The 

electrochemical signal is then converted into blood glucose levels using the new personalized 

algorithm to account for the individual skin properties and sweat rate. The Pr values for different 

subjects increase from 0.77 to more than 0.95 when using such personalized treatment (Figure 

4.1f).  
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Figure 4.1 Bloodless fingerstick sweat glucose sensor. a) Portable hand-held potentiostat coupled with 
touch sweat sensor for electrochemical determination of glucose in sweat. Chronoamperometry was used 
with fixed applied potential of -0.2V. b) Picture of the touch sensor device and fingertip demonstrating the 
sweat glands, sweat collection protocol, and sweat collection Polyvinyl alcohol-PVA layer. c) Schematic of 
the touch sensor showing the substrate (PET), screen printed sensor, insulating, and PVA layers. d) 
Schematic showing the sweat collection from the fingertip, through the PVA gel, reaching the electrode and 
recognition layer. Schematic of the enzymatic reaction in the GOx working electrode. Glucose is converted 
into gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide. The hydrogen peroxide molecules are then detected by the PB 
modified work electrode. e) Schematic showing the workflow for sweat glucose detection using the touch-
based sweat sensor. After 20 minutes of food intake sweat is collected upon touching the sensor for 1 
minute; amperometric detection is immediately performed measuring the sweat glucose. Upon using the 
personalized transduction equation, shown in (f), the sweat signal is converted to a blood glucose level. f) 
Data processing for sweat and blood correlation. Current signal collected from three subjects is directly 
correlated with blood values, showing a Pearson’s r (Pr) value of 0.77. The sweat-based blood glucose 
concentration (SG) is thus estimated using the personalized parameters K and Io. After applying the 
personal equations to each set of data, the sweat-blood correlation increases to 0.95.  
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Sweat-to-blood correlation 

Following the successful implementation of the touch-based sweat-

collection/electrochemical detection protocol sensor, we introduced a new mathematical 

approach for correlating sweat glucose response to the blood glucose concentrations. Such 

personalized sweat-to-blood translation algorithm consisted of measuring the fingertip sweat 

glucose response and calibrating these current values using the blood glucose levels with a 

commercial glucometer. Measurements were performed daily at the same time (Figure 4.2B,D). 

Sweat and blood glucose levels were measured before and 20 minutes after consuming a meal. 

An optimized protocol for the finger sweat analysis was strictly followed. First, the volunteers were 

asked to clean their index finger using a wet tissue and wait for 3 minutes; next, they were asked 

to touch the sensor for 1 minute. Subsequently, the sweat signal was measured using 

chronoamperometry at a fixed potential of -0.2V for 60 seconds. It was noticed that the use of 

soap for cleaning the finger decreased the measured signal, due to potential interaction of 

surfactant residues with either the PVA gel or enzyme layer. Therefore, a mechanical cleaning 

with water was used. This cleaning protocol was followed by an optimal touching time of 1 minute. 

The calibration plot for each day was analyzed and the average slopes and intercepts were 

calculated (Figure 4.2A,C (i-iii)). The following equations were used to translate the sweat 

glucose response to blood glucose concentrations: 

 

             Equation 1. 

Io = iSG − (K × BG)                  Equation 2. 

      Equation 3.            

 

K = 
∆𝑖𝑆𝐺
∆BG

 

 SG =  
iSG−(Io)

K
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The slope (K) and intercept (Io) have been calculated using equations 1 and 2, 

respectively.  As shown in Figure 4.2A-4.2C, the slope corresponds the variations in current 

obtained from glucose sweat sensor (∆i), correlated with the changes in blood glucose 

concentration (∆BG) obtained with a glucometer. iSG represents the current response of the sweat 

sensor and BG is the blood glucose concentration (Figure 4.2A,C ii ). Finally, as shown in 

equation 3, the concentration of sweat-based glucose concentration can be estimated using 

equation 3, from the current response of the glucose sweat sensor, and the average K and Io 

values (Figure 4.2A,C b).  

As illustrated in Figure 4.2A,C (b,iii), the resulting sweat-based estimated blood 

concentrations correlate closely with the reference fingerstick blood concentrations (Pr=0.98,  for 

both subjects), despite the large differences in the individual slope and intercept values.  Note 

also from Figure 4.2A,Ca (ii and iii), that these individual K and Io parameters are stable 

throughout the month  (Figure 4.6). A built-in software is used to access the stability of these 

personal parameters, along with a single biweekly or monthly blood calibration point. The 

normalization of the sweat parameters represents the main advantage of this new approach once 

the matrix (sweat) variables are eliminated, increasing the correlation when data from multiple 

subjects are analyzed (Figure 4.3).  
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Figure 4.2 Data processing protocol for personalized transduction equation. A, C) The individual values of 
the signal from sweat for each day was correlated with the blood values generating a linear plot with specific 
slope and intercept values (i-iii). The slopes and intercepts obtained for each day were then averaged and 
a personalized equation was generated for each user (b). Upon obtained such personal transduction 
equation, the current signal from the glucose in sweat was used for the direct translation of the signal to 
blood glucose values. B, D) Data from sweat glucose monitored for two subjects for four days, twice a day. 
Black curves correspond to the signal prior the sweat collection (only PVA gel) while green (B) and red (D) 
curves correspond to the sweat glucose response. Prior to each analysis, a commercial blood glucose 
meter was used to measure the blood glucose values of the user 

 

The personalized parameters were obtained for three subjects and applied to a new set 

of six measurements obtained for each volunteer. The current signals of the sweat sensor were 

plotted against the reference blood values measured with a glucometer (Figure 4.3Aa). A Pr 

value of 0.77 was observed for the correlation between the sweat current response and the blood 

glucose values of the three subjects, indicating limited correlation of the fingertip sweat glucose 

response with the blood glucose levels. The mathematical personal treatment was subsequently 

applied to the results shown in Figure 4.3Aa. In order to demonstrate the importance of each 
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personal parameter, the personal slope (K) was initially used alone for the converting sweat 

response to blood glucose values (Figure 4.3Ab). Such conversion has been commonly used in 

the literature for the signal translation. As illustrated in Figure 4.3Ab, the use of the personal 

slope results in increasing Pearson’s correlation from 0.77 to 0.90. This improvement reflects the 

personalized feature of the protocol associated with the use of the individual K values for each 

data set. However, as shown in Figure 4.3B-Da, such treatment based solely on the personal 

slope leads to poor accuracy, with the predicted blood values differing largely from the reference 

blood concentrations. In contrast, greatly improved accuracy is achieved by including also the 

personalized intercept values Io in the mathematical treatment (along with the slope ones). This 

brings the sweat-based predicted blood glucose values significantly closer to the reference values 

(Figure 4.3B-D d) and leads to further improvement of the Pr values to 0.95 (Figure 4.3Ac).  

The importance of using personalized full equations can be clearly demonstrated by 

analyzing and comparing the CEG plot 41 for both situations, involving the use of the slope alone 

(Figure 4.3E) and when the full equation is applied (Figure 4.3F). The CEG analysis is commonly 

used to evaluate the deviation of the clinical significance between the predicted BG concentration 

and the reference concentration (such as glucometer)41. Such analysis uses a Cartesian diagram 

on which the target and predicted BG values are paired. Each pair is in one of five regions of the 

CEG diagram with zone A indicating the values within 20% of the reference concentration. The 

pairs located in region A thus represent clinically correct predictions. Therefore, it is highly 

desirable to have all the results in this zone.  Pairs of points within region B are still clinically 

acceptable (but not for therapeutic decisions), while pairs in regions C, D and E are considered 

significant clinical errors. The CEG diagram for the touch-based sweat assay using the slope 

alone shows that the majority (85%) of the points reside in the B section, with only 2 points (12.5%) 

located in area A (Figure 4.3E), corresponding to a fair correlation to reference concentration. In 

contrast, when using personalization steps involving both the slope and intercept, the CEG 
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analysis reveals that the majority (81.2%) of the points reside in region A while only 3 points 

positioned in region B (18.8 %). Overall, the CEG analysis of Figure 4.3E,F demonstrates clearly 

that personalized calculation - based on both the slope and intercept - affects strongly the 

correlation of the sweat glucose measurements with the blood reference method towards reliable 

prediction of the blood glucose concentration. In addition, the measurements shown in Figure 

4.3Ac were also used to calculate the mean absolute relative difference (MARD)42. The aggregate 

MARD for the touch glucose sensor was 7.79% (ranging from 3.5 to 15.0%. Figure 4.4), based 

on all individual paired data points from the 18 recordings of 3 subjects. Such value (below 10%) 

reflects the high accuracy of the methodology. 
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Figure 4.3. Finger sweat correlation. A) Data transformation steps from the (a) current response to sweat 
glucose concentration applying (b) personalized slope only and (c) personalized slope and intercept from 
different subject (n=18). (B-D) Bar plot displaying the correlation of the measured blood glucose level and 
the sweat-based blood concentration calculated by using (a) only the personalized slope and (b) the slope 
along the intercept from different subject. (E-F) Clarke error grid analysis results using the personalized 
slope (E) alone and using both the personalized slope and intercept (F). 
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Figure 4.4 Box plots for the MARD on successive study measurements during the day for three subjects. 
Displayed are mean (diamonds), median (horizontal lines within boxes), 25th and 75th percentiles (lower 
and upper edge of the boxes), and minimum and maximum values (Whiskers). 

 

Predicting the glucose values 

The performance of the touch-based sweat glucose sensor and the corresponding 

mathematical personalization treatment were evaluated in a “blind” test. The glucose levels from 

three volunteers, whose personalized equations were previously established, were monitored 

during a day long operation, involving 6 measurements obtained before and after the 

corresponding meal intakes. The same protocol was used for each sweat measurement (cleaning 

of index finger, waiting 3 minutes, touching 1 minute), along with a new sensor and gel each time. 

The sweat current signals were translated into predicted blood glucose concentrations using the 

personal equation of each subject. The calculated blood values from these “blind” tests are shown 

in Figure 4.5A-C blue (circle) plots. Prior to each sweat measurement, the blood values were 

measured and saved for comparison. The person responsible for calculating the expected blood 

concentrations did not have access to the reference blood values. Figure 4.5A-C b shows the 

correlation between the sweat-based calculated blood concentrations and the corresponding 

blood reference levels. These data illustrate clearly that the dynamics of such sweat-based 
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predicted blood glucose concentration throughout the day is in close agreement with the actual 

temporal blood glucose profile. Pearson’s values were higher than 0.95 (ranging from 0.95 to 

0.99) for the three subjects. It is important to notice that these “blind” tests were performed a week 

after the initial personal system training, reflecting the robustness of method (and the stability of 

the slope and intercept values). As was demonstrated in Figure 4.6, the personal equation is 

stable for at least one month, eliminating the need for intermediate blood fingerpicking. However, 

a periodic blood calibration (once or twice per month) is recommended to ensure the translation 

accuracy. 

 

Figure 4.5 Whole day sweat glucose measurements (blue) along with the corresponding blood 
measurements (red). A-C) Glucose levels in sweat collected from the fingertip just before a meal and 20 
min after completing the meal using the touch sensor device during the whole day after three meals (shown 
as green arrows) (a). The signal obtained from the sweat sensor was directly translated to blood glucose 
levels using the personalized translation equation of each volunteer. (b) The resulting correlation plots and 
corresponding Pr values. 
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Figure 4.6 Stability of the personal factors, slope (a) and intercept (b) for two subjects (A, B) over a 4 weeks 
period with confidence bands of 95%. 

 

4.1.3. Conclusions 

In this proof-of-concept study we demonstrated a new non-invasive approach for fast, 

simple and accurate sweat glucose testing, and introduced a new algorithm for addressing inter-

individual variability and obtaining a greatly improved accuracy. Natural sweat from the fingertip 

was thus used for the electrochemical determination of glucose using a highly selective glucose-

oxidase Prussian blue sensor in connection to a sweat collecting hydrogel. The resulting sweat 

glucose current values were translated into predicted glucose blood concentrations by applying a 

personalized equation to account for personal variations among the test subjects. We 

demonstrated that using the personal parameters the Pearson (Pr) correlation values increase 

from a Pr value of 0.77 to 0.95, and lead to a MARD of 7.79% with 100% of paired points in the 

A+B region of the Clarke error grid. Such greatly improved correlation has been achieved despite 
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of the large variability of the slopes and intercept values among the subjects. The simplicity, speed 

and accuracy of the new touch-based fingertip assay hold considerable potential for reliable 

frequent self-testing of glucose towards improved management of diabetes. Such blood-free 

assay thus represents an attractive non-invasive alternative to fingerstick blood glucose 

measurements (particularly when frequent glucose measurements are desired). The new 

personalized data processing approach could be applied for a wide range of electrochemical 

sweat assays of important analytes such as alcohol or cortisol. In order to expand the use of this 

new methodology, future efforts should aim at improving the understanding of the inter-individual 

variations, and the factors affecting the personal slope and intercept values. The new knowledge 

should be coupled with a widespread (large scale) validation on population of diverse 

backgrounds. Such large-scale validation is critical before using the sweat diagnostics for making 

diabetes treatment decisions.  

 

4.2. Touch-based cortisol sensing  

Cortisol is a steroid hormone, released by the human body in response to psychological 

and physiological stress, and hence plays a major role in the body's stress response and in 

regulating metabolism and immune response 43–45 Chronic stress, reflected by high cortisol levels, 

is associated with high risks of anxiety, depression, cardiovascular diseases, and weakening 

immune response 46,47. Effective, rapid, and reliable cortisol detection is thus extremely valuable 

for dynamic stress-response profiling towards comprehensive self-monitoring, wellness 

management, and personalized healthcare 48,49. In a fast-evolving world, where personal wellness 

becomes the center of attention, simple fast decentralized testing and non-invasive monitoring of 

cortisol are critical for providing guidance for personal stress management. 

Cortisol can be found in various biofluids, including saliva, blood, urine, sweat, and 

interstitial fluids 49,50. Traditional detection of cortisol in these biofluids, carried out in centralized 
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laboratory settings, relies on competitive immunoassays between the target cortisol and the 

enzyme-tagged analyte, followed by optical or electrochemical measurements of the enzymatic 

reaction product 51,52. While providing high sensitivity, such multi-step, complex, and lengthy 

immunosensing procedures are hardly adaptable for decentralized settings or wearable 

applications. Among the cortisol-containing biofluids, sweat and saliva are the most accessible 

ones 50. However, compared to saliva, sweat does not exhibit major matrix and biofouling effects. 

Accordingly, recent efforts have demonstrated the translation of immunosensors for decentralized 

sweat cortisol sensing, including the ability to track the cortisol diurnal cycle 53. Yet, such 

competitive immunoassay approach includes 5 min sweat stimulation, 15 min competition time, 

along with tagging and washing steps which are not practical for personalized, hassle-free cortisol 

monitoring. Label-free impedimetric immunoassay detection has also been proposed toward 

wearable cortisol sensing, based on monitoring the cortisol-biding induced interfacial changes 54. 

The limited stability and high costs of cortisol antibody bioreceptors and enzyme-tagged cortisol 

represent another challenge to wearable and decentralized cortisol immunoassays. Artificial 

receptors, based on molecularly imprinted polymers (MIP), have been shown useful toward 

selective recognition of sweat cortisol 55,56. Yet, such MIP-based sensing commonly involves the 

addition of external redox signaling probes, e.g., ferrocyanide which limits their on-body operation. 

These earlier sweat cortisol sensing protocols require lengthy physical activity or additional 

chemical iontophoretic sweat stimulation procedures for generating and collecting sweat 56. Such 

sweat generating methods can be disruptive to the user’s daily workflow and may induce 

psychological or physiological stress which alters the cortisol level, resulting in inaccurate stress 

assessment. Therefore, the sweat collection step for cortisol monitoring represents a major barrier 

that hinders the development of simple, rapid, and accurate sweat cortisol sensing. Given the 

challenges, there are urgent needs for new stress-free non-invasive rapid cortisol sensing 

strategies.  
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Herein, we introduce an effective novel stress-free cortisol sensing platform that allows 

fast, reliable, and simple detection of cortisol in sweat via a fingertip touch. Natural perspiration 

has been recently shown to be advantageous for sweat sampling compared to commonly used 

active sweat stimulation methods (exercise, heat, and iontophoresis).57,58 Unlike other body 

locations, the fingers - with the highest density of eccrine sweat glands - are able to generate high 

sweat volumes 59. We leveraged such natural sweat sampling method to develop a new stress 

testing platform, relying on the highly scalable screen-printed electrode modified with a selective 

MIP recognition layer. The simple, rapid, and user-friendly cortisol sensing is realized through a 

series of material innovation. In order to rapidly and effectively collect sweat from the fingertip, a 

highly porous, permeable, and sweat absorbing polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) hydrogel was developed 

using sucrose as a water-soluble template to create a porous network (Figure 4.5Cc inset, Figure 

4.7). Compared to the non-porous hydrogel, such templated porous hydrogel demonstrated 

superior permeability and a lower impedance. 
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Figure 4.7 Illustration of fabricating the porous PVA hydrogel. (A) preparing the PVA and KOH precursor. 
(B) Adding the sucrose template into the precursor. (C) The drying/crosslinking of the gel. The precursor is 
poured onto a Petri dish and left dry in a desiccator in vacuum at room temperatures overnight, until losing 
2/3 of its weight. (D) The crosslinked hydrogel is washed in 0.1 M PBS to remove the sucrose template and 
the excess KOH until reached the pH of 7.4. 

 

Natural perspiration is thus readily collected via simple fingertip touch, ensuring that only 

the endogenous cortisol level is measured, compared to exercise-based contrasting sweat 

cortisol sensors 60. To enable the one-step, rapid, reproducible, highly sensitive, and selective 

cortisol sensing, electropolymerized polypyrrole (PPy) MIP electrodes were synthesized in the 

presence of cortisol as the template, along with Prussian blue as the embedded redox probe, 

hence obviating the need for complex labeling procedure or external redox probes. The 

subsequent elution of cortisol from the membrane was achieved via overoxidation of PPy which 
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induces a structural change in the polymer that releases the template cortisol molecule (Figure 

4.8A). The template elution resulted in surface recognition cavities that are complementary to the 

shape and size of the target cortisol molecule. The incorporation of PB within the MIP PPy network 

leads to a ‘built-in’ electrochemical signaling probe that obviates the need for external redox 

probes, and hence greatly simplifying the on-body testing compared to common MIP sensors 

based on such solution-phase redox probe 61–63. The resulting user-friendly cortisol sensor, 

integrating the MIP recognition and the built-in PB-transduction element, thus relies on 

chronoamperometric measurements (CA) of the PB oxidation current 61,64. The selective binding 

of cortisol within the imprinted cavities, leads to blocking of the PB electron transfer pathways and 

thus to a decreased PB oxidation current. The extent of such current diminution reflects the sweat 

cortisol concentration and can thus serve as the analytical signal (Figure 4.8B). The incorporation 

of the built-in PB redox transducer within the imprinted polymer, and systematic optimization of 

the experimental parameters, have enabled fast (1 min) label-free CA cortisol sensing at a low 

potential of +0.1 V, as determined by cyclic voltammetry.  

The resulting MIP-based electrochemical sensing, along with the low-cost, scalable single-

use screen-printed fingertip cortisol sensor and the compact hand-held instrumentation (Figure 

4.8C), offers convenient semi-continuous profiling of changing cortisol levels. To demonstrate the 

applicability of such MIP sensing platform, a stretchable epidermal patch (Figure 4.8D) was also 

developed for tracking cortisol levels during physical activity. Utilizing formulized stretchable ink 

and adapting the “island-bridge” structure with skeleton layer reinforcement, the sensor 

demonstrated stable performance after repeated bending and stretching for on-body cortisol 

monitoring applications 65,66. The entire ‘touch-incubate-detect’ protocol requires only 3.5 min, 

which is over 10-time faster than common cortisol measurements, thus offers a distinct advantage 

for capturing sharply fluctuating cortisol levels in response to acute stimulations. Using such fast 

and simple cortisol testing platform, effortless and stress-free cortisol sensing can be realized 
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toward tracking changing cortisol levels within a diurnal cycle (Figure 4.8E). The variation of 

cortisol level during physical stimulations, which alters the endogenous cortisol level and is of 

importance to indicate injury, fatigue, dehydration/malnutrition, can also be captured using such 

sensing platform (Figure 4.8F) 60,67. The coupling of the simplicity and speed of the touch-based 

fingertip sweat analysis with a label-free MIP-based electronic detection thus enables dynamic 

stress-response profiling towards personalized healthcare and the management of personal 

stress and mental health. 
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Figure 4.8 Schematic illustration of the MIP-based sensor for rapid, stress-less cortisol sensing. (A) 
Synthesis of the MIP layer for cortisol sensing. (a) PB, cortisol, and pyrrole are co-electrodeposited onto 
the printed carbon electrode. (b) The entrapped cortisol template is eluted from the polymerized PPy. (c) 
The corresponding MIP recognition layer after the cortisol elution, where cortisol-specific cavities are 
formed in the electrode. (B) The sensing mechanism of the MIP. The anodic current from the oxidation of 
the embedded PB is decreased after the binding of cortisol to the MIP. (C) The touch-based fingertip cortisol 
sensor, with (a) photos demonstrating the single-touch sensor application (b) illustration of the sensing 
mechanism, where the cortisol from the accumulated finger sweat diffuses through the hydrogel onto the 
MIP electrode, and (c) structural illustration of the fingertip cortisol sensor, with the cryogenic scanning 
electron microscopy (cryo-SEM) image of the porous PVA hydrogel (inset). (D) The stretchable epidermal 
cortisol patch, with (a) the structure of the stretchable sensor, which the sensor adapts stretchable 
interconnection and substrate, shape-confining skeleton layers, and stretchable polymer insulation, (b) 
photo demonstrating the usage of the patch on the skin after generating sweat from an exercise session, 
and (c) the sensing mechanism of the epidermal cortisol patch, where the sweat directly interact with the 
MIP electrode. (E) Illustration showing the fluctuation of cortisol through the circadian cycle. (F) Illustration 
of the induction of cortisol secretion through acute physical stimulations. 
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4.2.1. Materials and methodology 

Chemicals and Instrumentation: 

Ethanol, cortisol, pyrrole, Prussian blue, silver flakes (10 µm), toluene, polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA) (MW ~89,000), phosphate buffer solution (PBS) (1M, pH = 7.4), potassium hydroxide 

(KOH), sucrose, sodium chloride, potassium chloride, urea, and lactic acid are purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). The silver/silver chloride ink and carbon ink are purchased 

from Ercon Inc. (Wareham, MA, USA). The styrene-ethyl butylene-styrene block copolymer is 

obtained from Kraton (TX, USA). The Super-P carbon black was purchased from MTI Corporation 

(Richmond, CA, USA). The graphite powder was purchased from Acros Organics (USA). The 

dielectric ink is purchased from DuPont (USA). The Ecoflex 00-30 is purchased from Smooth-on 

Inc. (PA, USA). The Perme-Roll Lite polyurethane film is purchased from Nitto (Japan). All CAs 

were performed using an EmStat3 Blue potentiostat (PalmSens). EIS measurements were 

performed using an Autolab PGSTAT204 potentiostat/galvanostat with FRA32M module 

(Metrohm Autolab). The Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were acquired using an 

FEI Quanta FEG 250 (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The cryo-SEM images were acquired using a 

ZEISS Crossbeam 550 scanning electron microscope. 

 

Fabrication of the finger-based sensor electrode 

The electrodes for the finger-based cortisol sensor were fabricated by screen-printing 

using a semi-automatic MMP-SPM printer (Speedline Technologies, Franklin, MA) and custom 

stainless-steel stencils developed using AutoCAD software (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) and 

produced by Metal Etch Services (San Marcos, CA), with dimensions of 12 in × 12 in and 75 µm 

thickness. The electrodes were printed layer-by-layer. Firstly, the silver/silver chloride ink was 
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printed onto a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate as the interconnection and reference 

electrode, followed by printing a layer of carbon ink as the working and counter electrodes. Each 

layer was cured at 80 ºC for 10 min in the oven. Lastly, a polymer insulator composed of 

polystyrene-polyethylene-polybutylene-polystyrene block copolymer (SEBS), dissolved in toluene 

(35 wt%), was printed onto the electrodes to define the working electrode area and insulate the 

exposed interconnections. 

 

Fabrication of the stretchable sensor patch 

The fabrication of the stretchable sensor was adapted from previous work 66. Shortly, a 

stretchable substrate is fabricated by printing a thin layer of Ecoflex onto the adhesive side of a 

Perme-Roll Lite film. A stretchable silver ink was formulated by mixing a SEBS resin (31.5 wt% in 

toluene) with silver flakes in a planetary mixer (Flaktak SpeedmixerTM DAC 150.1FV) at 1800 

rotations per minute (RPM) for 5 min. A stretchable carbon ink was formulated by mixing the same 

SEBS resin, toluene, graphite, and Super-P in a 12: 3: 8.5: 1.5 weight ratio at 2250 RPM for 10 

min. The dielectric ink is firstly printed onto the Perme-Roll side of the stretchable substrate as 

the skeleton layer and cured in the oven at 80 ºC for 10 min. The stretchable silver is then printed 

as the interconnect and the stretchable carbon as the working and counter electrodes. Both inks 

are cured in the oven at 80 ºC for 5 min. The Ag/AgCl ink is printed as the reference electrode 

and is cured in the oven at 80 ºC for 10 min. Lastly, the SEBS resin is printed to define the 

electrode area and insulate the interconnections and cured in the oven at 80 ºC for 10 min. 
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Synthesis of the molecularly imprinted polymer  

The screen-printed electrodes were cleaned with cyclic voltammetry (CV) over the 

potential range of -1.5V to +1.5V in a (0.5 M H2SO4) solution for 10 cycles (using a scan rate of 

50 mV/). Then, the sensors were washed twice with deionized water and left to dry at room 

temperature. The fabrication procedure for the MIP film was performed via electropolymerization 

using CV at the -0.2 V to +0.9 V potential range with a scan rate of 50 mV/s for 10 cycles in PBS 

solution (pH = 7.4) containing 0.02 mol/L pyrrole, 5 mmol/L FeCl3, 5 mmol/L K3[Fe(CN)6], 6 mmol/L 

cortisol, and 0.1 mol/L HCl. After the electropolymerization process, the electrode was washed 

with deionized water twice to remove the remaining compounds. The embedded cortisol 

molecules were then extracted from the PPy-PB matrix through over-oxidation of PPy-PB by CV 

at the potential range from -0.2 V to +0.8 V for 20 cycles (at 50 mV/s) in PBS to produce the 

complementary cavities.  

For the preparation of NIP, the same preparation method was applied as MIP, excluding 

the cortisol molecule as a template during the polymerization step. Although the polymerized layer 

does not contain the template, still the PPy over-oxidation step was performed to make sure the 

other experimental condition is as same as the MIP sensors. Finally, the prepared NIP based 

electrode was washed twice with deionized water and dried at room temperature until use. 

 

Fabrication of the porous PVA hydrogel 

The fabrication of the porous PVA hydrogel was based on previous studies with 

modifications (Figure 4.7). 66. Firstly, solutions of the PVA (MW ~89,000) dissolved in water in a 

1:10 weight ratio and KOH dissolved in water in a 1:5 weight ratio was prepared. Then, 14 g of 

KOH solution was added dropwise to 10 g of PVA solution with stirring, followed by dissolving 2.6 
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g of sucrose into the mixture to form the hydrogel precursor. 15g of the precursor was then poured 

into a Petri dish (diameter ~9 cm) and left in a vacuum desiccator to remove excess water and 

allow cross-linking until only 1/3 of the weight of the precursor was left. The crosslinked gel was 

then soaked in 0.1 M PBS buffer to remove the sucrose template and the excess KOH until the 

gel is in neutral pH. The gel can then be cut into desired sizes and shapes and stored in PBS or 

AS for subsequent use. The resulted hydrogel has a uniform thickness of 400 μm.  

 

Preparation of the artificial sweat 

The artificial sweat solution (AS) was prepared in PBS 0.1M, PH 7.4 by adding the major 

sweat constituents: NaCl (85 mM), KCL (13 mM), lactate (17 mM), and urea (16 mM). A buffered 

solution was used in the AS formulation to prevent signal fluctuations due to changes in the sweat 

pH. For the fingertip sweat cortisol testing, the PVA gel was loaded with 40 μL of AS prior to 

touching the sensor.  

 

In-vitro sensor characterization 

All electrochemical performances of MIP based sensor were evaluated in a 0.1 M 

phosphate buffer solution (PBS, pH 7.4), artificial sweat (AS), and PVA gel with each solution. 

The CAs were conducted under the potential at +0.1 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) for 60 s. The calibration 

plots for MIP and NIP based sensing platform were obtained by measuring the concentration 

range of cortisol from 1 nM to 10 μM in PBS or 10 nM to 1 μM in AS. The selectivity was examined 

by measuring the response to different relevant interference species such as 50 μM glucose, 5 

mM lactate, 5 mM urea, 50 μM ascorbic acid, 50 μM acetaminophen, and 50 μM uric acid, 

respectively, and further measured the response to the addition of 1 μM cortisol in the presence 
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of all the interferences. The reproducibility was evaluated by measuring the response to 10 nM 

cortisol at five different MIP-based sensors in PBS solution. The mechanical resilience of the MIP 

based wearable sensor was evaluated by transferred to transparent plastic substrate to mimic the 

flexible properties of the skin and measuring the cyclic voltammetry (CV) response in 1.0 mM 

[Fe(CN)6]3-/4- solution after repeated 90° bending and 25% stretching. The CV response was 

recorded every 10 times of the repeated stretching and bending up to 60 times, respectively. 

 

Circadian rhythm and continuous cortisol monitoring 

For the circadian rhythm measurement (7 am and 5 pm) to analyze the concentration of 

cortisol from finger sweat, each healthy volunteer washed their hands before the experiment and 

touched the PVA gel for 30 s which was placed on the MIP sensor probe. After 2 min of incubation 

time, the CA was recorded at an applying potential of +0.1 V for 60 s and the concentration was 

calculated based on the previous calibration plot obtained from the in-vitro experiment. 

Meanwhile, sweat induced using the iontophoresis method was collected to validate the 

concentration of cortisol with immunosensor. The continuous cortisol monitoring was conducted 

with 3 subjects (one without any exercise and two with exercise at 12:30 pm and 4:30 pm for 30 

min) recording signal from 7 am to 7 pm at every 2 hours. A fresh sensor was used for each 

measurement. 

 

Cold pressor test 

Three volunteers were participated in the cold pressor test (5 pm) by immersing their left 

hand in a container with ice water for 3 min. After 3 min, participants removed their hands from 

the ice water and measured by implying CA with every 5 min interval to track the fluctuation of 
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cortisol level using the right hand. Moreover, seven healthy volunteers contributed to the cold 

pressor test by gauging before and after 10 min of dipping their hands. The procedure of the 

measurement was conducted by CA, with sequentially washing hand, touching for 30 s, and 

incubate for 2 min. A fresh sensor was used for each measurement. 

 

On-body evaluation 

The on-body evaluation on human subjects was conducted in strict compliance following 

a protocol approved by the institutional review board (IRB) at the University of California, San 

Diego (Project #130003). A total of three healthy volunteers (3 males between the ages of 20 and 

40) were recruited for on-body evaluation of the developed MIP based wearable sensor at two 

different time of a day (7:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.) after completing an indoor exercise (cycling). In 

all experiments, the MIP based wearable cortisol sensors were placed on the subjects’ forearms, 

and cortisol sweat measurement was performed after cycling for 15 min and incubating for 2 min. 

The cortisol response was recorded by measuring the current for an applied potential +0.1 V 

versus Ag/AgCl after the incubation for 2 min. A fresh patch was used for each measurement. 

 

Sensor stability at different pH 

To test the stability of the touch-based cortisol sensor with different sweat pH, the 

experiment was conducted where 1000 nL of 10 nM cortisol, titrated with pHs of 4, 6, and 7, were 

added to the 1 cm2 PVA hydrogel containing 40 µL of AS in pH of 7.4. The CA signal of the sensor 

was recorded before and 2 min after the addition of the 1000 nL of cortisol. (Figure 4.9A) The 

volume of the added cortisol was determined according to the higher end of the sweat rate of the 

fingers, as stated above. 
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Sensor stability at different temperatures 

To test the cortisol sensor performance under room (25 oC) and body (37 oC) 

temperatures, a small 5 mL beaker was filled with 3 mL PBS (0.1M, pH 7.4) into which the sensor 

was immersed. The system was placed on a hot plate and a thermometer was inserted in the 

solution to control the local temperature. Cortisol solution was spiked to the beaker under stirring. 

An incubation time of 2 minutes was used prior to the signal acquisition. 

 

Sensor stability with different pressing pressures 

The pressing pressure test was conducted for the touch-based cortisol sensor to observe 

the effect of pressure applied on the PVA gel and the MIP layer. A slide glass was carefully placed 

on a 1cm2 PVA gel containing 10 nM cortisol in AS to evenly distribute the pressure onto the 

sensor, followed by pressing with 25, 50, and 100 kPa with corresponding objects for 30 s to 

mimic the touching procedure. After 2 min of incubation time, the CA signal was obtained at 0.1 

V for the blank and after applying pressure, as shown in Figure 4.9B. 

 

4.2.2. Results and discussion 

Proof-of-concept, optimization, and characterization of the touch-based cortisol sensing 

The new MIP detection relies on the selective binding of cortisol to the imprinted PPy 

membrane to impede the electron transfer process of the embedded PB redox probes. Non-

imprinted PPy layers lack such recognition capability and exhibit no change in their signals in the 

presence of cortisol. Figure 4.10A illustrates these processes at the MIP and non-imprinted 

polymer (NIP) surfaces, where the incoming cortisol molecules can occupy the MIP cavities to 

hinder the charge transfer of PB. The extent of such interaction, and overall sensitivity of the 
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touch-based assay, are dependent on the cortisol concentration, and need to be carefully 

optimized. The interaction between cortisol and the MIP was studied first in 0.1 M phosphate 

buffer solution (PBS) as it establishes a stable, interference-free environment. The effect of the 

incubation time, which allows the binding of cortisol to the MIP layer, was tested from 5 s to 10 

min using a 10 µM cortisol solution along with amperometric detection at +0.1 V (Figure 4.102B). 

The PB signaling current decreases rapidly upon increasing the incubation time, reflecting the 

increased cortisol interaction with the MIP, until reaching a near steady-state at 2 min. 

Accordingly, a 2 min incubation time was used in all subsequent experiments. Figure 4.10C and 

D display the detection of cortisol over a wide concentration range, from 1 nM to 10 µM in the 

PBS. A well-defined response is observed over this concentration range, leading to a logarithmic 

dependence of the current level with the cortisol concentration. A regression equation of I [nA] = 

(-38.9 ± 0.4) log (Ccortisol) [nM] + (504.1 ± 0.3), with the R2 of 0.9996 (n = 3), was obtained. Notice 

the well-defined current response to the first 1 nM cortisol concentration change. In contrast, a 

control experiment using the non-imprinted PPy electrode (Figure 4.10G) shows a negligible 

response to similar additions of cortisol, reflecting the lack of cortisol binding cavities within the 

PPy layer. As the MIP sensors are intended for use as single-use disposable devices, the 

reproducibility of the sensors is crucial for obtaining reliable results. Five MIP cortisol sensors 

were thus fabricated and their response to 10 nM cortisol was used for assessing the 

reproducibility of the synthesis and sensing of the MIP electrodes. As illustrated in Figure 4.10E, 

the sensors exhibited highly reproducible cortisol responses with a relative standards deviation 

(RSD) of 1.42%. Selectivity is another important parameter essential for obtaining accurate stress 

profiling. The MIP sweat cortisol sensor offers selective recognition of the cortisol target, along 

with effective discrimination against a wide variety of common sweat constituents which can 

potentially interfere during the transduction step. Figure 4.10F displays the current response of 

the sensor after incubating with physiologically relevant concentrations of different common 

interfering species, including glucose (Glu, 50 μM), lactate (LA, 5 mM), urea (5 mM), ascorbic 
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acid (AA, 50 μM), acetaminophen (AP, 50 μM), and uric acid (UA, 50 μM), followed by the addition 

of 1 μM cortisol. While no response is observed in the presence of the large excess of all these 

potentially interfering species, the MIP sensor displays a well-defined signal in the presence of 

cortisol, reflecting the highly specific MIP cortisol recognition. 

After confirming the reproducibility, selectivity, and concentration dependence in the 

controlled PBS media, the MIP sensors were further characterized and evaluated in artificial 

sweat (AS) environment in the porous PVA hydrogel to simulate practical sweat sensing 

applications of the touch-based fingertip platform. As illustrated in Figure 4.10H, the touch-based 

sensing was performed by collecting natural sweat from the fingertip by touching the hydrogel 

over a pre-selected time, followed by the incubation and amperometric detection at +0.1 V. 

Accordingly, the touching and incubation times were evaluated and optimized. A PVA hydrogel 

soaked in AS containing 1 μM cortisol (1 × 1 cm2, 50 mg) was used to simulate the interaction of 

cortisol in the hydrogel during the incubation process. According to the experimental data the 

optimum time required to collect sweat from the index finger for cortisol quantification is 2 minutes. 

Knowing that the fingertip has high density of sweat glands (~400 glands cm-2)33, producing sweat 

in relatively high rates over the range of 50–500 nL cm-2min-1,34 we can estimate that the minimum 

volume to ensure the sensor’s performance, using 3 cm2 as the sweat collection area, to be 300nL 

– 3000nL. The touching time was optimized by placing the subject’s finger onto the hydrogel for 

variable time periods before the incubation step. As shown in Figure 4.10J, the current steadily 

diminished upon increasing the touching time from 5 s to 30 s and leveled off with longer touching 

times. Thus, the optimal conditions for the touch-based sensing were determined to be a 2-min 

incubation time and a touching time of 30 s, which were adapted for subsequent experiments. In 

agreement with the solution-phase experiment of Figure 4.10G, no change in the current signal 

is observed using the NIP surface layer, confirming that the observed response is solely due to 

the specific MIP recognition of cortisol presents in the fingertip natural sweat. To ensure that the 
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measured signal reflects the interaction of the finger sweat cortisol with the MIP electrode, and 

not due to other mechanical factors (pressure, friction, etc.), we performed a control experiment 

where the finger was wrapped with Saran plastic film prior to touching the hydrogel. As shown in 

Figure 4.10L, no current response is observed using the wrapped finger, reflecting the lack of 

sweat transfer to the hydrogel. The quantitative aspects of the MIP fingertip sweat sensor rely on 

monitoring the decreased PB current in the presence of increasing cortisol concentrations. Using 

the hydrogel soaked in different cortisol concentrations in AS, we constructed such calibration 

plot over the 10 nM to 1 μM cortisol range. The resulting current response depended 

logarithmically on the cortisol concentration, following regression equation of I [nA] = (-60.3 ± 4.2) 

log(Ccortisol) [nM] + (241.0 ± 10.9) with R2 of 0.9853 (n = 3) (Figure 4.10M and N). It is worth noting 

that the calibrations in Figure 4.10D and N have shown good reproducibility in both PBS and AS 

(with the hydrogel environment) over the entire concentration range, given the similar error range 

shown in both plots. Calibration using the immunosensor was also performed in AS. Such 

calibration equation was used for all subsequent in-vivo experiments, considering the similarity of 

the AS medium to natural sweat from the fingertip. Note also the well-defined response to 10 nM 

cortisol that reflects the remarkable sensitivity of the new fingertip-based MIP cortisol sensor. 

Such high sensitivity of the cortisol sensor corresponds to 38.8 nA log[nM]-1 and 60.31 nA [nM]-1 

in PBS and AS, respectively. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was SNRPBS = 116 and SNRAS = 25 

while the limit of detection was 0.9 nM and 0.2 nM using PBS and AS, respectively. The signal-

to-noise ratio and the limit of detection of the cortisol sensor, as well as the response of the sensor 

to different pH, temperatures, and pressing pressures, have also been characterized (Figure 4.9); 

the sensor exhibited good stability using these different operational conditions. 
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Figure 4.9. pH, pressure and temperature stability study of the cortisol sensor (A) The sensor’s response 
to 10 nM cortisol in artificial sweat PVA hydrogel, with different pressing pressures applied to the hydrogel 
placed on the sensor. (B). Cortisol sensor response to 1 µL of cortisol in different pH added to the PVA 
hydrogel with 40 µL of artificial sweat to reach cortisol concentration of 10 nM. (C) The sensor’s response 
to different temperatures. (a) The chronoamperometric response and (b) the current-concentration plot of 
the sensor to different cortisol concentrations in 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution at 25 °C and 37 °C. 
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Figure 4.10 Optimization and calibration of the MIP cortisol sensing in various media. (A) Illustration of the 
interaction of cortisol in the MIP electrode compared to the lack of interaction in the NIP electrode. (B) The 
optimization of the incubation time prior to sensing in PBS medium. 2-min incubation was determined to be 
the most efficient and accurate incubation time for the cortisol to interact with the MIP electrode. (C) 
Electrochemical response of the MIP sensor to different cortisol concentrations in PBS, and (D) the 
corresponding calibration curve, showing a logarithmic response of the electrode current to the cortisol 
within the detection limit. (E) The overlaid CA of five sensors’ response to 10 nM cortisol, demonstrating 
the reproducibility of the fabricated cortisol sensor. (F) Response of the MIP cortisol sensor in PBS, followed 
by the addition of lactic acid, glucose, ascorbic acid, uric acid, acetaminophen, urea, showing no change in 
response, followed by the addition of 1 μM of cortisol, which shows a clear response. (G) Response of the 
NIP-based sensor responding to different concentrations of cortisol in PBS. (H) Illustration of the one-touch 
cortisol sensing procedure. The finger is placed upon the MIP sensor covered by an AS-based PVA 
hydrogel for 30 s, followed by 2 min incubation time, and the measurement. (I) Optimization of the incubation 
time for cortisol to interact with the PVA hydrogel-covered MIP sensor in AS. (J) Optimization of the touching 
time of the finger on the gel in the 1-touch cortisol sensing procedure. (K) Response of the touched NIP 
electrode showing no response to the sweat on the finger. (L) The CA of the MIP electrode touched by a 
covered finger showing no sensor response to the mere pressing movement. (M) The CA response of the 
MIP cortisol sensors with AS-based PVA hydrogel with different cortisol concentrations, and (N) the 
corresponding calibration curve, showing a logarithmic current-concentration dependence based on the 
reduced signal. 
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Cortisol monitoring and validation in circadian cycles 

The performance of the new cortisol sensor was first evaluated by monitoring the 

variations of endogenous cortisol levels during the diurnal cycles. Numerous studies have shown 

the correlation of cortisol levels with the circadian rhythm, where larger cortisol concentrations are 

present during the morning, decreasing during the day, and finally reaching lower levels in the 

evening (Figure 4.11A)45,68,69. Dynamic tracking of such cortisol levels semi-continuously is of 

considerable importance for assessing the chronic stress level of individuals. Daily variations in 

the response of the touch-based sweat cortisol sensor were thus monitored and validated 70. The 

cortisol levels of 5 volunteers were measured at 7 am and 5 pm on the same day using fingertip 

sweat, along with validation via immunoassay of pilocarpine-stimulated sweat samples. The 

optimized touching and incubation times were used, and the cortisol signal was acquired with a 

portable potentiostat, with the entire assay requiring 3.5 min (Figure 4.11B). Considerable 

differences, ranging from 86 to 200 nM cortisol, were observed for all subjects using the finger-

based cortisol sensor. Figure 4.11C displays the amperometric cortisol response of three 

volunteers for this morning/evening experiment. The background signal was measured with only 

the sweat collector gel on the sensor surface, followed by the sweat cortisol measurements in the 

morning (red curve) and the evening (blue curve); a new sensor was used for recording each 

response. The immunosensor-based validation of the fingertip MIP sensor involved stimulated 

sweat using 10 min pilocarpine-based iontophoretic (IP) extraction on the volunteer’s forearm, 

followed by 20 min collection with a PDMS microfluidic epidermal device, placed on the sweat 

stimulated area. Figure 4.11D displays the correlation between the MIP-fingertip sweat sensor 

and the corresponding immunoassays (solid and hatched bars, respectively). These data indicate 

a strong correlation (with Pearson’s r = 0.96) between the cortisol sweat concentrations estimated 

by the fingertip MIP sensor and by the corresponding immunoassay 70. Following the sweat 

validation testing, the new sweat finger sensor was successfully used to monitor the morning and 

evening cortisol levels of additional volunteers, displaying clear differences in the concentrations 
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during these periods (Figure 4.11E). The fast and convenient use of the finger cortisol sensor 

was demonstrated by monitoring the cortisol levels of several volunteers throughout the day 

(Figure 4.11F). For this, the sensor response was recorded every 2 hours, over 12 hours, from 7 

am to 7 pm. A gradual decrease in the sweat cortisol level was observed for all volunteers 

between the morning to the evening measurements. Further, we were able to demonstrate that 

exercising during the day increases momentary the circulating cortisol levels (Figure 4.11F a and 

b). Two volunteers were thus asked to include an exercising routine (involving 30 min indoor 

biking) in their daily activities during such semi-continuous cortisol monitoring. Sweat cortisol 

levels increased right after exercising, decreasing to the endogenous levels within 2 hours. It is 

worth noting that the sweat-inducing protocol was used only at rest once natural perspiration 

occurs during exercise. Attempting sweat stimulation during physical activity would result in a 

mixture of chemically and exercise-induced sweat. Therefore, in order to assess and validate the 

exercise stress stimuli, the sweat induced protocol was used right after the exercise routine 

(Figure 4.11F b,c). This experiment clearly illustrates the need for having effortless sweat cortisol 

sensing, since exercising inducing cortisol can affect the endogenous cortisol levels 50,71. Besides 

the substantially simpler operation, the use of the fingertip sweat MIP sensor has distinct speed 

advantages - compared to the induced-sweat immunoassays - which is extremely important for 

capturing instantaneous and sharp variations in cortisol levels. 
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Figure 4.11 Endogenous cortisol monitoring. (A) Schematic illustration of cortisol levels with circadian 
rhythm. Cortisol levels are found to be higher during the morning, decreasing at night. (B) Protocol used for 
sweat finger analysis. Sweat is collected during 30 s in the collection gel, next, 2 minutes incubation time 
is allowed for MIP interaction with analyte followed by the signal acquisition using a handheld potentiostat. 
Scale bar, 1 cm. (C) CAs of sweat cortisol response on the MIP modified electrode for subjects 1-3. The 
black solid line corresponds to the sweat collection gel background, the red line is the cortisol signal 
measured in the morning and the blue line corresponds to the signal measured in the evening. (D) Validation 
of the electrochemical signal (solid colors) obtained from the sweat finger sensor (red is the signal obtained 
during the morning and blue during the evening), and the immunosensor response (hatched bars) using 
sweat collected by pilocarpine iontophoretic stimulation. (E) Cortisol response during morning and evening 
obtained using the finger sweat sensor for seven volunteers. (F) Continuous cortisol monitoring during the 
day using the finger sweat sensors on three subjects. Subject ii and iii included a 30 min exercising routine 
(indoor biking) at 1 and 5 pm, respectively.  
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Monitoring Cortisol Response to Acute Physical Stimuli 

The ability to monitor in near real-time fast variations in sweat cortisol was demonstrated 

by using a stress-inducing cold-pressor test (CPT) (Figure 4.12). The CPT, performed by 

immersing the subject’s hand into an ice water container for 3 minutes, is a common and well-

validated laboratory stressor that directly activates the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal axis to 

release cortisol 72. Thus, to monitor the fluctuation of the cortisol level due to the induced stress 

from the CPT, participants were asked to immerse their non-dominant hand in an ice water bath 

for 3 min (Figure 4.12B), followed by measuring their cortisol level using the touch-based cortisol 

sensor every 5 min up to 20 min. Each experiment was conducted at 5 pm using the same 

protocol, involving a 30 s touching time and 2 min of incubation time. Figure 4.12C to 4.12E 

display the dynamic cortisol profile and the current signals at 0 min (blank solid) and 10 min (blue 

solid) after removing the hand from ice water for 3 different subjects, indicating that the sharp 

fluctuations of the cortisol level can be rapidly captured from the fingertip-collected sweat. In all 

three cases, the maximum concentration of cortisol was reached after 10 min and almost 

recovered after 20 min. The touch-based fingertip cortisol sensor offers a distinct advantage for 

tracking such rapid CPT-induced fluctuations of the cortisol level compared to other cortisol 

sensing mechanisms that require lengthy biofluid extraction or complex sensing procedures. It is 

worth noting that the pilocarpine-induced sweat collection procedure, which takes over 20 min (IP 

time + collection time), was not used for validation, as the time lag of the corresponding collected 

sweat samples cannot temporally resolve the rapid CPT-induced variations. Moreover, additional 

healthy volunteers (n = 7) measured their cortisol concentration before and after 10 min of CPT, 

as shown in Figure 4.12F. All participants displayed significantly higher cortisol levels following 

the CPT stimulation compared to the level before the CPT. Overall, the data of Figure 4.12 clearly 

illustrate the ability to detect short duration spikes in circulating cortisol induced by external 

stimulus. The commonly used iontophoretic sweat stimulation technique was not able to detect 
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such fast variations in sweat cortisol owing to its corresponding long-time lag. This is indicated 

from the corresponding cortisol concentrations in stimulated sweat after cold water stress. 

 

Figure 4.12 Cortisol sensing during acute stimulation via CPT. (A) Illustration of the release of cortisol in 
the natural sweat from the fingertip sweat pores to the hydrogel. (B) The timeline of the sensing sequence 
during the ice-water CPT stimulation. The hand of the subject was submerged in ice water for 3 min, while 
the other hand of the subject was sampled using the touch-based cortisol sensor every 5 min. Scale bar, 1 
cm. (C – E) The change in cortisol concentrations of 3 subjects during the 20 min after the CPT, showing 
that, (a) in general, the cortisol level peaks at the 10-min mark, and (b) their corresponding amperograms 
as blank, before CPT and 10 min after the CPT. (F) The change in cortisol level in 7 subjects before and 
10 min after the CPT stimulation. 

 

4.2.3. Conclusions 

In this work, we have successfully demonstrated a simple, label-free, effortless, low-cost 

detection platform for the rapid sensing of cortisol concentrations in natural fingertip sweat using 
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an electrochemically synthesized MIP membrane with a built-in PB redox probe. Using the 

developed porous PVA hydrogel, the cortisol in the passive natural sweat, accumulated on one’s 

fingertips, can be easily sampled without the need for stress-inducing exercise nor lengthy 

extractions. Upon short touching and incubation time, the synthesized PPy-based cortisol MIP 

allows the label-free, rapid, and direct measurement of cortisol concentrations from the decreased 

current response of the PB redox probe embedded in the polymeric network. Such fast fingertip 

assay eliminates time delays characteristic of common cortisol assays, thus enabling near real-

time monitoring of rapidly changing cortisol concentrations. Using this touch-based fingertip sweat 

sensing platform, we have thus successfully monitored the long-term cortisol level fluctuations of 

multiple subjects within the circadian cycle and have thoroughly validated the measurements 

using an established immunoassay involving IP-stimulated sweat. By avoiding the need for any 

stress-inducing activity (e.g., exercise) for sweat sampling, the new sweat-based MIP-based 

method offers accurate cortisol measurements in a stress-less fashion. In addition, the rapid and 

effortless sampling of fingertip sweat allows the capturing of cortisol level fluctuation during an 

acute stimulation event, such as CPT. As a platform detection technology, the MIP-based sensing 

was also adapted to a form factor of a stretchable and wearable patch for the direct sensing of 

sweat cortisol levels during exercising, eliminating the sampling time and further expedited the 

sensing speed. The scope of such MIP-based fingertip can be expanded for the detection of other 

hormones and biomarkers. While the new platform offers considerable promise toward the 

management of stress, it requires further development critical clinical evaluation, and extensive 

validation for widespread implementation. Further improvement could be achieved by parallel use 

of pH, temperature, and flow-rate sensors to account for the fluctuations in the sweat and body 

parameters. Overall, the new MIP-based fingertip cortisol sensing, leveraging numerous material 

innovations, offers a reliable and practical approach for rapid and stress-free stress monitoring, 

and it can be used for managing personal stress or mental health, guiding future research in this 
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area, thus having a profound implication to the fields of wearable sensors, mobile health, and 

personalized healthcare. 

Chapter 4, in part, has been submitted for publication of the material as it may appear in 

ACS Sensors, 2021, by Juliane R. Sempionatto, Jong-Min Moon and Joseph Wang. The 

dissertation author and Jong-Min Moon were co-authors of this paper. In part on the material as 

it appears in Advanced Materials, 2021, by Wanxin Tang, Lu Yin, Juliane R. Sempionatto, Jong-

Min Moon, Hazhir Teymourian, and Joseph Wang  The dissertation author, Wanxin Tang, Lu Yin, 

Jong-Min Moon, and Hazhir Teymourian were co-authors of this paper 
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CHAPTER 5  

5. Wearable electrochemical sensors for tears biomarkers 

5.1. Eyeglasses tear sensor 

Wearable electronics have become commonplace in our daily life and have generated a 

tremendous commercial interest. Such interest has stimulated considerable efforts towards the 

development of wearable and mobile sensing. 1–3 While early attention was given primarily to 

wearable mobility and physical sensors, recent efforts have shifted to the development of systems 

capable of non-invasive monitoring of (bio)chemical markers. 4–6 Wearable (bio)chemical sensors 

have thus been designed to be conveniently incorporated into a wearer’s daily routine, providing 

useful insights into the wearer’s health and fitness levels, or its surroundings 7. Non-invasive 

wearable chemical sensing platforms, operating in readily sampled biofluids, such as sweat, 

saliva or tears, have thus garnered considerable interest due to their potential to provide useful 

real-time insights into changes in biomarkers concentrations without necessitating blood 

sampling. Wearable chemical sensors have thus been integrated into a variety of body 

conformable platforms ranging from wristbands 8 and temporary tattoos 9, to textiles 10 and from 

mouthguard 11, to contact lenses 12, with target analytes including key metabolites (such as 

glucose, lactate or alcohol) and electrolytes (e.g., Na+, Cl-, K+, etc.). 4,13 As this exciting field and 

the available technologies advance rapidly, it is necessary to develop new, easy-to-use and 

fashionable platforms that enhance the user’s comfort and acceptance, such as eyeglasses, and 

to explore new target biomarkers in different non-invasive biofluids, such as tears, towards 

fostering even greater acceptance, versatility and scope of wearable chemical sensors. 

Tears, also known as lachrymal fluid, are generated through the lachrymal gland to coat 

and protect the eyes. Tears are less complex than blood, but they contain a variety of biomarkers 

present through either intracellular biomolecule secretion or via passive leakage of low-weight 
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compounds from blood plasma. 14–16 In the latter case, the concentrations of various metabolites 

in tears reflect concurrent blood levels, making the tears an attractive medium for non-invasive 

monitoring of important physiological parameters. Wearable sensing systems based on the tear 

biofluid have been reported for several analytes, particularly glucose and lactate. 17–20 These 

systems have focused primarily on the incorporation of electrochemical sensors into contact lens-

based platforms with integrated electronic components for direct measurements in basal tears 

17,19–21. Efforts for improving such tear sensing systems have continued toward integration of 

appropriate power sources and wireless data transmission, along with advanced sensor design. 

12,22,23 Nevertheless, major challenges remain for reliable operation of fully integrated wireless 

tears-based wearable chemical sensing platforms. 

Here we describe, for the first time, a non-invasive wearable tear biosensor system 

mounted on eyeglasses and demonstrate its robust and attractive analytical performance for real-

time monitoring of different target analytes such as alcohol, vitamins, and glucose in tears. 

Recently, we described an eyeglasses-based sensing platform for monitoring sweat metabolites 

and electrolytes using nose-bridge pad electrodes contacting the skin 7. In the present work, we 

mounted an on-line fluidic device onto the eyeglasses nose-bridge pad to allow direct collection 

of stimulated tears (Figure 5.1), along with the flow of the sampled tears over an alcohol oxidase 

(AOx)-based electrochemical detector and rapid fluid replenishment from the device. Eyeglasses 

represent a commonly used lifestyle accessory with close proximity to tear fluid, hence providing 

convenient access to the nearby stimulated tears while addressing drawbacks associated with 

contact-lens based sensing platforms. 12,24,25 These drawbacks relate to placing the lenses directly 

on the eye, limited user compliance (particularly in younger subjects) and potential vision 

impairment due to the embedded sensor system 14. To address these crucial issues, the present 

eyeglasses platform relies on placing the electrochemical detection system and its wireless 

electronic backbone outside the eye area, while collecting stimulated tears on the external 
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miniaturized flow detector mounted on the eyeglasses pad. Integration of wireless electronic 

circuitry into the eyeglasses frame (for the amperometric and voltammetric operations and data 

transmission) thus leads to a fully portable, convenient-to-use, yet fashionable wearable sensing 

platform.  

Alcohol represents an extremely important target opportunity for wearable sensing devices 

as it is the most widely used substance of abuse worldwide which leads annually to hundreds of 

billions of dollars in related costs (associated with lost productivity, crime, health care, etc.) in the 

United States alone 26. Thus, the continuous real-time monitoring of alcohol intake and 

assessment of an individual’s level of intoxication have been the subject of tremendous research 

efforts. 4,27 However, the reported devices have downsides, such as limited specificity and time 

delay after the alcohol intake 4,28 Recent reports have demonstrated wearable alcohol biosensors 

capable of greater specificity and near real-time monitoring through amperometric detection in 

sweat, 29–31 and interstitial fluid 32. Despite of these advances, new and improved non-invasive 

alcohol monitoring platforms are greatly desired. The detection of alcohol in tears has been 

reported first by Giles et al. in the 1980s 33,34 with measurements carried out using a thermal 

resistivity sensor in vapors above the eyes. Since then, no wearable sensing system has focused 

on the detection of alcohol in tears. 

The tear alcohol monitoring method described in this paper utilizes a wearable 

eyeglasses-based platform with an alcohol biosensor flow detector mounted onto the nose-bridge 

pad for alcohol measurements in stimulated tears (Figure 5.1A). Such wearable non-invasive 

alcohol bioelectronic platform is shown to be extremely useful for measuring tear alcohol levels in 

real-life scenarios with good correlation to concurrent blood alcohol concentration (BAC). We 

demonstrate that the wearable tear alcohol biosensor, along with the integrated on-board wireless 

electronics, reliably detects alcohol intake in human subjects, as validated by parallel BAC 

monitoring. By placing the sensing system outside the eye region, the new system obviates 
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problems associated with wearable sensors placed directly in the eye. The microfluidic design of 

this system, along with the chemical tear stimulation method, minimizes common errors 

associated with tear sampling, such as low sample volume, tear evaporation, and changing tear 

composition upon mechanical simulation. 35–37 We also demonstrate utility of the eyeglasses-

based sensing platform for non-invasive monitoring of tear glucose and vitamins. To the best of 

our knowledge, this represents the first example of non-invasive monitoring of vitamins toward 

potential personal nutrition applications. Such multi-vitamin sensing has been carried out using 

rapid square-wave voltammetry (SWV). Despite of its multi-analyte capability, sensitivity and 

speed, SWV has rarely been explored for wearable sensing applications. Considering the 

importance of alcohol, glucose and vitamins target analytes, and the versatility and comfort of the 

eyeglasses platform, the new tear bioelectronic system represents a major step toward the non-

invasive monitoring of biomarkers.  
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Figure 5.1 Eyeglasses-based Fluidic Device A) Photographic depiction and schematics of the fluidic device 
and wireless electronics integrated into the eyeglasses platform along with a representation of enzymatic 
alcohol detection and signal transduction, where, (a) corresponds to the baseline; (b) current change due 
the captured tear; (c) the measured alcohol signal and (d) drying of the device. B) Steps for tear alcohol 
detection consisting of ingestion of an alcoholic drink followed by tear stimulation and amperometric 
measurement. C) Representation of glucose (a) and vitamin detection (b). For the enzymatic glucose 
detection, the enzymatic reaction is presented showing the oxidation of tear glucose and hydrogen peroxide 
as byproduct along with its detection by the Prussian blue electrode. For the vitamin detection a typical 
SWV response is showed indicating the peak for vitamins B2, C and B6. D) Exploded view of fluidic device: 
(1) is the top polycarbonate membrane, (2) is the double adhesive spacer, (3) is the paper outlet, (4) the 
electrochemical (bio)sensor and (5) the bottom polycarbonate membrane. Tears stimulation: (a) Menthol 
tear stick (b) Volunteer applying the tear stick under the left eye. (c) Tear entering the inlet of the device. 
Fluidic device fabrication: (d) Adhesive spacer removed from PET substrate. (e) Spacer is placed on the 
bottom membrane. (f) Electrode and outlet are placed on top of spacer followed by top membrane. (g) Final 
device on eyeglasses nose-bridge pad.  
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5.1.1. Materials and methodology 

Materials and chemicals 

Ag/AgCl ink (E2414) and carbon-Prussian blue (PB) ink (C2070424P2) were obtained 

from Gwent Inc. (Torfaen, UK). Carbon graphite ink (E3449) was obtained from Ercon Inc 

(Wareham, MA, USA). All inks were used as received. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) was 

used as the substrate for fabrication of screen-printed electrodes. Analytical grade potassium 

phosphate dibasic, potassium phosphate monobasic, potassium chloride, ethanol, D-glucose, 

lactate, uric acid, ascorbic acid, glucose oxidase from Aspergillus Niger type X-S (EC 1.1.3.4), 

alcohol oxidase from Pichia pastoris and analytical standards of vitamins were obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).. Vitamin tablets were purchased from a local supermarket. 

Vitamin pills include; 100 mg of vitamin B2, 100 mg of vitamin B6 and 1000 mg of vitamin C. All 

reagents were used without further purification. IsoporeTM Polycarbonate filters membranes (25 

mm diameter and 10 µm pore diameter) were purchased from EMD Millipore (Massachusetts, 

USA). For in vitro studies, a Potentiostat/Galvanostat (PalmSens4 Instrument BV, Houten, 

Netherlands) was used. For on-body measurements a commercial Breathalyzer (BACtrack(R) s80) 

was used to assess blood alcohol concentrations and a commercial glucometer (Accu-Chek Aviva 

Plus) was used to evaluate blood glucose concentrations. A menthol tear stick (Art. #3005, 

Kryolan, CA, USA) was used to stimulate tears. 

 

Screen-printed electrodes fabrication process 

Screen printing was carried out using a semiautomatic MMP-SPM screen printer 

(Speedline Technologies, Franklin, MA, USA) and custom stencils designed using AutoCAD 

software (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) and produced by Metal Etch Services (San Marcos, CA, 

USA) using stainless steel stencils with dimensions of 12 in × 12 in. Alcohol biosensors were 
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screen-printed on a flexible PET sheet through multiple steps. First, Ag/AgCl ink was used to 

prepare the reference electrode and the conductive trails used for the electrical connections. The 

printout was then cured at 85 °C for 15 min. Next, Carbon Prussian Blue (PB) ink was used to 

print the counter and working electrodes and the layer was cured at 85 °C for 15 min. Transparent 

insulator (Dupont 5036, Wilmington, DE) was used to define the electrode area. For the glucose 

biosensor, a mixture of PB ink and GOx (15.3 mg GOx/250 mg ink, vigorously shaken for 10 

minutes) was used to print the working electrode and the layer was cured at 50 °C for 10 min. 

The reference electrode and electrode connections were printed using Ag/AgCl ink Bare carbon 

electrodes were used for the tear vitamin monitoring. 

 

Microfluidic device assembly 

A cutting machine (Cricut Explore Air 2) was used to cut the different parts of the device 

before assembly. The paper outlets were laser cut using an Orion Motor CO2 Laser with a 40 W 

CO2 laser tube and scanning speed range of 0-400 mm/s. The device assembly consisted of 

several steps shown in Figure 5.1D. First, a double-sided adhesive layer (Scotch-brite MMM136: 

1/2" x 250") was transferred to a PET substrate and cut to be used as a spacer (Figure 5.1D-d). 

Subsequently, two polycarbonate membranes were cut with our specific design and the spacer 

was placed over the bottom membrane (Figure 5.1D-e). Then, the electrodes and the paper outlet 

were also placed over the bottom membrane (Figure 5.1D-f). Finally, the device was closed by 

another layer of polycarbonate membrane on the top (Figure 5.1D-g) and integrated with the 

eyeglasses pad for further use (Figure 5.1A). The schematic view of the full device assembly is 

shown on the left side of Figure 5.1D. 
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Electrochemical assays 

A screen-printed three-electrode system was used for the amperometric sensor design. 

For alcohol and glucose analysis, the counter and working electrodes were printed using PB ink, 

with the working electrode being further modified either by drop casting or ink composition. For 

the alcohol biosensor, 3 µL of enzyme mixture (9:1 ratio of stock AOx to 10 mg/mL BSA) was 

applied to the working electrode and allowed to dry at 4 °C for 2 h. Next, 2 µL of 0.5 % chitosan 

was applied over the dried enzyme layer, followed by 0.5 µL of 2% glutaraldehyde, and the 

biosensor was dried at 4 °C overnight. For the glucose biosensor, a mixture of 15.3 mg GOx/250 

mg PB ink was vigorously shaken for 10 min and used to print the working electrode. All solutions 

for the in vitro measurements were prepared in 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.4). For tear vitamin analysis, the 

counter and working electrodes were printed using carbon ink. After printing, the bare carbon 

working electrode was electrochemically pretreated in saturated Na2CO3 solution by applying 1.2 

V vs Ag/AgCl for 5 min before assembling with the eyeglasses platform. Chronoamperometric 

detection of alcohol and glucose was carried out by applying potentials of−0.1 V and -0.2 V (vs 

Ag/AgCl), respectively, at room temperature. Square wave voltammetry (SWV) with a potential 

range of -1.0 V to +1.0 V, amplitude of 25 mV, and frequency of 10 Hz was used for tear vitamin 

analysis. Tears were stimulated using a menthol tear stick (Art. #3005, Kryolan, CA, USA) applied 

on the volunteer’s skin at ~1 cm under the eye. For the in vitro tear analysis, the teardrop was 

collected and a volume of 10 µL was used for electrochemical measurements. For the flow 

injection analysis (FIA), a wall-jet flow cell configuration was used with a peristaltic pump Watson 

Marlow sci-Q 400 (Massachusetts, USA) and a flow rate of 200 µL/min. All in vitro studies were 

performed using a Potentiostat/Galvanostat (PalmSens4 Instrument BV, Houten, Netherlands).  
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Wireless electronics 

All on-body experiments were conducted using our customized printed circuit board (PCB) 

capable of performing amperometric and square wave voltammetric(SWV) measurements along 

with wireless data transmission as in our previous work 38,39. The PCB contained a controller 

CC2640 from Texas Instruments (TI, Dallas, TX), which had an integrated Bluetooth Low Energy 

(BLE) function to enable wireless communication between the sensor and a host device. The PCB 

was placed on the arm of the eyeglasses frame and used to control the electrochemical 

operations. A reference waveform was generated by a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) 

DAC8563 from TI. A feedback loop compares the output of the DAC with the buffered potential of 

the reference electrode and controls the potential with a driver circuit. The DAC had 16-bits 

resolution to enable precise voltage sweep and was controlled by the controller via serial 

peripheral interface (SPI). A trans-impedance amplifier (TIA) was used to convert the forward and 

reverse currents at the working electrode into voltages. The output of the trans-impedance 

amplifier was sampled and digitized by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) integrated in the 

controller. The final current was calculated as a difference between the forward and reverse 

currents. The sampling timing of the ADC, as well as the trigger for changing the output of the 

DAC, was controlled by a timer function in the controller. For CA measurements, the output of the 

DAC was set to a constant value to apply a constant potential (−0.1 V or -0.2 V) between working 

and reference electrodes. The current at working electrode was measured by the trans-

impedance amplifier and digitized by the ADC. For both SWV and CA, the sensor current signals 

were first stored in the controller, and then transmitted to the host device as BLE packets. The 

data was displayed using a custom-made graphic interface in the host laptop. The PCB electronic 

board was powered by a rechargeable Li-ion 3.6 V battery. 
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On-body measurements with human subjects 

Three healthy volunteers were asked to participate in the on-body studies. The volunteers 

were given the eyeglasses tear flow device fully assembled with the wireless electronic 

transducer. For the alcohol analysis, before every tear stimulation, the individual’s blood alcohol 

level was checked using a commercial breathalyzer (BACtrack(R) s80). In the case of glucose 

experiments, the individual’s blood glucose level was checked using a commercial glucometer 

(Accu-Chek Aviva Plus). A menthol tear stick (Art. #3005, Kryolan, CA, USA) was applied on the 

volunteer’s skin at ~1 cm under the eye to stimulate a teardrop. Tear stimulation was performed 

as instructed in the supplier safety data sheet, which ensured no eye damage. Potential skin 

irritation after prolonged contact of the menthol stick with the skin can be avoided with the use of 

protective facial-cream layer that prevent such direct contact. Detailed protocol for the alcohol, 

glucose and vitamins on-body experiments is given in the Supporting Information. 

 

5.1.2. Results and discussion 

Rationale for non-invasive blood alcohol monitoring in tears 

We report the first example of a tear alcohol biosensor integrated on a wearable 

eyeglasses-based platform for non-invasive monitoring of BAC. When alcohol is consumed, it 

proceeds through ethanol adsorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination processes 4. Most 

(~90%) of the consumed alcohol is metabolized in the liver, while the rest is excreted through 

breath, sweat, urine, and tears. Such alcohol can be represented as a function of BAC. 

Additionally, ethanol concentration in collected human tears were shown to reflect blood alcohol 

levels and relate to tear film disturbances 40. 

Methods of tear collection include mechanical stimulation via capillary tube or filter paper 

extraction at the eye conjunctiva and chemically stimulated the tear generation by an external 
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agent, such as menthol or onion vapor 41,42. These methods can provide external tear analysis 

without necessitating an on-eye platform but are limited by small sample volumes of the extracted 

tears, ease of sample evaporation during collection (particularly in sampling ethanol), potential 

composition variations between individuals and dependence on the sampling method, in 

comparison to basal tears  36,37,43. Therefore, the successful realization of continuous real-time 

monitoring of alcohol in tears requires expansion of the measurement strategies for improved 

reliability and convenience, with consistent sampling methodology and rapid analysis.  

 

Integration of wearable tear alcohol biosensor on eyeglasses platform 

The eyeglasses-based alcohol biosensor system consisted of four major components: a 

fluidic device for collecting the tears, an AOx-modified electrochemical flow detector, wireless 

electronics, and the supporting eyeglasses platform (Figure 5.1A). The fluidic device includes a 

super-hydrophilic polycarbonate membrane as a capillary absorbent for effective sample intake 

with an inlet for tears collection, a reservoir with the enclosure biosensor and a passive paper 

outlet for tears continuous replenishment. The fluidic device is discussed in more detail in the next 

section. Tears were stimulated by rubbing a commercial menthol stick on the skin at ~1 cm under 

the eye. Once applied, the warmth from the skin releases menthol vapors to the eyes, stimulating 

tears production. The strong capillary force in the inlet, generated by the super-hydrophilic 

membranes, captures the low volume of generated tears, which easily enters the fluidic device 

located on the nose pad of eyeglasses (Figure 5.1A). When the fluidic device reservoir is filled 

with tears, the incorporated biosensor with immobilized AOx detects the alcohol levels in the tears. 

AOx catalyzes the oxidation of ethanol molecules to produce acetaldehyde and hydrogen 

peroxide. The generated hydrogen peroxide is selectively reduced at the screen printed PB 

transducer, and the integrated wireless electronics transmits the reduction current to a laptop via 

Bluetooth communication. Finally, after the measurement, the sensor surface is renewed by 
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complete removal of the tears through a paper outlet. The drying time can vary from 10-30 min 

(passive drying time, no external interference) to 2 min (using auxiliary tissue paper contacted 

with the paper outlet). The performance of the device was demonstrated with human subjects for 

practical non-invasive alcohol monitoring in tears along with the consumption of alcoholic drinks. 

The biosensor tear alcohol response was compared between the sober state and after alcoholic 

drink along with validation through blood alcohol measurements using a commercial breathalyzer 

(Figure 5.1B). Tears glucose detection was performed in a similar fashion as the tear alcohol. 

The glucose detection involved biocatalytic conversion of the target glucose to gluconic acid and 

hydrogen peroxide using immobilized glucose oxidase (GOx) (Figure 5.1C-a). In contrast, the 

detection of vitamin in tears was performed using SWV, using the bare carbon electrode detector 

for signal transduction, with the oxidation peak current proportional to the vitamins level (Figure 

5.1C-b).  

 

Design and integration of fluidic device 

Although previous studies have demonstrated correlations between concurrent blood and 

tear alcohol levels, accurate monitoring of alcohol in tears is complicated by several issues 

stemming from the different methodologies used for sample collection 33,34,40. Accurate real-time 

measurements of tear alcohol require advanced sampling methods that address the small sample 

volumes of stimulated tears, ease of tears evaporation, and temporal variations in tear 

composition. These issues are addressed in the present work by incorporating a fluidic device 

that collects the generated tears and contains an amperometric AOx alcohol flow-through 

biosensor (Figure 5.1Da-c). The fluidic device includes a super-hydrophilic polycarbonate 

membrane as a capillary absorbent for effective sample intake placed at the top and bottom layer 

of the fluidics. A spacer (Figure 5.1D-d) was used to conform the two polycarbonate membranes 

into an inlet and a reservoir (Figure 5.1D-e). A screen-printed electrochemical biosensor was 
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inserted inside the reservoir, and a paper-based outlet completed the flow-through system for 

rapid tears sampling and replenishment (Figure 5.1D-f). The super- hydrophilic material ensured 

the collection of enough tears in a short time period, while the tears are flowing on the face toward 

the inlet (~2 sec) (Figure 5.1D-c). The time needed for complete filling of the reservoir depends 

primarily on the device geometry. The thickness of the inlet, determined by the spacer, has a 

profound effect upon achieving a large capillary pressure. Further discussion and optimization of 

the channel dimensions were performed. 44 The shape of the inlet is also important to define the 

volume of collected tears. A funnel-like entrance was chosen to collect the maximum possible 

tears volume in the short time while the tears are rolling down from the eyes.  A filter paper was 

used as an outlet to ensure complete replenishment of the tears. A portion of the paper outlet was 

in contact with the tear inside the reservoir, and once in contact with the fluid, the paper was 

soaked, and the tears began to dry by evaporation from the paper. Such complete replenishment 

is essential for eliminating carry-over effects, by replacing old tears with new tears, which may 

compromise the accuracy.  

 

In vitro characterization of electrochemical tear alcohol biosensors  

The analytical performance of the alcohol biosensor flow detector was evaluated in in-vitro 

FIA measurements and static measurements44. In addition, the correlation between tears alcohol 

and BAC, was performed with real tears collected from three volunteers before and after alcohol 

intake, along with background signal testing for real tears44. The results of the in-vitro studies 

indicate that the alcohol content in tears correlates strongly to the blood alcohol levels (BAC) with 

Pearson’s r=0.852, when correlating the electrical current values and BAC levels of the three 

volunteers. 
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Continuous on-body tear alcohol monitoring  

To evaluate the applicability of our wearable eyeglasses-based alcohol tear sensing 

platform under realistic scenarios, we examined its performance using three healthy human 

subjects. All human trials were carried out in strict compliance with a protocol approved by the 

Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of California San Diego. For these on-body 

experiments, each subject recorded baseline readings in induced tears at an initial measured 

BAC of 0.000 %, followed by alcohol intake and subsequent periodic tear generation and alcohol 

measurements, in a manner displayed in (Figure 5.2A-a). 

Tears were collected at the detector inlet, attached to the nose-bridge pad of the 

eyeglasses without any user involvement (e.g., head tilting or adjustments). The sampled tears 

moved through the fluidic system to the biosensor compartment where the alcohol level was 

measured. Upon obtaining a stable amperometric signal of the peroxide product of the AOx 

reaction the fluidic outlet was dried (using tissue paper), resulting in rapid return to the flat current 

baseline. The eyeglasses-based alcohol sensor thus offered exhibited real-time detection of 

changing alcohol tears concentrations, with rapid response to new stimulated tear samples 

(Figure 5.2B-a). The observed current changes correlate well to concurrent BAC levels 

associated with the alcohol intake for the three subjects participated in this study. The average 

direct correlation (R2) of tear alcohol response and BAC levels of the same individual was 0.912. 

In contrast, no apparent current signals or BAC response, are observed for the three subjects in 

a similar control experiment using the AOx biosensor but without alcohol consumption (Figure 

5.2B-b). Variations in the temporal tear alcohol concentration profiles between the individual 

subjects (Figure 5.2B-a) reflect differences in their alcohol metabolism. The ability of the 

wearable alcohol monitoring platform to detect dynamic changes in alcohol concentrations in real-

time, along with correlation to concurrent BAC measurements, illustrate the potential of the 

eyeglasses platform for convenient non-invasive BAC sensing. 
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We further examined the stability, carry-over effects and overall performance of the 

eyeglasses alcohol sensing platform during extended on-body operation. The tear alcohol 

concentrations of two subjects were monitored over such long-time periods, including two 

separate alcohol intakes (Figure 5.2C-a, b). The fluidic nature of the alcohol sensor allows 

convenient monitoring of repeated fluctuations in alcohol concentrations for both subjects, along 

with concurrent BAC measurements, while ensuring no mixing with older tear sample. In each 

case, the observed current response increased upon alcohol intake along with concurrent BAC 

levels, followed by a return to a flat baseline after each drink, confirming the absence of carry-

over effects from previously sampled tears. During this entire biosensing operation, the device 

was kept on the body, displaying high stability over testing periods as long as 9 hours. The 

changes observed in the tear alcohol readings were found to correlate closely with simultaneous 

changes in the BAC response (Figure 5.2B-a and C-a, b, bottom part). The ability to monitor 

alcohol concentrations non-invasively, with real-time correlation to concurrent BAC, provides vital 

information on the current status of intoxication and eliminates time-lag issues common to existing 

alcohol sensing systems 28. Such attractive performance in practical scenarios and during 

extended operation supports the potential of the wearable eyeglasses system for convenient non-

invasive BAC monitoring. 
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Figure 5.2 Real-time monitoring of alcohol intake in human subjects. A) Timeline used for tears alcohol 
detection during on-body experiments in human subjects with alcohol consumption. First, tears were 
stimulated and measured before the alcohol consumption. Then, the subject consumed a drink and after 
30 min the tears were stimulated again, and the corresponding chronoamperogram was recorded. For the 
first part the process (B(a)) was repeated until BAC 0.000% (a), and in the second part (C,a), a second 
drink was taken after BAC 0.000% and the cycle was repeated (b).  B (a) Monitoring of tears alcohol 
concentrations prior to and upon the alcohol consumption until measured BAC reached 0.000 % for three 
subjects. Time of alcohol intake indicated by “D” in each plot. (b) Control experiment using the AOx-modified 
sensor, without alcohol consumption. In the bottom section black curves corresponds to amperometric 
current response and the red curve to BAC measured by breathalyzer. C) Chronoamperograms obtained 
for subjects a and b following consumption of two alcoholic drinks (D1 and D2). Below each amperogram 
is the BA- current/signal correlation for each volunteer, relating the observed tears alcohol current response 
(black) to the concurrent measured BAC (blue). 

 

Continuous non-invasive tear glucose monitoring  

The presence of glucose in tears was reported since the 1950s 45,46. Challenges related 

to tears collection methodologies and the use of contact lens sensors have been one of the main 
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barriers for implementing non-invasive or in-vitro tear glucose analysis 47. Most of the existing 

collection protocols involve complex and uncomfortable procedures, such as placing a small 

capillary device inside the eye 48,49, applying filter paper in direct contact to the eye for tears flow 

47 and the use of functional and integrated contact lenses systems 12,14,20. To address these 

challenges and drawbacks, we extended our eyeglasses-based tear monitoring platform to 

glucose-based measurements. The attractive analytical performance of the glucose biosensor 

flow detector was evaluated first using in-vitro FIA measurements44. These data indicate a well-

defined current response, with fast linear response (A), high selectivity in presence of common 

interferences (B) and good stability over 10 hours (C).  

On-body tear glucose monitoring was performed before and after each meal, analogous 

to the alcohol sensing trials involving alcohol intake. A waiting time of 15 min after completing the 

meal is essential for measuring tear glucose levels with the highest accuracy. The average 

equilibration time for consumed glucose within the bloodstream is ~10 min 50; hence, a tear 

glucose detection after 15 min waiting period allows the measurement of the blood glucose at its 

peak. 

The on-body monitoring of changing tear glucose levels is illustrated in Figure 5.3, 

including amperograms obtained before and after each meal (Figure 5.3B-a and Figure 5.3C). 

The glucose response increases rapidly with the arrival of the stimulated tear sample to the GOx 

detector. A close correlation between the tear glucose current response ∆i (Black curve;) and the 

measured blood glucose levels (Red curve) is observed (C, bottom) for each of the measured 

signals. The same experiment was repeated with a second volunteer using three meals over the 

entire day44. The observed current changes follow closely the blood glucose levels, with the 

current increasing around 0.2 µA after each meal (where blood glucose increases ~40 mg/dL). 

Note also that no carryover or surface fouling effects are observed between successive glucose 

measurements, as the signal decreases and returns to the expected values even after measuring 
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high glucose concentrations. Such absence of carry over effects indicates good promise for 

routine non-invasive glucose monitoring. 

To confirm that observed differences in signals obtained before and after meal were truly 

due to the increment of glucose levels only, and that GOx was the primary provider for the signal, 

two control experiments were carried out. For the first control, a regular enzyme modified 

electrode was used, but the volunteers kept a fasting state (no meal) during the entire experiment 

(~3h) (Figure 5.3B-b). For the second control, sensors were screen printed with PB ink only, 

without GOx (Figure 5.3B-c). All control experiments were conducted under the same conditions 

as previous trials, the blood glucose levels were measured before every tear stimulation, only one 

sensor was used, no washing steps were applied, and the device stayed at room temperature for 

the duration of all experiments. The corresponding glucose levels (red curve) and resulting 

electrochemical signal (black curve) are shown in Figure 5.3 (bottom part of B and C) for each 

experiment. For direct visual comparison, regular on-body experiments were also conducted in 

the same time frame as the controls (Figure 5.3B-a). As expected, the results were similar to 

those related to alcohol monitoring. The current increased around 0.2 µA after the meal with good 

correlation to the blood glucose levels provided by the glucometer. For the control experiment 

performed without meal (Figure 5.3B-b), a decrease in current was also observed, due to the 

blood glucose level of the volunteers. However, no significant variations of the current intensity or 

of blood glucose levels were observed during this control experiment. This result strongly 

suggests that the current change after having a meal is solely due to the increased tear glucose 

levels. In the second control (without GOx) (Figure 5.3B-c), a considerable increment in the blood 

glucose was observed after the meal (Figure 5.3B-c bottom section), but no response was 

measured by the sensor. These analyses demonstrate that the signals measured on the regular 

experiments were solely due to the GOx enzymatic reaction of the glucose in tears. Additionally, 

the later control experiment without the enzyme modification (Figure 5.3B-c) confirmed that 
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electroactive tears constituents (e.g., ascorbic acid) have a negligible effect upon the response of 

the Prussian-blue transducer (as expected from its low detection potential). Overall, the response 

of the non-invasive tear glucose flow system sensor responds linearly to glucose levels on tears, 

with high selectivity and high stability with no significant biofouling (during this operating period). 

In addition, we verified the general correlation obtained with all the on-body experiments 

performed by all volunteers, yielding an R Pearson's value of ~ 0.744. This result indicates good 

correlation between blood glucose levels and the current response of our sensor. These 

preliminary findings indicate considerable promise toward real-time non-invasive monitoring of 

glucose levels in tears. Yet, extensive large-scale validation trials are required for confirming the 

clinical significance of these tear-based glucose assays. 
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Figure 5.3 On-body evaluation of tear glucose biosensor. (A) Scheme of the procedure used for on-body 
glucose sensing experiments: Tears are stimulated ~15 min after a meal to measure the glucose levels 
using the GOx-modified PB detector using chronoamperometry. When the tears reach the biosensor, a 
current change is observed which is proportional to the tear glucose levels. Amperograms showing non-
invasive measurement of glucose in tears during 3 h (B) using: a) GOx sensor having meal (M) b) GOx 
sensor without a meal and c) Prussian blue sensor without enzyme following a meal (M). Bottom: 
Correlation between current tear signal and the glucose blood level. Red: Blood glucose concentration 
measured with a glucometer; Black: current intensity obtained with the glasses wearable sensor. (C) 
Monitoring of glucose levels during the entire day: breakfast, lunch and dinner. Note: Tear stimulation 
(arrows) and meal (M). Bottom, correlation between blood glucose measurements with a glucometer (red) 
and the current response of the wearable tear sensor (black). Applied potential, -0.2 V. 
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Non-Invasive tear vitamin monitoring  

In addition to alcohol and glucose, we examined the utility of the wearable eyeglasses 

sensing platform for non-invasive screening of vitamin constituents of tears. Tears are an 

attractive biofluid for implementing vitamin monitoring as a measure of body’s nutrient levels 

owing to their rich composition of amino acids, vitamins and nutrients supplied to the corneal 

surface. The detection of vitamins in tear fluids by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-

MS) technique was reported recently 51 and the tear-serum vitamin D concentrations was 

demonstrated using enzyme-linked immunoassay (ELISA) 52. Although these analytical methods 

are accurate, sensitive and selective, they require time consuming sampling and pretreatment 

steps in connection to sophisticated instruments available only in centralized laboratories. To the 

best of our knowledge, a wearable sensor for on-body measurements of vitamins in tears have 

not been reported.  

Herein, we demonstrate an efficient non-invasive tear vitamin monitoring approach based 

on the eyeglasses-biosensor platform. As most vitamins are electroactive 53 their levels in tears 

can be monitored voltammetrically using the current signals associated with their redox reactions. 

Highly sensitive and rapid square wave voltammetry (SWV) was used here for the simultaneous 

on-body monitoring of three different vitamin constituents of multivitamin pills in connection to 

three human volunteers. The tear vitamin levels were monitored before and after taking the 

commercial multivitamin tablets. The square-wave voltammogram was recorded when the fluidic 

device was filled with the stimulated tears (Figure 5.4A and B). Figure 5.4-A illustrates the time-

line sequence used for such on-body tear vitamin voltammetric analysis while Figure 5.4-B 

displays the time-line of applying the SWV scan during the experiment, showing the typical 

potential-time waveform that couples high speed with effective discrimination against the charging 

current. While offering high sensitivity and speed along with multi-analyte capability, SWV has 

rarely been explored for wearable sensing applications. The current integration of miniaturized 
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SWV electronics board onto the eyeglasses frame enables on-body multi-analyte detection 

capability towards such tear multivitamin analysis. The SWV scan (49 sec duration), initiated 

during the passage of the stimulated tears over the detector, resulted in several well-defined 

peaks at specific potentials for the corresponding vitamins. On-body monitoring of vitamins in 

tears were performed as follows. Initially, the tears were stimulated and monitored before taking 

any vitamin, so that the SWV baseline could be acquired. Subsequently, the volunteers took a 

multivitamin tablet containing 200 mg, 1000 mg and 200 mg of vitamins B2, C and B6 respectively. 

Next, tears were stimulated and the SWV response was recorded every 30 minutes to measure 

changes in the peak currents associated with dynamic vitamin concentration changes. The tear 

stimulation process and data acquisition took ~1 min to complete (Figure 5.4B). The eyeglasses 

flow system was worn throughout the experiment and the device was dried completely before 

each measurement. 

Figure 5.4-C shows the SWV response for each volunteer during such experiment (a-c). 

These voltammograms display well defined oxidation peaks, at peak potentials of -0.55 V, +0.20 

V and +0.60 V (vs Ag/AgCl), corresponding to the electro-oxidation of vitamin B2, C and B6, 

respectively, with peak currents increasing over time (2h). These vitamins undergo 

electrochemical redox processes and display a well-established voltammetric behavior in 

aqueous solutions 53. The vitamin peak potentials were verified by spiking standard solutions of 

vitamins B2, C and B6 to collected tears (Figure 5.4-D). SWVs of individual vitamins in PBS (pH 

7.4) and of tears spiked with different concentrations of vitamin standard solutions were performed 

44, along with their corresponding calibration curves. The baseline measurements (before taking 

vitamins) showed different profiles for each volunteer, reflecting their individual metabolism and 

diet. Note also that the baseline tear response of these subjects shows a small peak at -0.55 V 

corresponding to natural levels of vitamin B2 in the body, while no apparent response is observed 

for vitamins C and B6 (Figure 5.4C, dotted lines). Vitamin B2 concentration in tears have been 
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reported to be in the range of 0.011- 0.08 µM 51. After the oral administration of the corresponding 

vitamin pills, the SWV peaks corresponding to the oxidation of vitamins B2, C and B6 were 

detected simultaneously. These oxidation signals increased gradually with time for 

voltammograms recorded at 30 min intervals over the 2-hour experiment (Figure. 5.4C). These 

experiments demonstrate the first proof-of-concept of continuous non-invasive monitoring vitamin 

levels in tears. Future studies will be focused on obtaining quantitative vitamin levels in tears and 

understanding better the correlation of tear-blood vitamin levels.  

 

Figure 5.4 On-body evaluation of tears vitamins sensor. (A) Scheme of the procedure used for vitamin 
sensing:  Tears are stimulated before taking the vitamins and the device is filled with tears. Once filled, 
SWV is performed and the baseline is obtained. Then, the device is dried, and the volunteer consumes 
tables of different vitamins (B2, C and B6). Finally, tears vitamins are monitored every 30 min by SWV. (B) 
Time-line for the applied potential during the on-body experiments where (a) represents the final of vitamin 
intake, (b) the waiting time for vitamin absorption by the body, (c) the tears stimulation process, (d) the time 
to fill the tears fluidic device with the stimulated teardrop and (e) the typical SWV waveform for the multi-
vitamin analysis. Where the dots represent the amplitude and “f” the frequency applied. (C) On-body 
measurements of tears vitamins by SWVs using the eyeglasses flow system for 3 subjects after 30 minutes 
intervals (30, 60, 90, 120 minutes) of taking vitamin tablets, along with control experiments before taking 
vitamin (dotted line). (D) Collected tears spiked with standard solutions of vitamins B6 (500 µM, blue plot), 
C (1000 µM, green plot) and B2 (300 µM, red plot), compared with SWV of collected tears without taking of 
any vitamin (black plot). SWV Conditions: potential range: -1.0 V- +1.0 V, amplitude: 25mV, frequency: 
10Hz. 
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5.1.3. Conclusions 

We demonstrated, for the first time, a non-invasive wearable tear alcohol biosensor 

mounted on eyeglasses. Placed outside the eye region this new tear-sensing platform addresses 

the drawbacks of contact lenses systems, including potential infections and impaired vision. The 

new device relies on enclosing the electrochemical biosensor within a microfluidic chamber, with 

the supporting electronics embedded onto the eyeglasses’ inner frame. This new platform was 

evaluated by continuously monitoring the tear alcohol levels of human subjects after alcohol 

consumption. The measured tear alcohol levels of three volunteers were successfully measured 

on-body and validated by comparing to concurrent BAC values, indicating tremendous potential 

of monitoring tear alcohol concentrations for determining blood alcohol concentrations.  In 

addition, the analysis of alcohol in tears can overcome some limitations of the commonly used 

breathalyzers, such as high BAC measurements, due to alcohol remaining in the oral cavity. 

Larger-scale studies are needed for assessing the possibility of tear alcohol monitoring with 

wearable eyeglasses-based sensors and for better understating the influence of the tear fluid 

collection method on the measured tear analyte concentrations.  

We also presented an evaluation of the eyeglasses platform for monitoring tear glucose 

and vitamins, with a favorable response and no apparent carry-over effects over repetitive 

measurements. These results clearly indicate that blood alcohol and glucose levels can be 

monitored effectively through their tear concentrations. We have also demonstrated a first 

example of non-invasive vitamins detection in tears by following their intakes. Such capability 

holds a considerable promise toward personal nutrition applications. Further analyses are still 

required for enhancing the accuracy and precision of the system and for gaining further insights 

into the effect of the tear stimulation and collection upon the analyte concentration and of the 

detector geometry upon the tear dilution. These studies could lead to enhanced non-invasive tear 

analysis while addressing the drawbacks of contact-lenses sensing platform. These new 
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capabilities of the eyeglasses-based tear bioelectronic concept indicate considerable potential for 

non-invasive detection of diverse biomarkers, paving the way for widespread application of these 

tear-based non-invasive wearable biosensing diagnostic platforms. Extensive validation studies 

and correlation to blood concentrations are essential for establishing the clinical and forensic utility 

of the new wearable tear-sensor system prior to widespread applications. Appropriate algorithms 

will be required to report the corresponding concentration values. Overall, these encouraging 

early results clearly indicate the tremendous potential and versatility of the eyeglasses biosensing 

platform for non-invasive tear biomarker monitoring.  

Chapter 5, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Biosensors and Bioelectronics, 

2019, by Juliane R. Sempionatto, Laís Canniatti Brazaca, Laura García-Carmona, Gulcin Bolat, 

Alan S. Campbell, Aida Martin, Guangda Tang, Rushabh Shah, Rupesh K. Mishra, Jayoung Kim, 

Valtencir Zucolotto, Alberto Escarpa and Joseph Wang. The dissertation/thesis author was the 

primary investigator and author of this material 
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CHAPTER 6   

6. Wearable electrochemical sensors for saliva biomarkers 

6.1. Dual sensor for THC and alcohol detection 

Alcohol and cannabis are the most commonly used psychoactive drugs, and they are often 

used in combination 1–4. Driving under the influence of cannabis and alcohol is of increasing 

concern due to the synergistic or additive effect of both compounds. Unfortunately, the number of 

drivers using both cannabis and alcohol has increased dramatically in recent years. Recent 

reports have shown that over 10 million people in the United states have been driving under the 

impact of unlawful drugs over a year 5, and that 32% of the total fatalities from car crashes in the 

U.S.A in 2008 have been alcohol related 6. Two thirds of the US trauma center admissions are 

due to the motor vehicle accidents with almost 60% of such patients testing positive for drugs or 

alcohol 7. Marijuana has been found to be the most prevalent illegal drug detected in impaired 

drivers and motor vehicle crash victims 7–9. Researchers have recently found that drivers who had 

consumed mixed alcohol and marijuana have double odds of suffering a fatal road accident 10–13. 

Other studies show that collision risk, after mixing the substances, is four times greater than the 

risk of a person who used only one of the substances 14,15. Cannabis, cocaine and 

methamphetamine are the drugs most frequently detected in drivers  randomly stopped for 

roadside drug screening 16. It is important to notice that driving impaired by any constituent, 

whether marijuana or alcohol, is illegal and against the law in the United states. With the recent 

legalization of recreational cannabis use, there are urgent needs to develop rapid, accurate and 

simple roadside tests that can detect D9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the main psychoactive 

ingredient in cannabis 17, in non-invasive body fluids alone or simultaneously with alcohol. Existing 

roadside testing of suspected impaired drivers commonly involved a number of different tests.  
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THC is a psychoactive drug which can be detected in body fluids, such as saliva and 

blood, three to six hours after its consumption, and can be retained in the body for several days 

18. Unlike the roadside testing of alcohol in breath, there is no established rapid on-site screening 

method for detecting THC 19–21. Current THC measurements in body fluids, such as blood, urine 

and saliva, are performed by centralized laboratories using classical methods and bulky 

instruments based on liquid chromatography, GC-MS and GC-MS with solid phase micro-

extraction 22,23. As cannabis may exist at measurable amount in the oral bio-fluid, and owing to its 

simple sample collection, saliva is one of the recommended matrices for detecting THC 24–26. 

Saliva-based THC detection is of particular interest for on-site screening, as it is a non-invasive 

method, and unlike blood assays, obviates the need for invasive sample collection 27,28. The 

concentration of THC in saliva is a function of the time since marijuana consumption 19. Positive 

saliva THC has been found within 2hours after oral consumption using a minimum cut-off of 1.5 

µM. A maximum of 16µM saliva THC level occurred within 1-2h after marijuana consumption 28. 

The ability to detect THC along with alcohol in the same saliva sample is of particular recent 

interest considering the synergistic effect of these drugs and their growing simultaneous 

recreational use of these substances.  

Wearable electrochemical sensors are very promising tools to detect THC, as well as 

alcohol, in a timely and convenient manner. THC is electroactive compound and its oxidation 

reaction was discussed earlier 29. However, the electrochemical detection of THC is challenging 

due to its hydrophobic character 18. To address this challenge and improving the THC solubility 

researchers have used different organic solvents prior to its voltametric detection using glassy 

carbon electrode 30. Another electrochemical approach involved the preconcentration of THC onto 

a carbon-paste electrode sensor 29.  

We have witnessed a tremendous recent interest in wearable sensors for on-body and on-

site chemical detection 31–35. Such wearable chemical sensors have recently been introduced in 
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a variety of form factors, based on different clothing and accessories which can comfortably be 

worn on the body. While early efforts towards wearable chemical sensors have focused on 

healthcare and fitness monitoring, recent activity has led to the wearable devices for security and 

forensic applications 36–39. We demonstrated recently a ring-based sensor platform for detecting 

explosives and nerve agents in liquid/vapor phases 40. An oxygen saturation (SpO2) sensor, 

embedded in a finger ring, has been developed by Sola et al. 41To the best of our knowledge, 

there are no reports on using wearable devices for detecting THC. On the other hand, wearable 

alcohol sensors have been demonstrated using sweat 36,37, saliva 38 and tears 39 biofluids, with 

good correlation to blood alcohol concentrations 41.  

Herein, we demonstrate a ring-based sensor platform for the direct, rapid and 

simultaneous electrochemical detection of THC and alcohol in diluted saliva. The dual drug-of-

abuse sensing ring cap offers direct square-wave voltammetric detection of THC along with 

amperometric (enzymatic) biosensing of alcohol, with no apparent cross talk, and high sensitivity 

down to 0.5 µM THC and 0.2 mM alcohol. The wearable ring body contains the embedded 

electronic board and enables a wireless data transmission. The board houses the potentiostatic 

circuitry, the microcontroller unit (MCU) and the antenna. Spring loaded pins are used to connect 

the printed circuit (embedded within the ring case), to the exposed current collectors of the 

sensing electrodes on the ring cap. Such alignment of spring-loaded springs allows rapid 

replacement of the sensor cover following each saliva assay. The ring sensor is presented here 

as a new option for wearable salivary sensors other than mouthguards and oral implants. The 

electronic parts can be located outside of the mouth and the ring platform can use saliva strips 

for on demand saliva analysis. The resulting wearable THC/alcohol ring sensor holds 

considerable promise for on-the-spot roadside screening for drug-impaired driving and for alerting 

wearers about their own intoxication levels before driving.  We hope that this activity will be 

extended to the use of wearable devices for detecting other major drugs of abuse. 
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6.1.1. Materials and methodology 

Chemicals and materials  

Ag/AgCl ink (E2414) and carbon-Prussian blue (PB) ink (C2070424P2) were obtained 

from Gwent Inc. (Torfaen, UK). Carbon graphite ink (E3449) was obtained from Ercon Inc 

(Wareham, MA, USA). All inks were used as received. Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) was 

used as the substrate for fabrication of screen-printed electrodes. Analytical grade dipotassium 

hydrogen phosphate (K2HPO4), potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4), sodium acetate, 

potassium chloride, ethanol, Δ9-Tetrahydrocannabinol solution (1.0 mg/mL in methanol, analytical 

standard, for drug analysis), ethanol, chitosan, glutaraldehyde, multiwall carbon nano-tube and 

alcohol oxidase (AOx) from Pichia pastoris were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, 

USA). All reagents were used without further purification. For on-body measurements, a 

commercial Breathalyzer (BAC track(R) s80) was used to assess blood alcohol concentrations. 

All chemicals were of analytical grade and used without further purification. Ultrapure deionized 

water was used in the preparation of aqueous electrolyte solutions.  

 

Screen-printed electrodes fabrication process 

Screen printing was carried out by following our previous publications 40. Briefly, a semi-

automatic MMP-SPM screen printer (Speedline Technologies, Franklin, MA, USA) and custom 

stencils designed using AutoCAD software (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) and produced by Metal 

Etch Services (San Marcos, CA, USA) using stainless steel stencils with dimensions of 12×12 

inches were used. The alcohol biosensors were screen-printed on a flexible PET sheet through 

multiple steps. First, Ag/AgCl ink was used to prepare the reference electrode and the conductive 

trails used for the electrical connections. The printed sheet was then cured at 80 °C for 10 min. 

Subsequently, Carbon Prussian Blue (PB) ink was used to print the working electrode and the 

layer was cured at 75 °C for 10 min. Further, the working electrode was modified by drop casting 
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method. For the alcohol biosensor, 3 μL of enzyme mixture (9:1 ratio of commercial AOx solution 

to 10 mg/mL BSA in PBS) was applied to the working electrode and allowed to dry at 4 °C for 2 h. 

Next, 2 μL of 0.5% chitosan was applied over the dried enzyme layer, followed by 0.5 μL of 2% 

glutaraldehyde, and the biosensor was dried at 4 °C overnight. The transparent insulator (Dupont 

5036, Wilmington, DE) was used to define the electrode area. For preparation of THC sensor, 1% 

MWCNT was mixed with carbon ink and used for printing the working and counter electrodes. 

 

Electrode Interface and Electronics  

The developed sensor strip was connected to a small lab-made wearable wireless 

potentiostatic board which was developed on an FR-4 substrate, a composite material made of 

woven fibre glass cloth with an epoxy resin binder that is flame resistant. The board – embedded 

within the ring case - contained a SWV and amperometric circuit designed for three-electrode 

system: working (WE), counter (CE) and reference (RE) electrodes. The SWV circuit facilitates 

scanning potential excitation waveform controlled by a micro controller unit (MCU). The MCU 

functions to integrate an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) for the current measurements at the 

WE. Details on the functionality of ring board were described earlier 40 and further in the Results 

and Discussion section. 

 

Electrochemical measurements 

The square wave voltammetry (SWV) and amperometric experiments were carried out 

using a home-made wireless potentiostatic circuitry, embedded within the ring platform. The 

electrochemical system was set using a screen-printed four electrodes system (WE1, WE2, RE 

and CE), which used Ag/AgCl as a joint reference electrode and carbon as joint counter electrode. 

For THC detection, SWV measurements were carried out at WE1 using electrode printed from 

1% MWCNT modified carbon ink. The frequency, amplitude and E step were set as 20 Hz, 0.025V 
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and 0.004 V, respectively, and the potential was scanned from 0 to +0.8V. For ethanol biosensing, 

PB/AOx modified carbon electrode was used as working electrode (WE2) along with 

amperometric measurements at an applied potential of -0.1V for 90 sec for monitoring the 

reduction of the enzymatically generated peroxide. For each individual electrochemical 

measurement, 200 µL solution droplets were dispensed on to the electrode to cover the entire 

electrode surface of the ring cap. To establish the ethanol calibration curve, first, the baseline of 

the buffer (PBS) medium was recorded at least for five scans before spiking the ethanol over the 

0.2 to 1 mM concentrations range with 0.2 mM increment. For THC detection, a freshly prepared 

500 µM THC solution was used to construct a calibration curve. First, a stable, noise-free buffer 

baseline was recorded using SWV and subsequently for THC solutions over the 1-6 µM range, 

with 1 µM THC increments.  

 

THC/alcohol detection in saliva 

For the detection of THC and alcohol in saliva, different concentrations of both analytes 

were prepared. The saliva samples were collected immediately before analysis by spitting into a 

salivette tube and were centrifuged to 10000 rpm for 2 mins. Four different aliquots of centrifuged 

saliva were taken in four different Eppendorf tubes and were spiked with known THC 

concentrations between 10 to 40 µM. Next, these THC-spiked saliva samples were diluted 10-

fold in PBS and assayed on the ring cap sensor. The same saliva collection protocol was used 

for alcohol detection. The collected saliva samples were divided into six vials and spiked with 

ethanol to prepare final concentrations ranging from 1-6 mM; these samples were subsequently 

diluted for 10 times to record the amperometric response. The analysis began with recording of 

baseline (saliva with no ethanol) until it was stable, followed by switching to the diluted saliva 

sample containing ethanol within the 0.1-0.6 mM range. The total time for alcohol and TCH 

detection was ~6 minutes, 3 min saliva collection, centrifugation and dilution, and 3 minutes for 

the alcohol and THC electrochemical detection.  
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6.1.2. Results and discussion 

Concept and mechanism of THC and alcohol ring sensor 

The new dual-analyte THC/alcohol ring sensor system was realized using our previously 

described miniaturized ring potentiostatic board capable of performing SWV and 

chronoamperometry 40. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, the ring is composed primarily of three parts, 

a ring case, the electronic board and the sensor strip. The ring case is used to enclose the 

electronic board, which has wireless capabilities to carry out the voltammetric and amperometric 

measurements. The printed sensor electrodes on the ring cap were coupled to the electronic 

board (Figure 6.1A). The unique connection system between the sensor and the ring board will 

be further discussed in Figure 6.2. For the dual THC/alcohol detection in saliva, a screen-printed 

sensor layout was designed to resemble the cannabis plant leaves (Figure 6.1A-a). The sensing 

system consists of 4 electrodes: two working electrodes (WE1THC and WE2AOx with exposed areas 

of 23 and 8 mm2, respectively), the counter electrode (52 mm2), and a Ag/AgCl reference 

electrode printed in between the two working electrodes (24 mm2). The THC electrode was 

fabricated by using screen-printing of a carbon graphite ink (Ercon Inc) modified with MWCNT 

(1%). The THC detection was performed by SWV, while monitoring the THC oxidation over a 

potential window from 0V to +1.0V. The complete four- electrode sensor ring for detecting the 

THC and alcohol, worn on a human subject finger, is illustrated in Figure 6.1Ab. Figure 6.1Ac 

shows the ring sensor structure with embedded electronic component along with the printed 

sensor strip with dual electrochemical modality (SWV and amperometry). THC is phenolic 

molecule and its electrochemical behavior resembles a typical phenolic voltammetric response 

42, with a well-defined irreversible anodic peak current at +0.35 V, corresponding to a one-electron 

oxidation process shown in the reaction mechanism of Figure 6.1B. The working electrode 

transducer for the alcohol biosensing was printed using Prussian Blue ink (Gwent Inc.), which 

was later modified with a bio-recognition layer of AOx/chitosan/glutaraldehyde 37. The alcohol 
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signal was recorded by monitoring the selective reduction of the hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) 

product of the AOx reaction at the Prussian Blue transducer (Figure 6.1B right side). Such 

cathodic current signal is directly proportional to the ethanol concentration 41. A typical 

chronoamperometric response to ethanol is shown in the schematic in Figure 6.1B (in blue). 

 

Figure 6.1. Working principle of a dual alcohol and THC sensor integrated on a ring. (A) (a) Sensor design 
for simultaneous detection of THC and alcohol (scale bar 8 mm).  (b) Real image of ring-based sensor 
platform embedded with marijuana designed sensor for detecting THC-alcohol (scale bar 15 mm (c) Images 
showing a ring polymeric case with the integrated electronics and replaceable screen-printed electrodes 
based on (from left to right) a carbon modified with 1 % MWCNT  working electrode (WE 1), an Ag/AgCl 
reference electrode (RE), a carbon/Prussian-blue working electrode (WE 2), and a carbon counter electrode 
(CE) (scale bar 5 mm); (B) voltammograms of THC detection (in red) on W1 using ring sensor along with 
the THC oxidation mechanism, followed by alcohol detection mechanism using Prussian-blue modified 
sensor (W2); an amperogram of alcohol detection is illustrated (in blue). 

 

Electronic board design and integration for ring sensors 

The marijuana-leaf shaped printed electrode layout has been connected to a miniaturized 

square-shaped potentiostat performing the SWV and CA operations. The small printed circuit 

board (PCB) was developed through the stacking of two electronic printed circuit boards. The 

wearable ring sensor platform is enabled with both electrochemical techniques SWV and CA. 

(Figure 6.1Ba). As illustrated in Figure 6.2A, several steps were involved to fabricate the screen 

printed sensor strip, which sequentially included printing of a Ag/AgCl layer on PET substrate, 
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then printing of carbon and Prussian blue layers, following by printing of the  insulating layer to 

restrain the sensor diameter and define the active area and to protect the standing connectors. 

Figure 6.1Ab illustrates a dual printed sensor array on PET while Figure 6.2Ba shows the 

square-shaped skeleton of the developed electronic board (PCB) with its electronic circuitry 

components. This miniaturized ring board (15 × 15 mm2) is capable of performing SWV and CA 

measurements independently. Figure 6.2Bb depicts a microcontroller unit (MCU) controlled the 

SWV potential scanning between the WE and the RE. The applied potential can also be fixed for 

the chronomperometric operation. The controller unit integrates an analog-to-digital converter for 

calculating the current at the WE, and a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) host device, connected to 

a small chip antenna to enable the wireless communication to a smart host device. A custom 

designed graphical interface program using MATLAB operates the potentiostat wirelessly and 

transmits the electrochemical sensor outputs.  

For the practicality of ring sensor, a quick connect mechanism has implemented to 

expedite the replacement of the used screen-printed electrodes. This mechanism relies on spring 

loaded pins (Harwin, P70-6000045) to connect the printed circuit assembly (PCA) in the body of 

the ring to the exposed SPE on the ring cap. The spring-loaded contacts are mounted on a custom 

printed circuit board (PCB) that aligns the pins with the current collectors of the SPE. The current 

collectors are extended to the backside of the SPE with conductive copper tape (3M, 1181 Tape). 

This interface board provides soldering points for four wires on the opposite end of the assembly 

(Figure 6.2C). The silicon glue is applied to the surface of the PCA to mount the interface board 

and to seal the electronics compartment. The wires were routed through the sealed compartment 

to the PCA and connected as needed for the measurements. 

A miniaturized, wireless potentiostat served for performing the amperometric and SWV 

measurements of alcohol and THC, respectively. The system is implemented on two printed 

circuit boards which are stacked to reduce the total system size. The power is supplied by a +3.6V 

rechargeable li-ion coin cell (PowerStream, LIR1620) which provides enough power to run 
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continuous measurements for over 7 hours. The battery is mounted on the lower PCB along with 

the DC-DC regulators which provides stable supply and reference voltages for the circuit. The 

upper PCB contains the potentiostat circuit and the MCU (Texas Instruments, CC2640). The MCU 

has an integrated Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) radio which is used for all communication with the 

system. The potentiostat circuit relies on three operation amplifiers and a 2 channel, 16-bit DAC 

(Texas Instruments, DAC8563). The first amplifier is used to buffer the reference electrode. The 

high input impedance of the buffer reduces the current flowing through the reference electrode 

which helps to minimize polarization error. The second amplifier is the control amplifier and is 

configured with a feedback loop which compares the buffered reference and the control signal. 

This control signal is generated by one of the two output channels of the DAC and is used to set 

the potential of the electrochemical cell. The amplifier maintains the potential of the cell by 

sourcing or sinking the appropriate amount of current. The third operational amplifier is configured 

as a transimpedance amplifier and converts the electrochemical current into a measurable 

voltage. The second DAC channel is used to generate a bias voltage for the control and 

transimpedance amplifiers. Adjusting this voltage allows tailoring of the measurement range of 

the system for each analyte.   

To start a measurement, a BLE command is sent to the wearable system from the 

MATLAB user interface. This interface is used to establish a BLE connection with the potentiostat, 

configure the measurement parameters, and display the results. After receiving the configuration 

packets, the MCU generates two digital codes which are representative of the control and bias 

signals. These codes are sent to the 16-bit DAC which then updates the outputs to requested 

bias and analog control voltages. In a SWV measurement, the control signal is a superposition of 

a square wave and a staircase waveform. The 16-bit DAC used in this application provides the 

required resolution to create a high resolution SWV waveform. For the amperometric 

measurements, this control signal is constant potential. Regardless of the technique, the control 

signal is fed into the potentiostat circuitry to set the potential between the working and reference 
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electrodes. The change in potential disrupts the equilibrium of the electrochemical cell and causes 

current to flow between the counter and working electrodes. The potentiostat then filters, 

amplifies, and converts this current into a voltage with a transimpedance amplifier. This voltage 

is routed to the MCU where it is sampled by an integrated 12-bit analog to digital converter. In a 

SWV measurement the signal is sampled on both the rising and falling edge of the square wave. 

This sampling technique measures both the forward and reverse currents to minimize the impact 

of the non-faradic current. The final current is the difference between these two currents. In an 

amperometric experiment, the current is sampled at the constant rate configured in the MATLAB 

interface. The sampled data is then transmitted over BLE to the MATLAB interface where it is 

plotted for analysis. This process is repeated for the duration of the measurement. The integration 

of electronic board and printed sensors on ring sensor (top view of electrode placement) is 

illustrated in Figure 6.2Da, and then the front view is shown. Later, the integration of pins to the 

ring sensor at the back is presented. 
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Figure 6.2 Fabrication of ring-based wearable sensing platform with the screen-printed sensing electrodes 
and embedded electronic board for THC and alcohol detection. (A) Screen-printing steps for fabricating the 
sensing electrodes: step 1, Ag/AgCl current collectors and RE electrode; step 2, Carbon/1% MWCNT WE 
1 and CE; step 3, carbon-Prussian blue WE 2, final assembly with blue insulator and image of sensor array. 
(B) (a) Image of the ring PCA showing, a, antenna, b MCU, c potentiostat (on reverse side), and (b) block 
diagram illustrating the main subsystems - antenna, MCU, and potentiostat circuit. (C) (a) 3D model of the 
system with integrated SPE and PCA. (b) Detailed view of SPE interface board showing the spring-loaded 
SPE contacts, (c) insertion of the SPE, (D) (a) placement of SPE on ring (front side), and (b) mounting of 
the interface board (back side). Scale bar: 15 mm 

 

THC and alcohol detection  

SWV and amperometry techniques were used for detecting THC and alcohol, respectively, 

in PBS and diluted saliva. For THC analysis, SWV measurements were carried out for initial 

optimization of potential, scan rate, frequency and incubation time. Once the experimental 

parameters were optimized, the THC calibration studies were performed using 1% MWCNT 

modified carbon screen printed electrodes with a marijuana design. Since the THC solution was 

prepared in methanol, it is necessary to test the response of methanol first. Hence, a control 

experiment was performed by simply testing methanol (3.2 µM). Methanol shows no interference 
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when testing the highest THC concentration (3.18 mM). Following optimization and control tests, 

a calibration curve was built for THC in PBS. Figure 6.3a shows the typical anodic SWV scans 

obtained for THC in buffer solution containing increasing THC levels in the range 1-6 µM, with 1 

µM increments. This series displays good reproducibility and repeatability between the electrodes 

with a RSD of 2.23%. Such SWV response increases linearly with each THC addition (Figure 

6.3a linear graph). Using our printed 1% MWCNT/carbon ring-cap electrode allows convenient 

and sensitive detection of this cannabis with a defined SWV peak at +0.3 V, even for THC 

concentrations as low as 0.25 µM. After establishing the THC response and obtaining the 

calibration curve in buffer solution using ring-based sensor platform, five different strip sensors 

were used to assess the reproducibility and repeatability of the sensor in connection to 2 µM THC 

solutions. As illustrated in the Figure 6.3Ab, the different printed electrodes display reproducible 

square-wave voltammograms with favorable signal-to-noise characteristics. The current response 

was recorded and plotted with their current values plotted vs number of sensors tested (Figure 

6.3Ab, right). This plot reflects the similar current values and good repeatability with their current 

responses (RSD 2.67%, figure in the right; n=3). The ethanol response and concentration 

dependence were established independently on the second enzyme-modified ring-cap working 

electrode, before testing of real saliva samples. As demonstrated in Figure 6.3Ba, such ethanol 

detection was performed over the 0.1 to 1 mM range (with 0.1 mM increments) using AOx-

modified Prussian-blue sensors (Figure 6.3Ba). The amperometric ethanol biosensor displayed 

a very good response to these 0.1mM additions, with favorable S/B characteristics. The resulting 

calibration plot, shown on the right side of Figure 6.3Ba, is highly linear up to 0.8 mM, and start 

to level off at higher levels. The reproducibility of different ethanol ring sensors is evaluated in 

Figure 6.3B,b which displays 5 different amperogram for the biosensing of ethanol at the different 

sensors. A highly reproducible response with an RSD of 1.5% (n=5) is obtained, as indicated from 

the corresponding plot (shown on the right side of Figure 6.3Bb). Such repeatability test confirms 

the reliance of the Prussian-blue surface printing and modification with the AOx layer.  
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The ability of the system to detect ethanol and THC simultaneously in a same solution 

was also studied. Figure 6.3C examines the cross talk of the neighboring THC and alcohol 

sensors using the detection of ethanol followed by THC measurements in the same PBS solution. 

Recording the PBS baseline amperometric response (Figure 6.3Ca) was followed by the addition 

of 0.8 mM ethanol (Figure 6.3Cb, solid line). Subsequently, a SWV was recorded on the THC 

sensor (Figure 6.3Cc), followed by the addition of 4 µM of THC (Figure 6.3Cd). These results 

clearly indicate that the presence of 0.8 mM ethanol has no effect upon the SWV THC response.  

 

Figure 6.3 In vitro detection of THC and ethanol. (A); (a) Square wave voltammograms (frequency, 20 Hz, 
amplitude 25 mV, E step, 4 mV) for the oxidation of THC in PBS (0.1M, pH 7.4) in the range 1-6µM (each 
1 µM increment) (prepared in PBS) using 1% MWCNT: Ercon carbon printed electrode. Current values 
obtained from THC oxidation (Fig A), range 1– 6 µM. Incubation time was 1 min. b) SWV response to  2 
µM THC recorded for five different sensors (reproducibility of the sensor performance) with their current 
responses (B) a) Alcohol calibration from 0.1-1 µM with 0.1 µM additions using AlOx-modified Prussian-
blue sensor (W2); applied potential, -0.1V. (b) Amperometric response for 1 mM EtOH recorded for five 
different sensors, with the resulting current signals showing a good reproducibility among tested sensors. 
(C) In-vitro crosstalk evaluation of the alcohol/THC sensor. The voltametric response of (a) PBS (b) PBS 
and 0.4 mM (blue curve) ethanol, (C) SWV of PBS and (d) 4 µM THC. Dotted lines correspond to the 
baselines recorded for both ethanol and THC. 
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THC and alcohol detection in saliva 

Saliva is a challenging bio-fluid to perform direct electrochemical analysis due to 

considerable amounts of serous or mucous fluid in its composition, which makes saliva very 

viscous 33. The high viscosity and present of macromolecules impair the electron transfer, 

processes and hinder the electroanalytical performance. This challenge has been addressed here 

by diluting the saliva, a rapid step suitable for on-the-spot testing that minimizes the saliva 

viscosity. Initially, the whole saliva was tested as matrix to spiked THC and alcohol molecules, 

interestingly; only alcohol displayed a favorable performance in whole saliva, while no THC peak 

was observed. The best dilution ratio for detecting both compounds simultaneously was found to 

be 1:10 (saliva: PBS). 

Calibration of the alcohol ring sensor was performed in diluted saliva samples collected 

according with the procedure reported in the experimental section and illustrate in Figure 6.4A. 

The obtained data shows a very stable and smooth response of alcohol concentration in a linear 

manner throughout the range of 0.1mM to 0.6mM. In a similar way, THC calibration was also 

performed in saliva samples. For THC detection, WE2 was used, and it was modified by 1% 

MWCNT mixed in carbon ink before printing. As illustrated in Figure 6.4Bb, THC was tested over 

the 0.1-0.4 µM concentration range. A clean and smooth baseline was recorded before the THC 

analysis, indicating no interference from the saliva constituents. The whole saliva samples were 

first spiked with 1-4 µM THC and subsequently diluted 10 times in buffer. Interestingly, a distinct 

THC oxidation peak was obtained and recorded at 0.42V. The related current values were plotted 

against THC concentration and illustrated in Figure 6.4Bb, as linear curve. Figure 6.4C illustrated 

the crosstalk studies performed in diluted saliva samples to evaluate the effect of both molecules 

during their respective detection in real matrix. Initially, the saliva (1:10) baseline was recorded 

(Figure 6.4Ca), followed by the addition and amperometric measurement of 0.8 mM ethanol 

(Figure 6.4Cb, solid line). In the same saliva solution containing the 0.8 mM ethanol, a SWV was 
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performed (Figure 6.4Cc) followed by the addition of 4 µM THC (Figure 6.4Cd). As we can 

observe, there was no cross talking in the THC measurement of THC following the ethanol 

detection. It is important to notice that the cross talking of measuring ethanol after THC 

measurement could not be performed as the THC solution contained dissolved methanol; 

however, in real scenario this would not be an issue once THC is not dissolved in methanol in 

human saliva. Furthermore, the use of cost-effective screen-printing technique and effective fast 

spring connections allowed the single use of the alcohol THC ring sensor.  The sensor operational 

stability was enough to ensure reliable performance during the saliva alcohol and THC analysis 

(~ 6 minutes) and alcohol-oxidase electrode strips commonly have a good storage stability. 

The performance of the wearable THC-ethanol platform was evaluated using realistic 

saliva samples. The system was tested first after alcohol consumption in order to evaluate the 

ability of the sensor in measuring relevant salivary ethanol concentrations after 1:10 dilution. 

Figure 6.4D illustrates the procedure employed for such decentralized ethanol testing. The 

volunteer was asked first to consume 100 mL of alcoholic beverage (19.5% Alc./Vol.), and saliva 

was collected every 10 minutes after measuring the blood alcohol concentration (BAC) with a 

commercial breathalyzer. Figure 6.4Db shows the CA of the several BACs where the black 

amperogram corresponds to the saliva sample before drinking. It can be observed that the sensor 

was able to successfully detect the BAC variations following such 10-fold dilution of saliva in PBS. 

Using the saliva corresponding to BAC 0.039% (Figure 6.4Ea) a SWV baseline was obtained, 

followed by the addition of 1 µM and 2 µM THC (Figure 6.4Eb). The corresponding 

voltammograms display distinct THC peak currents for both concentrations, illustrating the ability 

to detect THC in real sample containing physiological ethanol levels. 
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Figure 6.4 THC-alcohol detection in Saliva samples. (A) Schematic illustration of saliva collection using 
Salivette tube, addition of THC-alcohol, dilution and then detection using ring-based sensor platform. (B) 
(a) amperometric response of the ethanol (0.2 to 0.8 mM) in real diluted saliva (1:10) and obtained current 
values of 1:10 diluted saliva spiked with ethanol. (b) SWV response of THC spiked in 1:10 diluted saliva 
samples and corresponding current values as linear graph. (C) Crosstalk evaluation of the alcohol/THC 
sensor. Amperometric response of (a) 10-fold diluted saliva in PBS; (b) diluted saliva (10 times) and 0.8 
mM ethanol response (solid line); (c) SWV of 1:10 fold diluted saliva containing the 0.8 mM spiked ethanol, 
followed by spiking 4 µM THC (solid line) (d). Dotted lines are the baseline recorded for both ethanol and 
THC. SWV for the oxidation of THC in PBS (0.1M, pH 7.4); ethanol measurements were performed using 
an applied potential of -0.2V for 100 sec. (D) Procedure used for collecting saliva samples after consuming 
wine and detection using ring sensor. (a) Amperometric response of ethanol in real diluted saliva before 
consuming wine (black, BAC 0.00%) and after the wine consumption (in red, 0.012%, in green, BAC 
0.023%, in magenta, BAC 0.039%, in blue, BAC 0.051% and in brown, 0.062% and plotted current values. 
Conditions: Square wave voltametric measurements of the THC oxidation in PBS (0.1M, pH 7.4); for 
ethanol, the applied potential was -0.2V for 100 sec. (E) Response of 1:10 fold diluted saliva samples at 
BAC level of 0.039%. After the ethanol detection (a), THC were spiked to the same samples at 1 and 2 µM 
and was measured voltammetrically at the THC working electrode (b). SWV conditions, as in Figure 6.3.  

 

6.1.3. Conclusions 

Alcohol and cannabis are often used in combination, and their combined synergistic 

effects may greatly increase the risk of fatal accidents. To address these risks, we have presented 

a sensor ring concept, based on embedding a powerful wireless electronic board into a ring 

platform, along with a printed dual-sensor electrode cap, for the simultaneous field detection of 

salivary THC and alcohol. The attractive capabilities of the new wearable sensor ring system have 
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been demonstrated for sensitive and rapid voltammetric and amperometric measurements of 

salivary THC and alcohol, respectively. The THC ring sensor offers a detection limit of 0.5 µM, 

which is suitable for detecting saliva THC even after 24 hours of marijuana consumption.28 Both 

electrochemical techniques have been executed using the potentiostatic circuitry embedded 

within the ring body. Such ring-based integration of miniaturized wireless electronic interface 

facilitates selective “on the spot” detection of cannabis and alcohol with no cross talk or false 

alarms. However, it is important to notice that additional sensors such as pH and temperature 

should be combined into the ring for a more precise quantitative analysis, once saliva pH and 

composition varies greatly from person to person. The new wearable sensing concept can be 

readily expanded for monitoring of other drugs of abuse. The new wearable platform thus holds 

considerable promise for rapid roadside testing of drivers suspected of driving under the influence 

of alcohol and/or drugs. We also expect that additional wearable chemical sensors will be 

incorporated in the near future into rings or other accessories which can be worn comfortably on 

the body.  

 

Chapter 6, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Talanta, 2020, by Rupesh 

Mishra K., Juliane R. Sempionatto, Zhanhong Li, Christopher Brown, Nathalia M. Galdino, 

Rushabh Shah, Shuyang Liu, Lee J. Hubble, Kara Bagot, SusanTapert, and Joseph Wang. The 

dissertation author and Rupesh Mishra K were co-authors of this paper 
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CHAPTER 7  

7. Integration of wearable electrochemical and blood pressure sensors  

7.1. Blood pressure and chemical monitoring 

Intertwined with concepts of telehealth, the internet of medical things, and precision 

medicine, wearable sensors offer attractive features to actively and remotely monitor physiological 

parameters. Wearable sensors can generate data continuously without causing any discomfort 

1,2 or interruptions to daily activity, thus enhancing wearer’s self-monitoring compliance and 

improving patient care quality 2–4 The monitoring of single physical parameters, such as the 

electrocardiogram (ECG) 5–7 and blood pressure (BP), 8–10 and of biochemical parameters, such 

as glucose, 11–15 using non-invasive wearable sensors has been reported. The importance of 

integrating multi-sensors on a single platform has been demonstrated in the landmark work of 

Gao et al 16 where multiple chemical sensors were integrated into a single wrist band platform. 

Following this pioneering work, sensor integration is now shifting towards the combination of 

different sensor modalities. Recent efforts have led to the integration of physical and chemical 

sensors into a single wearable device, such as sensors for ECG with lactate 17,18 or glucose 19 for 

monitoring athlete’s performance, and temperature with metabolites and electrolytes for signal 

calibration.12,16 Yet, to the best of our knowledge, the in-depth study of the correlation of 

cardiovascular parameters, particularly BP, with biomarker levels using an integrated hybrid 

wearable sensor remains unexplored. 

BP and HR, two of the most important vital signs, can dynamically and directly reflect the 

physiological status of the body. These cardiovascular parameters can be affected by fluctuations 

of various biomarker concentrations originated from activities, such as movement, stress, or 

intake of food, drinks, and drugs, that can lead to sudden, sometimes lethal alterations. 

Multimodal BP-chemical sensing could thus have tremendous clinical value, especially for people 
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with underlying health conditions, such as the elderlies, obese individuals, diabetic and 

cardiovascular patients, as their physiological response to normal day-to-day activities might differ 

from healthy people. Further, the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of many diseases can 

greatly benefit from the simultaneous monitoring of cardiovascular parameters and biomarker 

levels. These include acute and deadly septic shock, which commonly involves sudden drops in 

BP accompanied by rapidly increasing blood lactate levels 20 and hypo/hyperglycemia-induced 

hypo/hypertension which increases the risks of stroke, cardiac diseases, retinopathy, and 

nephropathy in diabetic patients. 21–24 Simultaneous tracking of metabolites and hemodynamic 

parameters using the same device can increase the patient compliance towards self-monitoring, 

as it obviates the need of using multiple devices for measuring these parameters, towards 

preventing dangerous cardiac events and saving valuable lives. The combination of 

transdisciplinary sensing modalities into a single miniaturized skin conformal wearable platform 

can yield significant additional advantages. For example, tiny critically ill and premature infants 

need continuous monitoring of various dangerous conditions, ranging from hypoglycemia and 

sepsis-like infection to open-heart surgeries where blood pressure and lactate or glucose need to 

be monitored continuously. 25,26 Current neonate monitoring platforms require the application of 

multiple, often invasive, sensors coupled to bulky instruments on their tiny body that pose severe 

injury risks and barriers to parent-baby bonding. 27 By integrating different sensing modalities on 

a single flexible, skin-worn tattoo-like patch, vulnerable patients - from neonates to elderly - can 

leverage their monitoring device with minimal discomfort or obtrusiveness. The recent global 

pandemic has also highlighted the urgent needs for remote self-monitoring devices, with particular 

attention to the management of high BP and diabetes, which are major factors in the deaths of 

COVID-19 patients. 28 A comprehensive cardiovascular/biomarker self-monitoring platform would 

enhance users’ self-awareness to their health conditions, and alert them and their caregivers to 

the occurrence of abnormal physiological changes. 
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Herein, we present for the first time, a conformal, stretchable, and integrated wearable 

sensor that can simultaneously monitor BP, HR, and levels of glucose, lactate, caffeine, and 

alcohol, toward dynamic and comprehensive health self-monitoring. We use ultrasonic 

transducers for monitoring the BP and HR, and electrochemical sensors for measuring the levels 

of biomarkers. Through strategic material selection, layout design, and fabrication innovation, we 

integrated rigid and soft sensor components, namely customized piezoelectric lead zirconate 

titanate (PZT) ultrasound transducers and printed polymer composites via innovative solvent-

soldering process, into a single wearable conformal platform with high mechanical resiliency and 

free of sensor crosstalk. Such rational design overcomes engineering challenges related to the 

integration of the different sensing modalities and materials to allow real-time monitoring of 

cardiovascular parameters and biomarker levels, in connection to parallel sampling of the 

interstitial fluid (ISF) and sweat biofluids. The resulting epidermal hybrid device can emit ultrasonic 

pulses and sense echoes from arteries, while stimulating sweat and extracting ISF through 

iontophoresis (IP), allowing simultaneous measurements of BP and HR, along with multiple 

biomarkers in these biofluids. We carried out on-body trials with multiple human subjects 

experiencing diverse activities and stimuli (exercising, having alcohol, food, and caffeine) 

(Figure.7.1d). The correlations between metabolic variations and hemodynamic activities, under 

these stimuli, were monitored and evaluated. The improved sensor assembly process, leveraging 

the Styrene-ethylene-butylene-styrene block copolymer (SEBS)-based stretchable materials, 

allows the fast and reliable fabrication of a stretchable and conformal epidermal sensor for 

simultaneous acoustic and electrochemical sensing. Such device offers (i) comprehensive 

tracking of the effect of daily activities and stimuli upon the users’ physiological status, and (ii) 

enables the collection of previously unavailable data towards understanding of the body response 

to such stimuli, while addressing the critical post-pandemic needs for remote telemetric patient 

monitoring.  
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The multimodal sensing platform is depicted in Figure 7.1a. SEBS was used as the 

stretchable and conformal substrate to support the electrodes and connections printed with 

customized inks (Figure 7.1e). The stretchable substrate and inks allow the high conformity, 

flexibility (Figure 7.1f-i), and stretchability (Figure 7.1f-ii) required for wearable devices. The BP 

sensor consists of an array of eight piezoelectric transducers, which are aligned with the carotid 

artery upon applying on the neck to obtain optimal ultrasonic signals. 29 .During sensing, the 

piezoelectric transducers were activated with electrical pulses, transmitting ultrasound beams to 

the artery, and the time of flight of the echoes from the anterior and the posterior walls of the 

artery was analyzed to gauge the dilation and contraction of arteries (Figure 7.1c, h). The optimal 

BP signal can be selected from the eight transducers with the best alignment to the artery and 

hence the highest signal quality, thus ensuring reliable BP sensing during movement where the 

patch may undergo some displacement. 29 Detailed information regarding the fabrication of the 

multimodal sensor is discussed in materials and methods section. The chemical sensing has been 

realized through non-invasive sweat stimulation (via transdermal pilocarpine delivery) at the IP 

anode, alongside with ISF extraction at the IP cathode. Lactate, alcohol and caffeine were 

monitored only in sweat, while glucose was monitored only in ISF (Figure 7.1b). 

Chronoamperometry (CA) was used for electrochemical detection of the hydrogen peroxide 

product of the glucose oxidase (GOx), lactate oxidase (LOx), and alcohol oxidase (AOx) 

enzymatic reactions, while differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) was used for the detection of 

caffeine. Detailed electrode modification and reaction mechanisms are discussed in Figure 7.4. 

The analytical performance of each chemical sensor was also studied.  
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Figure 7.1 Design and Mechanism of the stretchable integrated blood pressure-chemical sensing patch. a, 
A photo image of the sensor on body. b, Illustration of the sensor’s acoustic and electrochemical sensing 
components along with hydrogel for sweat stimulation and ISF extraction. c, Acoustic sensing and 
iontophoresis mechanism of the integrated sensor. The transducer applies ultrasound pulses which 
generate echoes from the anterior and posterior walls of the artery. Chemical sensing starts with applying 
an iontophoretic current from a positive terminal (anode +) to a negative terminal (cathode -) that allows the 
electro-repulsive delivery of a sweat stimulating molecule P+ (Pilocarpine nitrate). After pilocarpine delivery, 
stimulated sweat containing biomarkers (such as lactate, caffeine, and alcohol) is collected and quantified 
in the left side of the device. The iontophoretic current leads to osmotic flow of biomarkers (such as glucose) 
from the interstitial fluid to the skin surface, allowing its collection and analysis on the right side of the 
sensor. d, Schematic showing the different daily activities inputs performed by an individual and the 
corresponding biomarkers (alcohol, caffeine, lactate, and glucose) followed by the effect on the individual´s 
system (body response). The inputs are transduced and outputted as BP, HR and electrochemical signals 
by the device reflecting the body’s physiological status.  e, Layer-by-layer layout of the integrated sensor. 
f, Photos of the sensor under i, bending and ii, stretching. g, Mechanisms of the electrochemical sensors. 
i, amperometric measurements using enzyme-based sensors. The Prussian blue (PB) working electrode 
was modified either with the LOx, GOx or AOx redox enzymes, allowing the biocatalytic oxidation of lactate, 
glucose or alcohol molecules to pyruvate, gluconic acid or acetaldehyde (product) respectively, along with 
the production of hydrogen peroxide. The typical electrochemical reduction of the liberated hydrogen 
peroxide (H2O2) to hydroxyl ions (OH-) (Left scheme) was performed in PBS pH 7.4 by applying a potential 
of -0.2 V. An increase of negative current is observed by the increase in concentration of chemical analyte 
(Right scheme). ii, caffeine non-enzymatic measurements. During the sensing process, caffeine was 
oxidized which resulted in the production of uric acid analog molecules and electrons (Left scheme). A 
carbon electrode modified with multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) allowed the pulse-voltammetric 
detection of caffeine following 30 s accumulation at -1.2 V and scanning between +0.5 V and +1.5 V; Estep: 
0.004 V; Epulse: 0.05 V; tpulse: 0.05 s; scan rate: 0.02 V/s. By increasing the concentration of caffeine, an 
increasing oxidation signal is observed (Right scheme). h, Signal generation mechanism of the ultrasound 
transducer. The pulsed ultrasound signal from the transducer is reflected from the anterior and the posterior 
walls of the artery and collected by the transducer. Signal processing of the ultrasound signal. The time of 
flight (TOF) of the reflected echo can be converted into BP via established transfer functions. 
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7.1.1. Materials and methodology 

Materials and reagents 

Chitosan, acetic acid, bovine serum albumin (BSA), L-lactic acid, sodium phosphate 

monobasic (NaH2PO4), sodium phosphate dibasic (Na2HPO4), D(+)-glucose, glucose oxidase 

(GOx) from Aspergillus niger type X-S (EC 1.1.3.4), Nafion®, agarose, pilocarpine nitrate, Prussian 

blue (soluble), toluene, ethanol, and silver flakes were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, 

MO). Graphite powder was purchased from Acros Organics (USA). Lactate oxidase (LOx) (activity 

101 U mg−1) was purchased from Toyobo Corp. (Osaka, Japan). SEBS (G1645) was received 

from Kraton Coporation (Houston TX, USA) while Ecoflex® 00-30 was purchased from Smooth-

on Inc. (Easton PA, USA). Super-P carbon black was obtained from MTI Corporation (Richmond, 

CA, USA). The ultrasound gel pad (AQUAFLEX®) was purchased from Parker Laboratories Inc. 

(Fairfield, NJ, USA). All reagents were used without further purification.  

 

Sensor fabrication, assembly and electrode modification 

The screen-printing was carried out using a semi-automatic MPM-SPM printer (Speedline 

Technologies, Franklin, MA) and custom stainless steel stencils developed using AutoCAD software 

(Autodesk, San Rafael, CA) and produced by Metal Etch Services (San Marcos, CA), with dimensions 

of 12 in × 12 in and 125 µm thickness. The electrodes were printed layer-by-layer as illustrated in 

Figure 7.2. Bulk PZT was used for ultrasound transducers, which were diced (Disco Automatic 

Dicing Saw DAD3220) into 0.8 mm by 3 mm rectangular-shaped pixels and sandwiched by two 

layers of stretchable silver inks as electrodes. The connection between the transducers and the 

silver traces was realized by adding a toluene droplet to the printed silver traces and placing the 

transducers on the softened ink. After attaching the PZT transducers, the screen-printed ground 

connection was placed on the sensor by dissolving the printed traces in a similar fashion. The biosensor 
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electrodes were subsequently modified by drop casting the respective enzymes and polymer layers. 

Details of the ink formulation, printing and assembling processes, and the individual drop casting 

protocols for different biosensors are given below. 

 

Figure 7.2 Layer-by-layer printing and assembling steps of the integrated sensor. Stretchable silver and PB 
ink were used to print the pattern over the SEBS substrate. Step 1: Printing the stretchable serpentine 
interconnection using the silver ink. Step 2: Printing of the IP electrodes and the reference electrodes using 
the silver ink. Step 3: Printing the counter (curved) and working electrodes (round) using the PB ink. Step 
4: Printing an insulating layer to define the working electrode area and insulate the interconnections using 
the SEBS resin. Step 5: Flip the SEBS substrate backside up. Print the serpentine interconnects for the 
transducers and ground using the silver ink. Step 6: Solvent solder the transducer chips onto the silver 
interconnects. Step 7: Solvent solder the ground to the other side of the transducers and connect it to the 
reserved ground interconnect. Step 8: Finished. Ready for sensor modifications. 

 

Fabrication of the SEBS substrate 

A viscus SEBS resin was prepared by dispersing SEBS beads in toluene with a weight 

ratio of 1: 2. The mixture was left on a linear shaker (Scilogex, SK-L180-E) overnight or until the 

mixture became transparent and homogeneous. A PET film with non-stick coating was used as 

the temporary casting substrate, and a doctor blade set at 1 mm height was used to cast the 
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SEBS resin into a sheet on the PET substrate. The cast resin was firstly dried in ambient 

environment for 1 h, followed by curing in a conventional oven at 80 °C for additional 1 h to remove 

the excess solvent. The transparent, uniform SEBS film was peeled off from the PET substrate for 

subsequent sensor fabrication. 

 

Synthesis of the stretchable silver and PB ink 

The formulation of the stretchable silver ink is based on early reports. 30 The ink was 

synthesized by mixing silver flakes, toluene, and SEBS, in a weight ratio of 4: 2.37: 0.63, in a dual 

asymmetric centrifugal mixer (Flacktek Speedmixer, DAC 150.1 KV-K) with a speed of 1800 RPM 

for 10 min or until obtaining a homogeneous ink. The stretchable PB ink was synthesized by mixing 

super-P carbon black, graphite powder, PB, SEBS and toluene, in a weight ratio of 0.5: 3: 1: 1.26: 

4.74, in the mixer at 2150 RPM for 10 min or until the ink was homogeneous. Before printing the 

stretchable inks, the ink viscosity was analyzed visually and, if necessary, (~200 µL) toluene was 

added and the ink was centrifuged before use.  

 

Assembly of the PZT transducers 

The diced PZT transducers can be “solvent soldered” onto the printed current collectors by 

firstly dissolving the junction regions of the interconnections temporarily with a small volume of toluene 

(~ 1µL), followed by placing the transducers onto the softened trances to physically bond with the 

composite ink. After placing the transducers onto the wetted interconnections, the assembled device 

was left drying for 2 minutes in ambient temperature. Afterward, the printed ground wire was carefully 

aligned with the transducers and solvent soldered to the array, by adding a droplet of toluene on each 

PZT transducer, in a similar fashion. Lastly, the printed ground was “solvent soldered” to the 
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reserved channel of the interconnection array. The detailed fabrication process is illustrated in 

Figure 7.3.  

 

Figure 7.3 Assembly process of ultrasound transducers. a, Dip toluene droplets on the connection pad of 
the interconnects using a pipette to partially dissolve the silver traces. b, Place the transducer on the 
softened pad for bonding. c, Repeat steps in a-b and align all the transducers along the pattern. d, Dip 
toluene droplets on transducers and the ground interconnect pad using a pipette. e, Apply the ground wire 
to the transducers and connect to the ground interconnect pad. 

 

Biosensor working electrode modification 

All PBS used in the electrode modification was prepared in 0.1 M with a pH of 7.4. All BSA 

solution was prepared with a concentration of 10 mg/mL in PBS. The chitosan solution was prepared 

by dissolving chitosan in 0.1 M acetic acid with a concentration of 0.5 wt%. For preparing the lactate 

biosensor, the chitosan solution was mixed with LOx (40 mg/mL) in BSA solution, in a ratio of 1: 1 (v/v), 

followed by drop casting a 2 µL aliquot of the mixture onto the working electrode surface. For preparing 

the glucose biosensor, GOx (40 mg/mL) in BSA solution, glutaraldehyde in water (5 wt%) and Nafion 

in water (0.5 wt%) were mixed in a ratio of 1: 1: 0.33 (v/v/v) , and a 1.5 µL aliquot was drop cast onto 

the working electrode surface. For preparing the alcohol biosensor, AOx (10-40 units/mg), BSA 
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solution and the chitosan solution were mixed in a ratio of 8:1:1 (v/v/v), and a 4 µL aliquot of the 

mixture was drop cast to the working electrode surface. After drying at room temperature for 1 hr, 

2 µL of the chitosan solution was drop cast to all previously enzyme-modified surfaces. Upon 

completing the corresponding modification steps, the resulting biosensors were stored at 4°C overnight 

before using. For the caffeine sensor, a solution of 0.1 mg/mL of MWCNT was dispersed in 50% EtOH 

(v/v in DI water) in an ultrasound bath for 10 min, and a 2 µL aliquot of the dispersed solution was 

drop cast onto the working electrode surface. After drying at room temperature for 1 hr, 2 µL of 

0.01% v/v of Nafion in water solution was drop cast onto the previously MWCNT-decorated 

working electrode and dried at room temperature overnight. Schematics representing the modified 

sensor components and corresponding electrochemical reactions are shown in Figure 7.4  
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Figure 7.4 Biosensor modifications and reaction mechanisms. a, Lactate sensor modification. LOx reaction 
with lactate, leading to the formation of hydrogen peroxide and pyruvate. Further, the PB-based electrode 
transducer transforms the hydrogen peroxide product to hydroxyl ions (OH-) for selective lactate detection. 
b, Glucose sensor modification. The GOx reaction with glucose leads to the formation of hydrogen peroxide 
and gluconic acid. The PB based electrode transducer offers specific detection of the peroxide product 
towards selective glucose detection. c, Alcohol sensor modification. The AOx reaction with its ethanol 
substrate results in the formation of hydrogen peroxide and acetaldehyde. The PB-based electrode 
transducer offers specific detection of the peroxide product towards selective alcohol detection. d, Caffeine 
sensor modification. The anodic oxidation of the caffeine analyte at the CNT modified printed electrode 
results the production of uric acid and electron flow. The DPV peak current corresponds to the caffeine 
concentrations 

 

Sensor In-vitro calibration 

The fabricated sensors, including the lactate, glucose, alcohol and caffeine biosensors, and 

the PZT acoustic sensors, were calibrated separately in in-vitro settings. The biosensors were 
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calibrated by using 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.4) or 0.01 M acetate buffer (pH 4.5) with successive spiking of 

corresponding analytes, and recording the corresponding CA (for lactate, glucose and alcohol) and 

DPV (for caffeine). Protocols of the in-vitro biosensor calibrations are discussed below. 

All PBS used in the in-vitro characterization of the sensors is 0.1 M at pH 7.4, unless 

otherwise noted. 

 

Lactate sensor  

The calibration curve of the lactate sensor was obtained using an initial PBS droplet with 

100 µL volume on the sensor surface. The solution was spiked with 1 µL of 0.5 M lactate solution 

to incrementally increase the concentration of the lactate from 0 to 30 mM with CA at -0.2 V for 

60 s after each spiking. The selectivity of the lactate sensor was evaluated by performing CA 

while spiking the PBS successively with lactate (2 mM), glucose (0.2 mM), ascorbic acid (10 µM), 

uric acid (60 µM), and acetaminophen (10 µM). 31 The stability of the lactate sensor was examined 

by performing 10 repetitive CA measurements of 2 mM lactate and calculating its relative 

response changes in %. The in-vitro characterization data of the lactate sensor is summarized in 

Figure 7.5.  

Figure 7.5 In-vitro characterization of the lactate sensor. a, Lactate sensor’s amperometric response to 
successive additions of 5 mM lactate from 0 to 30 mM. b, Lactate calibration curve based on the average 
response of different sensors (RSD = 6%, n=3, r2= 0.98). c, Evaluation of the lactate sensor selectivity in 
the presence of lactate (LA, 2 mM), glucose (GLU, 0.2 mM), ascorbic acid (AA, 10 µM), uric acid (UA, 60 
µM) and acetaminophen (AC, 10 µM). (d) Stability of the lactate: 10 repetitive measurements of 2 mM 
lactate.  
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Glucose sensor  

The calibration curve of the glucose sensor was obtained using an initial 100 µL PBS 

droplet on the sensor surface The solution was spiked with 1 µL of 0.1 M glucose solution to 

incrementally increase the concentration of glucose from 0 to 10 mM with CA at -0.2 V for 60 s 

after each spiking. The selectivity of the glucose sensor was evaluated by performing CA while 

spiking the PBS successively with glucose (2 mM), lactate (10 mM), ascorbic acid (10 µM), uric 

acid (10 µM), and acetaminophen (10 µM). 31 The stability of the glucose sensor was examined 

by performing 10 repetitive CA measurements of 2 mM glucose and calculating its relative 

response changes in %. The in-vitro characterization data of the glucose sensor is summarized 

in Figure 7.6  

 

Figure 7.6 In-vitro characterization of the glucose sensor. a, Glucose sensor’s amperometric response to 
successive 1 mM glucose additions from 0 to 10 mM. b, Glucose calibration curve based on the average 
response of different sensors (RSD = 3.6%, n=3, r2= 0.99) . c, Evaluation of the glucose sensor selectivity 
in the presence of GLU (2 mM), LA (10 mM), AA (10 µM), UA (10 µM) and AC (10 µM). d, Stability of the 
glucose sensor: 10 repetitive measurements of 2 mM glucose 

 

Alcohol sensor  

The calibration curve of the alcohol sensor was obtained using an initial PBS droplet with 

100 µL volume on the sensor surface. The solution was spiked with 1 µL of 0.8 M ethanol solution 

to incrementally increase the concentration of alcohol from 0 to 32 mM with CA at -0.2 V for 60 s 

after each spiking. The selectivity of the alcohol sensor was evaluated by performing CA while 
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spiking the PBS measured successively with ethanol (20 mM), lactate (10 mM), glucose, (0.2 

mM), ascorbic acid (10 µM), uric acid (60 µM), and acetaminophen (10 µM). 31 The stability of the 

alcohol sensor was evaluated by performing 10 repetitive CA measurements of 2 mM ethanol and 

calculating its relative response changes in %. The in-vitro characterization data of the alcohol 

sensor is summarized in Figure 7.7. 
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Figure 7.7 In-vitro characterization of the alcohol sensor. a, The alcohol sensor’s amperometric response 
to successive 8mM ethanol increments from 0 to 80 mM. b, Calibration curve of the alcohol sensor based 
on the average response of different sensors (RSD = 3.5%, n=3, r2=0.99). c, Selectivity test in the presence 
of AL (20 mM), GLU (0.2 mM), AA (10 µM), LA (10 mM), UA (60 µM) and AC (10 µM). d, Stability of the 
alcohol sensor: 10 repetitive measurements of 20 mM alcohol. 

 

Caffeine sensor   

DPV was utilized for evaluating the caffeine sensor with the following parameters: 

accumulation at -1.2 V for 30s; Einitial: +0.5 V; Efinal: +1.5 V; Estep: 0.004 V; Epulse: 0.05 V; tpulse: 0.05 

s; scan rate: 0.02 V/s. For calibration curve tests, 100 µL of 0.01 M acetate buffer (pH 4.5) were 

used to cover the sensing area of the device. The background response was recorded repeatedly 

until the signal was stable. The caffeine DPV response was then recorded after each consecutive 

addition of 1 µL of 1 mM caffeine in DI water for obtaining 10 µM increments of the caffeine 

concentration, up to 210 µM. The selectivity of the caffeine sensor was evaluated by performing 

DPV while spiking the acetate buffer successively with caffeine (20 µM), lactate (10 mM), ascorbic 

acid (10 µM), uric acid (60 µM), and acetaminophen (10 µM). 31 The stability of the caffeine sensor 

was examined by performing 10 repetitive DPV measurements of 20 µM caffeine and calculating 

its relative peak current changes in %. The in-vitro characterization data of the caffeine sensor is 

summarized in Figure 7.8. For the on-body tests an agarose gel loaded with acetate buffer pH 

4.5 was used, covering only the caffeine sensor. A standard additions voltammetric method, 

involving spiking caffeine to a collected sweat sample, is used to validate the amount of caffeine 
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in sweat. This method was used once to construct the calibration plot for correlating directly the 

wearable patch signal to sweat caffeine concentrations.  

 

Figure 7.8 In-vitro characterization of the caffeine sensor. a, The caffeine sensor’s DPV response of 
increasing caffeine additions in 10 µM steps from 0 to 200 µM. b, Corresponding caffeine calibration curve 
based on average response of different sensors (RSD = 0.14%, n=3, r2=0.9). c, Evaluation of the caffeine 
sensor selectivity in the presence of CF (20 µM), GLU (0.2 mM), LA (10 mM), AA (10 µM), UA (60 µM) and 
AC (10 µM). d, Stability of the caffeine sensor: 10 repetitive DPV measurements of 20 µM caffeine.  

 

Sodium sensor  

Open circuit potential (OCP) was used for evaluating the sodium sensor. For the 

calibration curve, the sensor was incubated for 30 minutes in an aqueous solution of 10 mM NaCl. 

After rinsing, the response signals for 100 µL of 0.1, 1, 10 and 100 mM NaCl were recorded by 

consecutively replacing the solution on the electrode surface. The selectivity of the sodium sensor 

was evaluated by calibrating the sensor with different KCl concentrations in a similar fashion as 

the NaCl calibration. The stability of the sodium sensor was examined by recording the response 

to 0.1 mM NaCl over 1 hour. The reversibility of the sensor was performed by increasing and 

decreasing the NaCl concentration on the sensor surface from 0.1 mM to 100 mM and back to 

0.1 mM.  

The sodium selective membrane cocktail composition consisted of 1 mg sodium 

ionophore X, 0.55 mg Na-TFPB, 33 mg PVC, and 65.45 mg DOS dissolved in 660 µL of THF 

(Fisher Chemical). The cocktail was thoroughly mixed to dissolve all the components. The 
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reference cocktail was prepared by dissolving 78.1 mg PVB (Quimidroga S.A.) and 50 mg NaCl 

in 1 mL methanol. Next, a 3 µL aliquot of the sodium selective membrane cocktail was drop-

casted onto the working carbon electrode and the reference electrode was modified by 3 µL 

aliquot of the reference cocktail, followed by 1 µL of polyurethane (Tecoflex® SG-80A) dissolved 

in THF (15%w/w). The modified Na-sensors were left to dry overnight before use. All chemicals 

were obtained from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), except when specified otherwise.  

 

Preparation of the IP hydrogels 

An Ecoflex mold with multiple circular trenches with a diameter of 18 mm and thickness of 

at least 1 mm was prepared for forming the hydrogels. The anode hydrogel solution was prepared 

by dissolving 120 mg agarose in 3 mL of 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline solution at 150 °C 

under stirring until all agarose was dissolved. The cathode hydrogel solution was prepared by 

dissolving 120 mg agarose in 3 mL DI water. After agarose dissolution, the temperature was 

immediately decreased to 60 oC and 60 mg of pilocarpine was added under continuous stirring. 

300 µL aliquots of the hot solutions (cathodic and anodic gels) were added into each circular mold 

to allow them to solidify. After the solution cooled down in the mold, the gels were cut into the 

corresponding cathode and anode geometries and stored in a wet chamber at 4 °C before using. 

The detailed preparation procedure is illustrated in Figure 7.9  
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Figure 7.9 Preparation and assembling of the hydrogel layers. a, Anode hydrogel preparation. (i) A mixture 
of 4% agarose and DI water kept under continuous stirring at 150ºC until complete dissolution. Next, the 
addition of 2% pilocarpine nitrate under stirring. (ii) 300 µL of the solution was then drop cast in the Ecoflex 
molds. After cooling, the viscous solution on the mold became a solid coin shape hydrogel. b, Cathode 
hydrogel preparation: (i) The mixture of 4% agarose and 0.1 M PBS (pH 7.4) buffer was kept at continuous 
stirring at 150ºC until observing complete agarose dissolution. (ii) 300 µL of the solution was then drop cast 
in Ecoflex molds. After cooling, the viscous solution on the mold became a solid coin shape hydrogel. c, 
Hydrogel assembly: (i) A coin shape anode and cathode hydrogel disks were cut with the shape of the 
screen-printed pattern of the anode and cathode respectively. (ii) After the shape was provided, the anode 
hydrogel was placed on the left side and the cathode hydrogel was placed on the right side. 

 

Sensor mechanical tests 

The mechanical testing was conducted via controlled stretching tests. A programmable 

motorized linear stage (X-LRQ, Zaber Technologies Inc.) was used for stretching the device with 
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controlled strain and speed. One of the edges of the printed device was taped at the fixed end of 

the stage and the other to the moving end of the stage. The device was firstly stretched at 3 mm/s 

speed to 120% of its original length in the horizontal direction and release back to its original size 

at the same speed. This process was programmed to be repeated 200 times, so that the device 

could be taken from the stage for measurements before remounting back for subsequent 

stretching. The process was repeated until 1,000 cycles of stretching were completed (Figures 

7.10). This process was repeated for deformations on the vertical directions using the same 

device. Electrochemical tests under constant deformation of 120% stretching (horizontal and 

vertical directions) were conducted after every 200 stretching cycles, up to 1000 stretching 

deformations. (Figures 7.11). The resiliency of the sensor was inspected visually by attaching 

the device to the skin and subjecting it to various deformations (Figure 7.16). 
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Figure 7.10 Electrode electrochemical stability under repeated stretching tests. a-b, the CV response of the 
PB electrode every 200 cycles in a 1000-cycle, 20% strain stretching test (a) and the corresponding 
reduction peak potentials (RSD = 0.84%) and peak currents (RSD = 5.55%). c-d, The CA response at -0.2 
V applied anodic potential of the PB electrode every 200 cycles in a 1000-cycle, 20% strain stretching test 
(a), and the corresponding end-point currents (d). All electrochemical tests were performed in 0.1M PBS 
with pH 7.4, against an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. 
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Figure 7.11 Electrochemical performance of the GOx modified biosensor under mechanical deformation. a, 
Photo of the sensor under 20% vertical strain and electrochemical response to 10 mM glucose after 
stretching the sensor vertically 100 times at 120% and recording the signal every 10 stretching cycles (RSD 
= 3.45%) (i). The response was also recorded while the sensor was under stress, after every 10-stretching 
deformation (RSD = 5.42%). b, Photo of the sensor under 20% horizontal strain and electrochemical 
response to 10 mM glucose after stretching the sensor horizontally 100 times at 120% and recording the 
signal every 10 stretching cycles (RSD = 2.33%) (i). The response was also recorded with the sensor under 
stress after every 10- stretching deformation (RSD = 3.14%). c, Variation of current response to 10 mM 
glucose for all deformations (RSD = 5.18%). d, Error associated to each deformation cycle including all 
deformations; higher error is associated to the first cycles. 

 

Sensor crosstalk tests 

The crosstalk between the acoustic and electrochemical signals was analyzed on-body by 

monitoring the changes in one signal while the other signal was generated intermittently. For 
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analyzing the co-sensor interference from the CA electrochemical measurement to the BP 

waveform, the BP signals were recorded continuously for at least 4 s in two stages. Initially when 

the CA was already being performed by applying a potential of -0.2 V to the electrochemical 

sensors, , and when the detection potential was turned on after the BP recording had already 

started. The interference tests from the BP sensor on the CA measurements were performed in 

the same fashion for the anodic and cathodic sensors as follows. For analyzing the crosstalk 

effect of the acoustic signal generation upon the electrochemical signal acquisition, the CA signal 

was recorded continuously for 180 s while the electric pulses for the BP measurements were 

delivered to the PZT transducer in an off-on-off-on-off-on pattern with a period of 30 s for each 

phase. The crosstalk from the differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) to the acoustic signal was 

evaluated in the same fashion as in the CA tests as follows. The effect of the acoustic signal upon 

the caffeine sensor was evaluated in two stages, first by recording the DPV signal while the BP 

recording was being applied, following by terminating the BP signal when the DPV reached the 

peak potential and by recording the DPV signal prior to initiating the BP acquisition at peak 

potential. The corresponding data obtained are included in Figure 7.16. All signal generation and 

data acquisition were performed using μAutolab III electrochemical analyzer (Metrohm) for the 

chemical sensors and the 5077PR pulser-receiver (Olympus) for the acoustic sensors. The 

potentiostat was configurated with +/- 5 V voltage and 1 mA current limit to avoid 

overcurrent/overvoltage. The device was inspected visually to ensure that the transducers were 

fully covered by the SEBS substrates for insulation. No capacitive coupling, short-circuiting nor 

breakdown conduction were observed during the experiment. 

 

Sensor on-body test protocols 

Epidermal evaluation of the device was performed on healthy consenting subjects with no 

prior history of heart conditions, diabetes, or chronic pain, and in strict compliance with the 
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protocol approved by the Institutional review board (IRB) at the University of California, San 

Diego. The device was placed on the neck of the volunteers for all on-body evaluations. Prior to 

every set of measurements using the integrated sensor, the glucose, lactate, alcohol, and BP 

signals were validated with a commercial glucometer (ACCU-CHEK, USA), blood lactate (NOVA 

biomedical, USA), breathalyzer (BACtrack S80 Pro) and FDA approved blood pressure cuff 

(LOVIA, USA), respectively. Caffeine concentrations were estimated by standard addition 

methodology using the collected sweat 29. Sweat stimulation and ISF extraction were realized 

simultaneously by using a μAutolab III electrochemical analyzer to apply a current density of 0.3 mA 

cm-2 between the cathode and anode electrodes for 10 min. Prior to sweat generation, a pre-

conditioning step was carried out on the skin by applying the same current density using agarose 

gels in the cathode and anode compartments for 10 min, following by immediate placement of the 

device with pilocarpine delivery gel on the conditioned area. Before placing the sensor, the skin 

was thoroughly cleaned with soap and alcohol wipes. The patch was transferred to the skin by 

using a double-sided clean laser tattoo transfer adhesive (Papilio, TM). Openings were made in 

the adhesive film to expose the sensors and IP electrodes to the skin. For all measurements, a 

single device was used for each volunteer to perform the “before” and “after” tests. The device 

was kept in the volunteer’s neck during the entire experiment, unless otherwise specified. Detailed 

of the hydrogels fabrication and skin transfer processes are illustrated in Figures 7.12 and 7.13.  
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Figure 7.12 Assembly of the iontophoretic and US hydrogels. a, The commercial solid gel pad for ultrasound 
inspection integrated on the device. The picture shows a freestanding cut piece of solid gel. The hydrogels 
for cathode and anode were cut into the shape of the IP electrodes. b, After the shape was provided, c, the 
anode hydrogel was placed on the left side and the cathode hydrogel was placed on the right side. 
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Figure 7.13 Transfer process of the patch. a, Double-sided tattoo adhesive. b, Opening for the sensing 
areas, c, removing the first protective layer from the double-sided tattoo adhesive with an opening for the 
sensing areas, and d, applying adhesive to the tattoo; e, after removing the second protective layer from 
the applied adhesive, f, placing the hydrogels and US gel and g-h, transferring to the body. 

 

The on-body results were acquired using a benchtop CHI 1230A electrochemical analyzer 

for the biosensors and 5077PR pulser-receiver (Olympus) for the acoustic sensors. Food intake 

refers to the intake of sugar-rich food (100 g cheesecake, 350 kcal, 22g sugar). Alcohol intake 

refers to the intake of alcohol (200 mL wine, alcohol 19% vol.). Caffeine intake refers to the intake 

of a sugar-free caffeinated drink (248 mL, 80 mg caffeine). Exercise refers to a 30-min exercise 

session on a stationary bike with constant intensity followed by a 5-min cooling period. 
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Exercising: BP and lactate signals were acquired before and after exercising for three 

healthy volunteers. The device was removed from their skin during the 30 min stationary bike 

exercise and kept in a wet chamber at room temperature. After exercising, and following a 5 min 

cooling period, the volunteer’s neck was cleaned with soap and alcohol pads for replacing the 

same sensor in the same area. The optimal BP signal after the sensor replacement was selected 

by testing the PZT array in the BP sensor. The influence of the device removal/replacement on 

the signal was studied. 29  

Alcohol Intake: BP and alcohol levels were measured before and 20 minutes after the 

alcohol consumption. The device was kept on the volunteer’s neck during the entire experiment.  

Food Intake: BP and ISF glucose signals were acquired in the fasting state (16 hours) for 

three healthy volunteers and 15 min after consuming the sugar-rich food. The device was kept on 

the volunteer’s neck during the whole experiment. 

Caffeine Intake: Subject volunteer’s caffeine levels in sweat were monitored before and 

30 min after consuming the sugar-free caffeine drink. The device was kept on the volunteer’s neck 

during the entire experiment. For the on-body tests, an agarose gel loaded with acetate buffer pH 

4.5 was used, covering only the caffeine sensor. Prior to the caffeine ingestion, stimulated sweat 

was collected for the standard addition caffeine determination.  

Simultaneous Alcohol and Food Intake: The dual modality of the sensor was tested by 

combining alcohol and food intakes. BP, ISF glucose, and sweat alcohol levels were measured 

before and after 20 min of the simultaneous consumption of an alcoholic beverage and the sugar-

rich food. The device was kept on the volunteer’s neck during the whole experiment. 

Food Intake and Exercising: The dual modality of the sensor was tested toward the 

monitoring of blood pressure, glucose, and lactate levels. The subject was first asked to consume 

a sugar-rich food. Fifteen minutes after the food consumption, ISF glucose, sweat lactate and BP 
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were measured. Next, the device was removed from the subject, kept in a wet chamber at room 

temperature, and the volunteer was asked to perform the physical exercise on a stationary bicycle 

for 30 min followed by cooldown for 5 min; After the cooldown interval the subject’s skin was cleaned 

and the same sensor was used for subsequent measurement of the SIF glucose, sweat lactate, and 

BP levels. 

Continuous Lactate and BP Sensing During Exercising: The sensor was further tested by 

monitoring dynamic changes in BP and sweat lactate while performing continuous physical 

activity. Subjects with different fitness levels (physically active and non-active) were asked to 

perform 30 minutes of cycling activity at constant intensity while wearing the sensor. Iontophoresis 

and the iontophoretic gels were not used for this portion of the study, as sweat was generated 

spontaneously from the activity. The BP and blood lactate were measured right before the start 

of the exercise and the initial sweat lactate level was measured 5 min after starting the exercise 

when sweat was firstly generated. Within ~10 minutes, BP and blood lactate signal were recorded 

again. The BP and blood lactate were recorded also upon completion of exercising for validation. 

 

7.1.2. Results and discussions 

Crosstalk study 

The performance of the integrated sensor for multiplexed simultaneous sensing requires 

reliable data generation from the individual sensors, with no crosstalk between the two sensing 

modalities. Here, the signal crosstalk between the acoustic and electrochemical transducers was 

prevented by spatially separating both components and using solid-state ultrasound and sensing 

hydrogel layers (Figures 7.14). 
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Figure 7.14 In-vitro cross-talking evaluation of multimodal wearable sensor. In vitro measurements were 
performed using the agarose-PBS hydrogel and the ultrasound gel placed over the blood pressure 
transducers. a, The PBS hydrogel and ultrasound gel were in contact while the ultrasound pulse was turned 
on and off (right), respectively. A decreasing (more positive current) was observed when the gels were in 
contact. b, A different design with increased distance between the gels were used in vitro with the same 
amount of ultrasound gel, due to the physical distance, no cross-talking was observed (right). c, The same 
design (with a shorter distance between the blood pressure and chemical sensors) was used with a solid 
hydrogel and no apparent cross-talking was observed (right). 

 

 The device was designed with an optimal distance between the individual detection 

compartments to ensure successful acoustic BP and HR sensing, IP extraction, and 

electrochemical monitoring. As shown in Figure 7.16a and Figure 7.16d, the BP transducers 

were located 1 cm below the chemical sensors, a distance optimized by assessing the crosstalk 

between the neighboring sensors. The signal generation of the acoustic sensor relies on high-
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voltage high-frequency pulses that may induce signal drift in the chemical sensors, while the IP 

extraction, potentiostatic sensing, and potential-sweep sensing may also induce noises in the 

acoustic signals. 

Such crosstalk effect between the electrochemical and BP sensors was evaluated by 

recording the corresponding signals during on-body operations. The BP signals were acquired 

while the potentiostatic electrochemical input was turned on and off repeatedly to assess the 

effect of the electrochemical sensing of the anodic (Figure 7.16e) and cathodic (Figure 7.16b) 

sensors on the BP signal. Similarly, the effect of the acoustic sensing on both sides of the 

electrochemical sensing was examined by recording the amperometric response while turning the 

acoustic pulses on and off repeatedly every 30 s (Figure 7.16c, f). It is worth noting that without 

optimization, the electrochemical detection was subject to a strong signal interference due to the 

potential drift caused by the biased voltage from the acoustic pulses (Figures 7.14 and 7.15).  
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Figure 7.15 On-body cross-talking evaluation of multimodal wearable sensor. a, Signal interference study 
between iontophoretic current (0.3 mA/cm2) applied between cathode and anode (dark orange color) and 
blood pressure device (light orange color). b, Blood pressure waveform recorded when the IP current was 
initially on, and next turned off. c, Blood pressure waveform recorded when the IP current was initially off 
and then turned on. d, Cross talking study between detection potential for glucose (dark green) and the 
blood pressure ultrasound device (light green). e, BP signal recorded while the detection potential was 
initially off, followed by turning the detection potential (-0.2V) on (red dotted line) and off (blue dotted line). 
f-g, Glucose signal recording while applying an on/off ultrasound cycle every 60 seconds for 3 min. h, Cross 
talking study between the lactate detection (dark blue) and the blood pressure ultrasound device (light blue). 
i, BP signal recorded while the detection potential was initially off, followed by turning the detection potential 
-0.2V on (red dotted line) and off (blue dotted line). j, Lactate signal recording while applying the ultrasound 
cycle on/off every 60 seconds for 3 min. k, Lactate signal recording while applying the ultrasound cycle 
off/on every 60 seconds for 3 min. 

 

Mechanical performance 

Mechanical stability is another crucial factor that dictates the reliability of skin-worn 

sensors when tensile deformations are expected. The impedance of the chemical sensor and the 

contact resistance to the PZT transducers may vary with the strain applied to the soft conformal 

device leading to changes in the measured signals that affect the reliability of the device. The 

stability of the PZT contact upon mechanical stress was realized by developing a novel solvent-
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soldering process based on the fast dissolution and room-temperature curing of SEBS-based 

materials. During the assembly process, the PZT transducers can be quickly mounted and 

bonded onto the SEBS substrate and connected to the SEBS-based stretchable silver ink by 

wetting the electrode surface with toluene (Figure 7.16m). The solvent soldered PZT chips can 

thus be securely bonded to the printed electrodes without delamination during stretching 

deformations (Figure 7.16n), with their assembly efficiency largely improved compared to 

previous reports. 10 The effects of stretching on the sensing performance were assessed by 

stretching tests at 20% uniaxial strain. The device was stretched repeatedly along the vertical 

direction (Figure 7.16g) and horizontal direction (Figure 7.16j). The ultrasonic echo signals, 

against a two-layered Ecoflex, and the current (CA signal) from the bare PB electrode (held at -

0.2V), in buffer solution, were recorded after every 200 cycles of stretching at 20% strain. As 

shown in Figures. 7.16h and 7.16k, although the intensity of the acoustic transducer signal 

decreased slightly with stretching, the temporal relationship between each peak that 

corresponded to two echoes did not change, and hence the deformations did not affect the 

recorded waveform. Similarly, the electrochemical sensors did not show significant current 

change as the stretching cycle progressed (Figures 7.16i, l and Figures 7.10). The device has 

also shown good mechanical resilience after transferring it to the body. Figures 7.16o-q illustrate 

the twisting and bending of the sensor on the skin. Mechanical resilience tests were performed 

also during active 20% stretching deformation. The bare and enzyme-modified electrochemical 

sensors were evaluated in vitro while under stress in the horizontal and vertical directions, and 

the BP device was used to capture the signal while turning the neck 90o; the glucose response 

did not change after or during the 100x stretching (Figure 7.11). 
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Figure 7.16 Characterization of the multimodal wearable sensor. a-c, Signal interference crosstalk studies 
between the ISF electrochemical and the BP sensors (a), including BP signal recording while applying and 
removing the CA detection potential (b), and ISF sensor signal recording while start and pausing ultrasound 
signal generation with 30 s intervals within 3 min (c).  d-f, Signal interference crosstalk studies between 
sweat electrochemical sensor and the BP transducer (d), including BP signal recording while applying and 
removing the CA detection potential (e), and sweat sensor signal recording while start and pausing 
ultrasound signal generation with 30 s intervals within 3 min (f). g, Photos of the sensor under 20% vertical 
strain. h, Envelopes of the raw echo signals before and after every 200 stretching cycles until 1000 cycles. 
i, Electrochemical response every 200 stretching cycles until 1000 cycles. j, Photos of the sensor under 
20% horizontal strain (RSD =1.09%). k, Envelopes of the raw echo signals before and after every 200 
stretching cycles until 1000 cycles. l, Electrochemical response every 200 stretching cycles until 1000x 
(RSD = 12.24%). m, PZT transfer process. Toluene is drop cast on the electrode pad to dissolve the SEBS 
trace (i). Softened silver ink ready for bonding with the transducer (ii). Drop cast toluene on transducers for 
bonding with the ground wire (iii). Binding of the ground layer to the reserved electrode channel (iv). n, 
Adhesion of the PZT transducers to the substrate. The photo images of the pristine device under indentation 
(i), during horizontal stretching (ii) and after transferring the ground layer (iii). o-q, Skin conformability, and 
mechanical integrity of the device while twisting (o), bending (p), and after these deformations (q).  
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Tracking cardiovascular activities and biomarker levels 

The ability of the device to simultaneously monitor dynamic cardiovascular parameters 

and biomarker concentrations allows evaluating the effects of common daily activities on an 

individual’s physiological status and to continuously collect data about their response to such 

everyday activity. The levels of lactate, glucose, alcohol, and caffeine in our bodies can fluctuate 

due to common daily activities, whose impact on our BP also varies based on an individual’s 

physical conditions. The simultaneous measurement of biomarkers and BP allows the data 

collection of an individual’s responses to such daily activities. The device’s ability to track multiple 

biomarkers while capturing cardiac parameters can further help deconvolute the additive effects 

of multiple stimuli on physiological parameters, which holds significant implications towards self-

monitoring for personalized health management. In order to study the effect of each activity upon 

the cardiac parameters, measurements were performed before and after the stimulus. Tests were 

performed by monitoring BP along with key sweat and ISF biomarkers, corresponding to specific 

medical situations. More complex patch designs (Figure 7.17) can be used for the simultaneous 

monitoring of BP and multiple sweat chemical markers. 

 

Figure 7.17 Multiple chemical sensors and blood pressure sensors A) Design of an epidermal patch for the 
simultaneous monitoring of blood pressure along with sweat alcohol, caffeine and lactate, and ISF glucose 
chemical markers. B). Design of the stretchable integrated blood pressure-chemical sensing patch for the 
simultaneous detection of sweat sodium and lactate, and blood pressure. a, A photo image of the sensor 
on the body. b, Illustration of the sensor’s acoustic and electrochemical sensing components. Lactate and 
sodium sensors are located at the cathodic compartment. A three-electrodes system is used for lactate 
detection (red circle) and a two-electrode system is used for sodium detection (blue square). The blood 
pressure sensor is located in the center on the patch (black square)  
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Exercise, comprising any action which demands physical efforts, has a major impact on 

the body's physiological response, including changes in lactate levels, HR, and BP. During 

prolonged exercising, blood and sweat lactate levels elevate due to metabolic stress. 32 HR 

increases to meet the muscle demand for oxygen, while BP surges due to increased availability 

of vasodilatory mediators such as nitric oxide. 33 To study these effects, several volunteering 

subjects were asked to perform stationary cycling at a fixed level for 30 min, followed by 20 min 

of resting. BP was recorded while the sweat was stimulated before and after the exercise for the 

lactate measurements, and the obtained BP and lactate level data were validated by a commercial 

cuff-style blood pressure monitor and a blood lactate meter. As expected, significant changes in 

BP and HR were thus observed in Figure 7.18a after the exercise, increasing up to 150 mmHg 

and 98 bpm, respectively (Figure 7.18a i-ii). Sweat lactate also increased, with low lactate levels 

recorded in the beginning and increased two-fold after the exercise (Figure 7.18a iv-v). The BP 

and sweat lactate data collected from the device agreed well with the validation methods, as 

shown in Figure 7.18a iii-vi. It is worth noting that as no exogenous drugs are used to affect the 

subject’s BP, the relaxation and contraction of the elastine- and collagen-rich central arteries due 

to exercise can be considered negligible, and hence no additional recalibration of the acoustic 

sensor was needed during the experiment. 

As another commonly seen unhealthy stimulus - excessive alcohol consumption - has 

shown to increase cardiovascular risks via alcohol-induced hypotension and hypertension. 34,35 

Alcohol may have different effects on the BP, depending on the amount and frequency of its 

consumption and genetic factors related to resistance or sensitivity to alcohol. 36,37 BP variations 

upon alcohol ingestion are related to the direct vasodilation, surge in cortisol secretion, and 

reduced insulin sensitivity. 38 For the sensor experiments focusing on alcohol as the stimulus, the 

BP and sweat alcohol level were measured before and 20 min after drinking 200 mL of an 

alcoholic beverage (19% vol.) (Figure 7.18b). A commercial alcohol breathalyzer was used for 
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correlation with blood alcohol level. As shown in Figure 7.18b, the alcohol consumption resulted 

in an increased HR (from 69 to 85 bpm) and BP (120 to 136 mmHg) of the volunteer (Figure 

7.18b i-ii). These results agree with studies showing that a single alcohol intake by non-heavy 

drinkers can lead to a temporary BP spike. 38 It is worth noting that for heavy drinkers, there might 

be a considerable BP morning surge that greatly increases the risk of stroke. 38 Simultaneously, 

the sensor allows reliable detection of sweat alcohol, as this small polar molecule can be found 

in sweat with a 1:1 correlation to blood (Figure 7.18b iv-v) 39  

Metabolites, such as glucose, can also affect the BP waveform by changing the blood 

viscosity. Blood viscosity increases under conditions of insulin resistance, altering the flux of blood 

in the capillaries and hence the shape of the BP pulse. 40,41 Studies have shown that subjects with 

high blood pressure are prone to significantly higher blood glucose levels. 42 To test the effect of 

the rise in glucose upon the BP, healthy non-diabetic subjects were asked to consume a high 

sugary meal after fasting. The BP and ISF glucose levels were recorded using the device before 

and 15 min after consuming the food, with the glucose level validated using a commercial 

glucometer at both times. As shown in Figure 7.18c i-ii, the sensor evaluation, during the food 

consumption experiment, resulted in negligible changes in the BP and HR. In contrast, the 

electrochemical biosensor readily detected changes in the ISF glucose levels after the meal 

consumption (Figure 7.18c iv-v). This data is within the expectation for the non-diabetic subject, 

as glucose-induced BP changes occur only when glucose levels increase significantly to alter the 

blood pumping through the arteries, which is not common for non-diabetic individuals whose 

glucose is readily regulated by the responsive release of insulin. 

Lastly, caffeine was chosen as another chemical stimulus commonly used in our daily 

lives. Caffeine-intake is known to lead to an increased BP through the inhibition of the adenosine 

receptor and release of stress hormones, such as norepinephrine or cortisol.43 These biochemical 

changes can result in transient contractions of the arterial smooth muscle and influence the 
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vascular tone by phosphodiesterase inhibition. 44 The effect of caffeine on the BP varies, and are 

shown to be more pronounced in hypertensive subjects. 43,44 The epidermal BP/caffeine sensor 

patch was evaluated on subjects with and without caffeine-intake habits, and their BP and sweat 

caffeine were measured before and 30 min after consuming a caffeine-rich (80 mg) sugar-free 

energy drink. The amount of caffeine in sweat was validated through a standard additions 

voltammetric method, spiking caffeine to a collected sweat sample. The on-body tests on a 

subject with habitual caffeine-intake showed no significant changes in the BP and HR after 

consumption of high caffeine doses, reflecting the caffeine tolerance and healthy blood pressure 

levels of the volunteer. 29 In contrast, the BP variation was more pronounced for the subject with 

no habitual caffeine intake (Figure 7.18d). The caffeine sensor displayed a flat DPV baseline 

response prior to the caffeine intake, whereas the sweat DPV recorded 30 min after the caffeine 

intake showed a distinct anodic peak current at 1.2 V, corresponding to the caffeine oxidation 

(Figure 7.18d-iv-v). 45,46 Current levels before and after the caffeine intake were compared 

against the results obtained through the standard additions method for caffeine, showing a good 

correlation between both parameters (Figure 7.18d-vi). Note that the in vitro electrochemical 

characterization of the caffeine sensor in pH 4.5 showed current peaks around 1.1 V (Figure 7.8).  

Such small potential shift reflects the use of acetate-buffer loaded agarose gel over the caffeine 

sensor for minimizing the effect of fluctuating sweat pH between 4.5-7.0. 
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Figure 7.18 On-body evaluation of the hybrid acoustic-electrochemical sensor. a, BP/HR and sweat lactate 
studies. Signal recording for BP/HR performance before (i) and after (ii) exercise. Bar graphics represent 
the sensor validation using a commercial cuff (white) and BP readings obtained with the ultrasound 
transducers (green) (iii). Signal recording for sweat lactate before (iv) and after (v) exercise. Bar graphics 
represent the sensor validation using a commercial blood lactate meter (white) and readings obtained with 
the electrochemical sensor (green) (vi). B, BP/HR and sweat alcohol studies. Signal recording for BP/HR 
performance before (i) and after (ii) alcohol intake. Bar graphics represent the sensor validation using a 
commercial cuff (white) and BP readings obtained with the ultrasound transducers (blue) (iii). Signal 
recording for sweat alcohol before (iv) and after (v) alcohol intake. Bar graphics represent the sensor 
validation using a commercial breathalyzer (white) and readings obtained with the electrochemical sensor 
(blue) (vi). C, BP/HR and ISF glucose studies. Signal recording for BP/HR performance before (i) and after 
(ii) food intake. Bar graphics represent the sensor validation using a commercial cuff (white) and BP 
readings obtained with the ultrasound transducers (red) (iii). Signal recording for ISF glucose before (iv) 
and after (v) food intake. Bar graphics represent the sensor validation using a commercial blood glucometer 
(white) and readings obtained with the electrochemical sensor (red) (vi). D, BP/HR and sweat caffeine 
studies. Signal recording for BP/HR performance before (i) and after (ii) caffeine intake. Bar graphics 
represent the sensor validation using a commercial cuff (white) and BP readings obtained with the 
ultrasound transducers (orange) (iii). Signal recording for sweat caffeine before (iv) and after (v) caffeine 
intake. Bar graphics represent the sensor validation through the standard addition method (white) and 
readings obtained with the voltammetric sensor (orange) (vi). 

 

Device monitoring multiple stimuli 

Then we evaluated the device in real-life scenarios, where people usually experience 

multiple activities that may have synergistic or counteracting effects on the body’s physiological 

response. The use of the device for monitoring cardiovascular parameters along with multiple 
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biomarker levels was evaluated on subjects exposed to multiple stimuli. A common example of 

counteracting effect to the glucose levels is exercising along with food intake, as glucose can be 

quickly consumed during exercise to produce energy. 47 Exercise is also expected to increase the 

BP and lactate levels in the subject, as was shown in previous single-stimuli tests. To study this 

scenario, the subject was asked to consume a sugar-rich meal, followed by exercising on a 

stationary bike for 30 min, with the ISF glucose, sweat lactate, and BP monitored before and after 

each step. As shown in Figure 7.19a, normal systolic BP level, high glucose levels (> 100 mg/dL) 

and low lactate levels were observed before the biking activity. After the exercise, glucose levels 

decreased, accompanied by a considerable increase in the BP, HR, and lactate level, as predicted 

from previous tests. Control experiments – performed without any food or exercise – were used 

to corroborate that the change in signal resulted solely from the increase of lactate and glucose 

levels 29. These findings are in agreement with a previously reported extensive study of a similar 

wearable electrochemical system. 15 Overall, Figure 7.19a illustrates that the new sensor is able 

to capture the complex processes resulting from the simultaneous food and exercise stimuli, 

including the digestion of food to produce glucose as the energy reservoir, the glycolysis reaction 

consuming the glucose and oxygen to release energy, the increased BP and HR compensating 

for the oxygen depletion, and the lactate generation during the hypoxic condition in exercise 

The influence of the simultaneous intake of alcohol and glucose on the BP and HR, 

simulating a typical alcohol consumption during meals, was also studied on volunteering subjects. 

Based on previous observations, increasing glucose levels are not expected to cause significant 

changes in the BP of the subjects, whereas an increasing BP is expected after the alcohol intake. 

Therefore, an additive effect in the rise in BP and glucose is expected when combining the intake 

of alcohol and sugary food. Moreover, the digestion of alcoholic drinks, along with the reduced 

insulin sensitivity caused by alcohol consumption, can further aggravate the increase in the 

glucose level and BP. 15 On the other hand, excessive alcohol intake can lead to severe 

hypoglycemia and hypotension, even when combined with glucose intake, particularly for insulin-
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dependent diabetes subjects. 48 Therefore, the simultaneous monitoring of glucose and BP is 

important for distinguishing the case of moderate or excessive drinking and preventing drinking-

induced accidents, especially for subjects with underlying health conditions. 49,50 Sweat alcohol, 

ISF glucose, and BP signals were recorded in the fasting state, after the alcohol consumption, 

and after the food intake. As shown on Figure 7.19b iv-vi, before any food or alcohol 

consumptions, blood glucose and alcohol showed a typical non-diabetic fasting state reading of 

90 mg/dL glucose and a 0% BAC level, whereas increasing BP, glucose, and alcohol signals were 

observed for 20 min after the stimuli. The observed increase in BP following the alcohol intake 

alone was 16 mmHg (Figure 7.18b-iii), rising further to 20 mmHg after the concurrent intake of 

sugary food (Figure 7.19b-iii). Such BP variations demonstrate the synergetic effect of combining 

alcohol and glucose intakes on the BP. Smaller changes in HR were observed following the 

alcohol and food intakes as compared to the alcohol intake alone, indicating different mechanisms 

for the increased BP. Control experiments, carried out without intakes of food or drink were used 

to corroborate that the observed signal changes were solely due to the increase of alcohol and 

glucose 29, as supported by early findings. 15 
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Figure 7.19 a, Lactate/glucose/BP performance. BP/HR signal recording before (i) and after (ii) exercise. 
Bar graphic comparison between BP signal using a commercial cuff (white) and the ultrasound transducer 
(green/red) (iii).  Electrochemical sensor signal recording for sweat lactate before (dotted line) and after 
(solid line) exercising (iv). Electrochemical sensor signal recording for glucose after having a meal and 
before exercising (dotted line) and after exercise (solid line) (v). Bar graphic comparison between lactate 
levels in sweat using the electrochemical sensor (green solid) and a commercial blood lactate meter 
(green/white), glucose levels in ISF using the electrochemical sensor (red solid) and blood using a blood 
glucose meter (red/white) (vi). B. Alcohol/glucose/BP performance. BP/HR signal recording before (i) and 
after (ii) food and alcohol intake. Bar graphic comparison between BP signal using a commercial cuff (white) 
and the ultrasound transducer (blue/red) (iii). Electrochemical sensor signal recording for sweat alcohol 
before (dotted line) and after (solid line) alcohol intake (iv). Electrochemical sensor signal recording for ISF 
glucose before (dotted line) and after (solid line) food intake (v). Bar graphic comparison between alcohol 
levels in sweat using the electrochemical sensor (blue solid) and a commercial breathalyzer (blue/white), 
glucose levels in ISF using the electrochemical sensor (red solid) and blood using a blood glucose meter 
(red/white) (vi).  
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Continuous bp and biomarker monitoring 

The ability of the sensor to capture the dynamic biomarker and BP fluctuations while 

performing physical activity was also demonstrated. Physically active individuals are expected to 

have lower resting BP, reducing considerably the risk of heart failure events. 51,52 The lower resting 

BP can further be reflected in a smaller increase in BP during exercising, as physically active 

individuals signal the body earlier to release nitric oxide (NO) to promote enhanced vasodilation. 

51 Smaller increases in lactate levels are also expected for active individuals compared with non-

active ones. 53 BP is expected to decrease following intense exercise activity, eventually returning 

to its original value, regardless of the fitness level.54 Further, studies demonstrated a close 

relationship between the magnitude of the post-exercise BP decrease and the lactate levels, 

showing that elevated blood lactate levels after high-intensity exercise promotes larger 

differences between pre- and post-exercise BP values. 55 Such complex dynamic processes thus 

require the hybrid sensor to operate continuously for capturing these real-time fluctuations 

throughout the activity. Subjects with different fitness levels (physically active and non-active) 

were asked to perform a 30 min cycling activity at constant intensity while wearing the device 

(during the whole experiment), and their BP and sweat lactate levels were monitored continuously 

until the exercise was stopped. IP was not used for this portion of the study, as sweat was 

generated spontaneously from the activity. Validation data were also recorded before, 10 min into, 

and after the exercise. As shown in Figure 7.20a (for the physically active subject) and 7.20b (for 

the sedentary subject), a considerably higher sweat lactate level and increased BP values were 

observed during the exercise for the sedentary subject compared to the active subject. Higher 

HR, BP, and sweat lactate levels are expected during exercise for the non-active subjects due to 

the elevated catecholamine levels compared to physically active subjects, leading to differences 

in BP depending on the fitness levels and cardiovascular system. 56 To address the potential 

effect of sweat electrolytes upon the activity of the Prussian Blue transducer 57, we used a 

sufficiently negative applied potential (-0.2 V) that accommodates small possible shifts in the PB 
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peak potential. We also demonstrated a more advanced patch design able to perform parallel 

potentiometric measurements of sweat electrolyte levels for correcting the electrolyte effect 

(Figure 7.17). The on-body data is shown in Figure 7.21. 
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Figure 7.20 a, Continuous lactate/BP/HR performance for actively fit volunteer. Continuous signal recording 
showing sweat lactate profile during stationary biking (i). Bar graphics showing validation using a 
commercial blood lactate meter (white) and electrochemical sensor readings (green) (ii). BP/HR signal 
recording before (iii), during (iv), and after (v) stationary biking. Bar graphic comparison between BP signal 
using a commercial cuff (white) and the ultrasound before (green), during (red), and after (purple) of the 
exercise performance (vi). B, Continuous Lactate/BP/HR performance for sedentary volunteer. Continuous 
current recording showing sweat lactate profile during stationary biking (i). Bar graphics showing validation 
using a commercial blood lactate meter (white) and electrochemical sensor readings (green) (ii). BP/HR 
signal recording before (iii), during (iv), and after (v) stationary biking. Bar graphic comparison between the 
BP signal of a commercial cuff (white) and the ultrasound before (green), during (red), and after (purple) of 
the exercise activity (vi). 
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Figure 7.21 Continuous sodium/lactate//BP/HR performance. a, Continuous signal recording showing 
sweat sodium (i) and lactate (i) profile during stationary biking for fit subject. BP/HR signal recording before 
(green), during (red), and after (purple) stationary biking (iii). b, Continuous signal recording showing sweat 
sodium (i) and lactate (i) profile during stationary biking for a sedentary subject. BP/HR signal recording 
before (green), during (red), and after (purple) stationary biking (iii). 

 

7.1.3. Conclusions  

The present work reports the first example of a conformal skin-worn device capable of 

simultaneous monitoring of BP, HR, and multiple biomarkers. This advance has been realized by 

elegantly addressing major engineering challenges in integrating rigid ultrasound transducers and 

soft and stretchable electrochemical sensors into a single flexible and stretchable platform while 

ensuring mechanical performance and avoiding signal crosstalk. The novel SEBS-based solvent-

soldering process has greatly simplified the assembly of a sensor with complex structure while 

ensuring reliable mechanical behavior and continuous epidermal BP and biomarker signal 

recordings under different chemical and physical stimuli and activities. Signal crosstalk between 

the acoustic and electrochemical transducers was prevented by spatially separating both 

components and using solid-state sensing hydrogel layers. Repeated mechanical deformation 

tests demonstrated outstanding durability and reliability of the electrochemical and acoustic 

sensors. 
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Such simultaneous acoustic and electrochemical sensing offers continuous monitoring of 

the users’ physiological status and its response to multiple everyday activities and stimuli. This 

multimodal wearable platform has thus been shown useful for correlating common daily activities, 

such as exercise, drinking, and eating, with changes in BP, HR, and biomarker levels. The 

encouraging results support the possibility of developing more advanced hybrid wearable sensors 

that involve complex integration of chemical and physical sensors on a single conformal platform 

for simultaneously monitoring multiple relevant parameters. Such sophisticated integration of 

reliable and comprehensive epidermal sensors can only be realized with the judicious material 

selection, optimized structural engineering, and novel high-throughput fabrication process in 

mind. While displaying attractive features, there are still opportunities for improving the 

BP/HR/metabolites patch: (i) The integrated patch relies on the iontophoretic pilocarpine 

stimulation of sweat, which limits the operational use due to the depletion of pilocarpine. Long 

term sweat stimulating drugs (e.g., carbachol) can be used to extend the operation period and 

perform multiple measurements using a single sweat stimulation step. (ii) Testing of advanced 

patch designs towards comprehensive multi-analyte monitoring (iii) Incorporation of a perspiration 

rate sensing interface to normalize the ISF marker readings or use of sweat suppressive drugs 

along with an internal standard (sodium) to address potential ISF dilution by passive sweating (iv) 

Conducting extensive validations involving a large number of subjects with various health 

conditions, including diabetes and cardiovascular patients. (v) Full miniaturization of the device 

through the development of electronics with integrated ultrasound and multi-potentiostatic 

capabilities, along with signal processing and wireless transmission functionalities. Previous 

examples have shown the successful miniaturization of wearable devices featuring multiplexed 

sensing modalities, wireless communications, and displays. 16,58,59 The future development of a 

standalone acoustic sensing interface circuit, coupled with artificial intelligence-aided signal 

processing, will fully transform the present device into a comprehensive skin-worn sensing 

system. By addressing these opportunities and adding more sensing parameters, we envision a 
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fully integrated multiplexed wearable health monitoring device that offers significant new insights 

into the health and physiological status of individuals towards the prevention and management of 

chronic diseases. This device represents an important first step towards multimodal wearable 

sensors that fuse acoustic and electrochemical sensors towards more comprehensive monitoring 

of human physiology and a successful telehealth transformation. It thus paves the way into a new 

field of skin-conformal tools capable of providing important, high-quality, and high-density 

information regarding the status of human health, and lays the foundation for next-generation 

wearable patches capable of hybrid chemical-electrophysiological-physical monitoring. 

Chapter 7, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Nat Biomed Eng., 2021, by 

Juliane R. Sempionatto, Muyang Lin, Lu Yin, Ernesto De la paz, Kexin Pei, Thitaporn Sonsa-ard, 

Andre N. de Loyola Silva, Ahmed A. Khorshed, Fangyu Zhang, Nicholas Tostado, Sheng Xu and 

Joseph Wang. The dissertation author, Muyang Lin, and Lu Yin were co-authors of this paper. 
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CHAPTER 8  

8. Prospects and opportunities for wearable sensors 

In the past years, we have witnessed a tremendous progress towards the continuous 

monitoring of multiple biomarkers in a comfortable “wear-and-forget” form factor. Clearly, the field 

of wearable chemical sensors is changing the way analytical chemistry is performed in 

decentralized settings. These new wearable chemical sensing devices can continuously access 

rich and important molecular information in real time. Realizing the full analytical potential of these 

proof-of-concept noninvasive devices require further attention to major technological gaps, toward 

improving the reliability of these devices, and extensive large-scale validation and clinical trials 

for confirming their diagnostic value. The latter is particularly crucial for establishing correlations 

to gold-standard blood assays and for understanding the lag times in the specific biofluid 

compared to dynamic changing blood concentrations.  

Undoubtedly, wearable chemical sensors offer tremendous promise for advancing 

individualized healthcare. This emerging analytical technology could greatly benefit different 

health-related areas, including (1) preventive medicine, by detecting diseases, disorders or events 

at an early stage; (2) precision medication toward closed-loop systems; (3) personalized nutrition. 

The ability of wearable sensors to monitor continuously and non-invasively the intake of food and 

supplements offers considerable promise for providing a timely personalized nutrition feedback. 

(4) detection of drug compliance or abuse; (5) management of chronic diseases, ranging from 

diabetes, to Parkinson; (6) remote in-home monitoring.  

Performing reliable analytical chemical measurements on the human body continuously 

and without repeated calibration is not a simple task. Unlike the controlled centralized laboratory 

conditions, wearable sensors are exposed to uncontrolled conditions of on-body operations, such 

as varying temperature or pH, ionic strength, humidity, or pressure during prolonged indoor and 
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outdoor activities. Additionally, differences in body fluid compositions among and within the same 

individual, and personal medication and nutrition, can all influence the sensor performance. 

Similar to other measurements of body fluids, noninvasive assays are subject to fouling of the 

transducer surface that limits the operational stability. Performing analytically and clinically useful 

on-body measurements require meeting the high accuracy (i.e., high selectivity, sensitivity, 

stability and reproducibility) expected for lab-based testing.  

Among the alternative biofluids of analyte relevance, ISF analysis is exponentially 

growing. The blood-like composition of this biofluid has shown a good correlation for biomarker 

concentrations in blood. Deeper understanding of the physiological relevance of the target 

analytes in other noninvasive body fluids is important for saliva, sweat and tears-based sensors. 

While major recent focus has been given to biocatalytic assays of major metabolites, it is essential 

to expand the analytical scope of wearable sensors to important proteins, DNA, and RNA 

biomarkers. 

However, the development of real-time bioaffinity wearable sensor is extremely 

challenging since these assays require complex and multistep protocols and are usually not 

reversible. Considering the numerous sensing opportunities that wearable bioaffinity chemical 

sensors can potentially offer, we expect growing future attention to such on-body devices based 

on new concepts for viable reversible wearable bioaffinity sensors, e.g., through the use of 

synthetic receptors, such as aptamers or molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP). Advanced on-body 

microfluidic devices are expected to facilitate further the realization of complex on-body bioaffinity 

assays, as well as to improvements in the sampling and handling of noninvasive body fluids.  

With proper attention to key technological challenges, continuous noninvasive chemical 

monitoring will bring many exciting opportunities towards prevention and management of 

diseases. Joint multidisciplinary efforts between analytical chemists, material and electrical 
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engineers, and physicians will eventually lead to the complete lab-on-the body - where our skin, 

mouth, and eyes will replace the current lab benchtop - for new scientific discoveries. Such ability 

to access continuously important molecular information in real time would have a broad impact 

on our daily lives far beyond current tracking of our activity and mobility. 

Chapter 8, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Analytical Chemistry, 2020, 

by Juliane R. Sempionatto, Itthipon Jeerapan, Sadagopan Krishnan, and Joseph Wang. The 

dissertation author and Itthipon Jeerapan were co-authors of this paper.  

 




